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ByWallaceF.Davis andFUchardScherrer 
I. IIcNTEtoDucTIm 
An eir-induction 0ysteIuconveys airfrmlthe atmospheretothe 
engine of en aircreet. Its purpose is to sugply,mder sllflightcon- 
ditions, the sirneededforbestoperatiouof the engine withtheleest 
disturbance to the external flow. In other words,to avoidpenalties in 
z ~ee,wei&t,sndfuelconsutuption,8n fnductiousystemmstsypply 
mximtm pressure end with the least drag aud adverse inter- 
ference possible. ~flovtotheenginemuetbes~icientlyuaiform 
end steady to maintaiu engine performsnce end to evoid vibration and 
structural failure. The significeuce of the air-i&uction systemin 
high-speed-aircraftdesignhas beenwellillustratedby Sxiklninrefer- 
ace 1. Itis shownthatforfighter 8ircraftflyingatMachmmiberslese 
than dmwt 1.1, the pressure losses through 8 typical nmm8l-shock inlet 
case aloss inengine thrustthatis equivslenttoless than10 percent 
of the wing dreg; wherees, at a Mach nu&er of 1.6, these pressure losses 
reduce the engine thrustforcebyan amomtequsltothewlngdreg. 
l 
. 
A sizable quantity of research has been directed toward finding 
solutions to the problems of sir-inductionsystems, particularlyinthe~ 
Mach number range fromOto2;butthe results have not been consolidated 
into suorgauizedgroupof designpriuciples. Kijdhemenn end Weber have 
writtenatextbook onpropulsion(ref. 2) endpresentscme discussionof 
air induction. However, further consolidation of information is required, 
psrticularlyforsupersonicaircraft. It is the purpose of this report 
to assemble priuciples of induction-system design for fli&t to.e Mach 
number of2 audtouse existing datato showthe consequences of compro- 
misingthem. In order to accomplish this task it wm necessary to make 
an extensive search of &sting literature on air-Induction systems. A 
bibliography based on this search is appended to the present report. 
Thebibliographylists reports publishedsincel#8andtbus exteudsthe 
bibliography of reference 3. The authors aclmowledge with gratitude the 
assistance givenbyMr. l%metA.Moesman,Mr.ForrestE.Cowen,and 
Mr. WarreuEL Anderson incarrying outtheliterature searchandiumakikg 
other contributions to this report. 
2 ._ .__ .I~c!ARMA~~~~ 
?? 
The design of sneir-induction syetemfm eu eircreftis greatly 
influencedbythe design afboththe &rfrsme audthe engine,& the 'I 
performauce of airframe end engine canbe:seriouslyaffect&bythe .- 
1Ilduct1cm system. Therefore, the problem ai? air induction must be con- I 
sidered fran en aver-all tiewpoln~, aud a'broad outline must be selected 
_ 
to relate design principles. In this repqrt, the problems of air-induction 
systems are arrangedaccmdingto the following outline,and theprinc'iples 
the-b have been esteblished for their solution are presented tier the 
appropriate problem headings. 
A. Definitions are presented to describe the fcrrces Involved and 
the te~~o&yuaedineir-~etion-syst~desiga. 
B. The relatimsb5ps of the inductionsystemtobothairframe and 
engine arediscussedtoindicate theprellMmxrydesign con- 
sideretims . 
c. The detail design problems of ensuring high p+ armncecxfen 
isoleted eir-iIlducticm system snd then of meintaining this 
performance when in couibination'with other aimraftcompanents 
arediscussedmdertwoheadirtgs; 
1. Induction, that is, the pressure-recovery, drag, flow- 
uuiformity, aud flow-steadiness problems encountered in 
suppl#ng eir to en engiqe. 
2. Infiederence, ac how other pert6 & en airframe &fect the I 
taductlcm system end vice verse. 
This cmmgemnt is illustrated by the follcrwing chart: 
Air-inductian system 
I 
Definlticms 
I 
Ftrellmimry conElid.eretions 
I 
AircreSt reqlaeements 
mi-fr~~induction- 
I 
&-induction- 
system c~inetioIl _ _ - system ccmibilletim 
I 
I 
I 
Deteil cousideretione 
I I 
I md&tion I Interference' 
Pressure recovery Airfrsme-inductian system 
Drag 
_. ._, Inducticm-6yEtem eirfreme 
Flow atWe and uniformity 
. 
_ _- 
. 
. 
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Border todiscuss hductim~systemdesignuver atidemnge ti 
operating ccadltions, it is necessery to lime a cmsistent terminology. 
The definitions thathavebeen selectedfaruse Inthis reporthaveall 
beenusedpTeviausly;anainthemanyins~ceswfiereseveraltermshave 
beenusedbyvarious Investigatcmsto indicate the same concqt,the 
choicemadehereis baeedupmconsideraticms of consistency,popular 
usage, end convenience.. 
Todefinethermjorfectcms imolved, cmsiderthe generalarrange- 
men-t of the folloulng sketch: 
- Erhrnal arfaam 
-htUdUdQCXX 
- Sheamllm 
-Sb&woln 
sketch (1) 
The eir-inductio31syEltem(stetions1ti 3)is apart ae the~ion 
system(st~tionslto 4)endis definedtobe thatpor%icmcrP anaIrcraft 
~sepurposeistocoarvey~fmsathee~sphere~anePg~. !I!he 
inductionsystemincl~es anym.8suPes takmto cmgress cm divide the 
cmcming air stream that eventusJJy flows tbraugh the engine, such 8s the 
rsng a&bou&wy-l.eyerbleed(stationslto 2)shown tithe sketch. 
The inlet is etstatian2, end the hletareaismeeamed laaplene 
tangenttothe~tzn?s~eampoiptOip~~andaormaltothe~anflow 
direction inthis plae et msximm mess flow and-zero engle aP etteck.~ 
. If the entire cowl lip does not lie in-the Inlet plane, the Inlet srea 3s 
tekenes the areaoutUnedbyf&efarwardmo stpoints aolthelips projected 
onto-the inletpleae. 
; 
Fmpwticular~distcx.ted inlet shapes, these 
definitims axe not shays -cable; in such cases, an area should be 
4 NACA m ~55~16 
chosen which is the most representative in terms aF induction-system 
performsme. Many specific definitions of inlet are& have been employed 
in the litereture; two aP these which 8x-e p8rticulerly useful sire the 
capture szee, the axial projection af the inlet me8 aud cmpressiopl- 
surface frontsl axe8 onto the plsne cxP s~tlon 1, eM.the minimum cross-, 
~secticm area, staticm 2'. Eechaf these'def'imitionsis convenient in 
certain cases,and they are Identical for sherp-lip normal-shock inlets. 
The duct (stations 2' to 3) in the general case includes an area sad 
shape variationalong itslength,bends,.snd s.plenumchssiber. The engine 
intekeis etstetiou 3 sad Is considered tobeupstremof sJJ caaqpcments 
that ems nomwJlysqpliedwithau engine 8nd.that~epresentwhen static 
teats aP the engine are made. It is thus ahesd of screens and suirlv8nes. 
Theinletlip and the fairing of external surfaces into otherparts of the 
aircraft are cmsidered tobe problems of the induction system. 
Generelly spesHng, there are two charecteristics used to identify 
air-inductlou systems; nsmly,theloc&ion aP the inletcmanaircrsft 
end the method used to produce cmpressi~ upstresm of the inlet. Far 
exemple, Inductlou systems are denoted by such tmms as noseI side scoop, 
wlag-root, conical-shock, ar titernal-c~traction inlets; and these 
expressions are conibined far rome caaqplete designations. 
DIVISION0FFOFCES 
Thedivision af forces between apropulsive mitandotherpsrts 
of en sircrsftmustbe carefullydefined;to ensure ccmsistency. (8ee 
ref. 4, for -le.) The air that flows through a jet-propulsion systeag 
is canpressed, heated, and then eqpanded:to atmospheric pressure with 
the reaction fYcm the ensuing acceleration of the gases used to overcme 
the restrsining forces of pressure and friction and to accelerate the 
aircr&t. The division of the ccmgonsmt forces that are Included in these 
thrust and drag farces is, to a large extent, arbitrary, but for practical 
reesons specificdefinitionsmustbe selected. The engine designer, having 
nokn~~e~the~rframesin~chaa~e~tbeFnstalled, 
defines engine thrust with quantities thst are mepetient of instslla~' 
ticm conditions. Thetermused todescribe thepropellingforce afan 
isolated en@ne is the "net thrust" uhic$ is the rats of chsnge of total 
-turn (pressure plus mcmentumflux) of the wee hmdledbythe engine 
I from the free stream to the tail-pipe exit. rc9le aircraft designer defines 
the force available to accelerate an aircraft, tb& is, the net prqpulsive 
force, ss the sum 09 sll the farces, friction and pressure, in the flight 
directim that act cm all the su&aces of the aircraft (both internal and 
extern8l)thatareexposedtotheflowaFair. In using engine infmmetion 
to calculate this net propulsive force, the designer must be consistent 
because It is assumed in the engine data; that the propulsive system 
receives air with free-stream momentum, but in sn aircrsft inst8llatiou 
this iS geIlertiyXK3tSO. A co;rrecticmmustbemade fcmthedifference 
c 
r “- 
L 
mm RMA5Wl6 .' 5 
between the free-streem sz& Blet total momentum in order to obtain the 
net propulsive fqrce.&i?Ek folkming discussion illuf3tretes the considera- 
tionstiichsreinvol%ed. 
The net thrust force Cxp m engipe is defined es (see Appendix A for 
definitions of sy&ols end sketch (1) for the positions indicated by the 
numerical subscripts) 
Fn = mV4 - mov, + UP4 - Po) (1) 
It is assumedTn this equationthatthevelocityendpressure dFatribution 
et stations 0 snd 4 are unifom and steady and that A4 is normal.to the 
flight directian. The net propulsive 
Fnp = 
f&eofsn 
-[ J- AeLp - 
drcilm is defined es 
po)a + %a I @I 
- 
Rere, the pressure fqrces I(p - po)dA and the viscaua forces ma! are 
the components in the flight direction, and they are divided between 
internal snd exhrnal smfaces, Ah end k. Aforcetending to acceler- 
ate in the fl3gh-b direction is considered positive; thus the reaction 
from t* accelerated gases of a jet engine causes a positive pressure 
difference and ti resultant positive force on the titerpal surfaces Ain. 
The internal surfeces incUdethose &the air-induction system(thatis, 
l 
frm the stagnationpointon the leadbg edge'& the ramp dfrmthe 
s-dgns.ticmpointonthe inletlipto the engine intake, station 3,in 
sketch(l)) sndthe engineandnozzlepassages to the exit. The externsl 
surfaces A, are those in sketch (1) fraan the f-b&y nose to station 
1 and frcnu the stagnation point on the lip to 65ation 4. 
The first bracketed term of equation (2) less the farce on the rsqg 
, . is, eccording to the nmmentithecffem,equal toths rate of momentum 
change.between the exit and the plane which includes the stagnation 
points on the,wet lip (for.,& tbree-dzlmensibnal inlet) 
Ahb' - Po)~ - W-1 - (-Fr) = mV4 -t &(P+ - PJ - k (31 
_. 
. where __.. 
I?AcARMA55Fl6 
MI= s prvs- + AI s 
pI - PO)* 
b 
r, . 
AI me8 In the plane through the entry section enclosed by the 
stagnationpoints al? the tites+nalflowtmthe lip; this plane . 
is here assumed nomal to the'flight dlrecticm, and flow- 
incJA.netionengles sze assmedtobenegligiblysmaU 
Fr sum af the pressure snd friction forces in the flight directicm 
acting cm the rsaq; it is a nkgative force. 
To utilize F, indgtermlning F , the equatioufcxrthe former 
%e 
Canbe 
rewritten as the sum of the rates numientumch8nge~thegeseshendled 
by the engine between the exit and station AI and from' AI to the free 
Stream _ _ _ .._ -- 
ph = WV4 + &(A -PO>-MI+&-W'~ (4) 
Frcun equation (31, 
Fn = Ain(p - ~o)dA - W& + Fr +Mr - %Vo 
I 
so, substituting in equation (2) 
PhP 3 Fn - (MI- m0V0) - Fr - - P&A + Dv, 1 or 
Fpp =Fn - Aa(~ - PO)~ + Dvex + '(MI- mOVo) + F& 
- I 
(51 
_. 
According to the JlKm3ntu.m theorem, the rate aF change 09 lllcmentum through 
thebomdaryabou~ adefinite volm of ?luidis kqual to the rekultknt 
of the pressure integrsloverthe.free-fluid surface andtheforces acting 
on thefluiddue to solidsurfaces. (This statement of the theoremassumes 
steady flow and no shear forces cm the free-fluid surfeke.) For the 
streamtube.between AI ,and the free stream, 
s .s 
AI 
prVI'aA + (PI - P,)aA-movo= (P - Po)a - FB - Fr 
AI 0 
. 
._. L 
k 
I. 
.I 
E 
ITACAmAm. 7 
* 
. 
J 
AI 
l$c - wo - s (P - Po)~ - % - Fr 
0 
(61 
where I$ is the body force between the nose and steticm 1 in sketch (1) 
ELctingonthe~~cheven~flmthraughtheengine. Iftheair- 
inductionsystemhas abouudmy-laymbleed,as insketch(l),whichpre- 
ventsthebaLzndary~fram~f~body~entering~inlet,EJII 
wtmldnotincludef33y~the mnmentumde cremntaE'thisboundqylayer, 
so pB shmldthenzvpYesentmlythepressme dragcmthe strip of 
~bodysurfacewhichis~ectedbytheflowtothe~e. sub- 
stituting eq-uaticm (6) into equation (5) gi vesthefinelrelationsb3p 
AI 
FnP = Fn - (P - Po)U-% 
I 
(7) 
0 
Insubsonicf~,~thef~isneitherseparated~~e 
supersonic, the de terminetionaf netpropulsivefarceis so.umfhatsira- 
pllfied. Farsuchc~tiane,theflaroutsidethe~Lagercenbe 
consideredirrotationsl, aMD*Alenibert*s theaem states thet for a b&y 
dmutwhichthe stre&Mne 6 close, the compomnt aP the pressure inte@ 
tithe flight directicnmustbe zero overabuundingstresmtubeframthe 
~streamstatianet~chtheflowis~sturbedtothe similardown- 
stream steticm provided, In the cese of a three-dlmens icmal body, the-k 
it caries no lift. AssumUg.farease & qplanati~thatthe exkrnal 
flowreaches smbientpressureatstaticm 4andthat sketch (1)is axially 
symletric, ftfollcmB that 
f AI 
4 
(P - PON + s (P - Porn - 0 0 AI 
Iksta.tingthe teds of equeticm (7)fnmeJler c~onents 
AI 
- Po)=+s+ 
s 
(P - Po)U - 
0 
s b - PddA - %B B 
I 
(the titegrsiLdesigneted B isthepres6ureforce onthefcmebodyfrau 
the nose to statian 1) so 
-- 
8 R4C.Z FM A5P16 
(8) 
where DvB la the fricticm force on the,forebody surface thet affects 
the flow to the engine. mu equation (8) %B (snd in equation (7) 
6 
AI(p-po)dA-Fp for the ca;se of rotati+l.,flow) is the corrective term 
requiredbythedefiniti& of the ccmponentfdrces af F . !Eheenglne 
net thrust is the rate af x-e momentumchengefromthefre'es am to the 
tail-pipe exit (eq. (I)), but part at' this -b-e DvB cannot 
be charged to the internel.flow because.it..is accgg&ed.for in the 
externalflowas apart aF Dv,,. Toevoidthe inclusioncxP qB twice 
in F%, thellxmlentumetthe initial steticm a? the iuternslflowmlstbe 
correctedtolocalconditions,wbichmea&that 
""a 
must be sdded Into 
the equaticm far Fnp because the trueinletmnmen un is lea0 than that 
as defined(moVo) andthustmds to increase F ap' IIitheeventthe 
boundsry layer from &ernal surfaces is.remved frm the engine flow 
by a boundary-layer bleed such as that of sketch (l), Fu is not affected 
by this loss in streao 
Then 
mcmewhq and the correction DvB i6 mece66ct?y. 
I 
# 
-- - 
(9) 
TakiugbomdszylayeY into aninductiou system&es not,af course, result . 
in only en additive camection, for Fu decreases because of the loss 
in pressure at the engine face aud the decrease in m4 and V4 which must 
be sufPeredbyanenginewithelimitingdesign~~e. However, if 
i 
DvB increeses faster than Fn decreases, there can be au improvement in 
FnP es boundmyLayeristakeninto the induction system. Quick in 
reference 5 shows thatfors certainengiueadecrease in ~cific fuel 
consumptim end en increase in evailable;tbrust can be produced by faking 
boundary layer frcan e forebody into the engine et flight speeds less than 
about 300 mh. At greeter speeds, the thrust decreased rapidly re$ative 
~thst~an~et~,innob~~rbeca~e &the increasing 
compressor inlet temperature andbecause of the loss indynamic compres- 
sion ahead of the engine. (See also 3x2;' 2, p. EO5.) 
-..- 
If the pressure at staticm 4 ia notiequal to mbient pressure, thmzt 
AI 
s 
4 m 
(P - POM + 
$ 
(P - PoM + 
f 
(P - POW = 0 
0 I 4 
. 
9 
3 
4 m 
FnP = Fn + f (9 - P+-%a + %, 4 
Inotherwords,acarrectionmu.stbemadefm the llnuentum chenge occur- 
ring in -f&e jet which ef$ects the flow and thus the farces, as previously 
deftied,whichactonthe syetem. This correction is a pressure-drag 
forcevhAchacts mthe ektemalsurfaces. (see r&. 6.) TIZ fact that 
symmetryis notanecessaryconditi~fortheprecedingequatione for 
subsonic potentislflowhas beendemmstreted in reference 7. It can 
~obeseenfrcmthefact~tifaclosedbody,~checcordingto 
the assumedflow c&tions canhavenopressure drag,16 eddedto the 
system, the symnetry 1.s destroyed and the tot&l pressq?e drag must still 
be &am if the flow -0 lrrotetw. 
. 
Thebasictermsusedtidescribingtheperfmuan ce aF air-induction 
systems szepressurerecovery,drag,sndmassflou. Adescriptkmae each 
aF these concepts follows. 
m PRESSURE RECOVEKY 
Swer~termehavebeenusedtodescribetheperfarman ceofair- 
induction systems in regard to $heir &fectiveness in povlding aq engine 
withy-aressureair.,'Pheto~-pressureratio ptJpt0 istheeverage 
total pressure et * qginq+rtake ph dividedbythetotelpr-essme 
evailable frorm flztgh*;' ~(Methcds of measmemnt snd the det eJLm3netion of 
the &fectlve pt~;.~n~Q?ormf&warediscuesed in&pendixB.) 
This re~iois ueed.'whtx~an-&-?nducticm systemis being ccmsidered in 
relatim to sn engine+aixfrsme txatibinetion because it is directly releted 
to the net thrust aud the fuel ccmsumption. KiichemanusndWeber show 
by a &mplifi& analysis of turbojet engines in reference 2 (p. 19'7) that 
. 
J 
A(Q/&) (Qbn)i - (on,, 
(On)i er (Qpn)i = 
(l'- L$L - 2) 
0 
(W 
10 
where 
l7AcA Fib! A5316 
L El+ 
7-l- 
1 (3 7 -1 PoT 21. Jr1 
.- 
jet efficiency, 2 
1 + (vJ/vo) 
PO 
ptn 
pressure ratio across the eqgine &it noezle 
8 actual lastallation with induction-system losses 
1 Ideal installation without induction-system losses 
Q fuel consumption _ , 
Thus L depends 09 engine design and flight conditicms and is -eater 
then 1. A decrease in total-pressure ratio reduces the engine net thrust 
end increases the specific fuel consumption with a greater effect on the 
thrust reduction. This occurs because the net thrust decreases with both 
the mess flow and the jet velocity while the fuel that can be burned 
decreases onlyas themass flowforafixedturbine inletterqereture. 
(See SJAO refs. 8 end 9.) 
3 
G 
Ram-recovery ratio (pts-po)/(pto-po) is the ratio of differences 
in total pressure as measured et the engine face and emibient static pres- 
SUl-0 -p. and the total pressure and static pressure in the undis- 
% turbed s em pto-po. This parsmeteris usefulbecause eqgerience has 
demmstreted it to be only a weak functim of Mach nuuiber for well- 
designti systems in subeonic flow at a fixed mass-flow ratio. (See 
ref. 10.) Thus, the results of low-speed wind-tunnel tests can be extra- 
polated to high subsonicMachnuuibers (of the order of 0.9) for conditions 
in which the total-pressure profile at the; inlet in flight is simulated 
in the tests .l Con~sion from rem-recavery ratio to total-pressure 
ratio is accmUshed by the formula: 
lSee reference 11 for a discussion af equivalent mass-flow ratios 
to be used in low-speed tests simulating high-speed conditions. The 
equivalent mass-flow ratio is 003e xhich produces the ssme pressure rfse 
ahead& an iPletetlowspeed as'occurs athigh speed snd thus is useful 
in simulating conditions for configuretions whichhavesboundsrylayer 
m on surfaces ahead of the inlet. , 
..+ 
‘r 
-- 
EACELRMA53Fl6 
3 
11 
03) 
( 1+7 
- 1 Q2y5 
2 
chlrvesDfthisvesietianfor 7 = 1.4 are presented in fig&z 1. (-aueta- 
out this report 7 is assumed to be equal to 1.4.) 
The parmeterl-[(pt.=-pto)/& has frequentIybeesusedtodescribe 
losses ti duct systems. As withrabm-recweryratio, tests of subsonic 
dHfuser6 wLthunseparatedflowhave shownlLttlevsrietion of this para- 
eterwithldach nuu.ifxr;but,aleo,itis notdlrectlyrelatedto engine 
performsnce. With&-3nductim systems,~ canbe estimatedformoet 
operetingconditionstithoutresa&ing todetailedflowmamements et 
the inlet. At the high mass-flow ratios which occur in take-off, the 
major losses in pressure occur et the inlet lips, and it is a fair essump- 
ticxl that p@&&#. Then, * csn be celculeted from the nmimred mass- 
flo%4,=dPt$. However, et mass-rflow ret106 ae the order of 1, the 
mejor losses occur in the duct and pt2wto under *ch condition6 it is 
mrereasonableto calculate Q cmthebaslsof pb. Etheparatmtm 
is used, the conditions for the detezmins&ionocP w mustbe specificeUy 
stated to evoid c-ion. 
DRAG 
The drag'coefficientof anair-inductimsystemis thedJmensionless 
ratio of force in the flight direction caused by an air-inductim system 
beLngaddedtoan eirfrae-engine ccmbinaticm to theproductof the 
dynamic piressure of fU.ght end a cheracteristic erea ode the Inducticm 
system. As indiceted. in the previous discussion, it is necesesxy to be 
consistent in def3nUg drag; the bracketed term ai? equation (7), the net 
drag Dn, -be ree;ardedasthedr~force~chiecoolsis~twiththe 
defFnitiaaf netthrust Fn usuallyusedincoqputingnetpropulsive 
force F,-+. The bracketed term of equation (7), in the general caee, 
includesmuchmare thenthe dregforce acPtheelr-inauction systeqfor 
the dreg of basic body, wing, tail, etc., mst, of course, be imluded 
inthenetpropul~ivefczce. Hmever,focr thepresentdiscussion,it 
is 866~ thet a0J.y a scoop Ecrrsng~t such es thet aI? sketch (1) is 
befog cmsidered. The force cn the air-induction system is the pressure 
and fHctlon forces &used by adding the scoop to a: basic body plus the 
pressurein~~onthe~es~aceofthe~-flarstreamtubeminus 
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thebodyfarces acting cm this skresmtube? This +i$ference of preseure 
integrals.udbodyforce hasbeen cslled the "scoop incr&sntaldrag." 
(See refs. 7 and 12.) In the present development, the ramg was considered 
part of the air-inductlcmsystem,andthefarce onitdoesnotsgpearin 
the scoop incrementsldrag. However, if 8 rauQ (possibly becaqe it,ls 
8 portion of a canopy) is considered. not'8 part &,the intemal. system, 
but to contribute sn external force, then the portion of it affecting 
the engine~flowmustbe includedin FB 'af the scoop i.ucr~,tnl&ag. 
If the coufiguration has e nose inlet and there is rio forebody acting on 
the engine flow,thencmJythe pressure integralfromthe iclettothe . . .._ &_ 
free stream is effective; thi8 force%as':Lbeen caIlei3. the "additive drag." 
(See refs. 7, 12, and 13.) The "externel drag" of an air-inductlou 
system is the sm'of the pressure and viscous forces in the flight direc- 
tion acting on the external surfaces of the air-induction system. Many 
reports on iulete define "external dreg" I 86. the sum of extiernd. pressure, 
friction,aud scoop-izxrementsldragforces; topreventcanfusicm, this 
sum is called "net drag" in the subsequeut discussion. 
The mass-flow ratio used to describe the flow through air-inducti~ 
systems is themass 09 air thatflows tbroughan iuletdividedbya 
reference flow rate . . c 
(14) 
. 
(A dlscussian of mass-flow meesrzrements is presegted in Appendix B.) 
Many choices aF the reference can be made, eech bming acme +dwmtege 
forpElrticular conditio3ls. In this.repo@,tworefereucerates exe ._- _ 
usually used: - I - - - _ ._. 
1. The mass-flow ratio m& is based on the reference 
which canbe rea&lydetermined. In subsonic, inccmgressible flow, 
reduces to inlet-velocity ratio Vs/Vo ubich has aften been used to 
describe air-inducticm-system performance. This definitim ae mass-flow 
ratio has the disadvantage that in supersonic flight it.can.be greeter 
than 1 if the.inlet.16 located in a .c~ession field *as a definition 
based on capture grea has a sm&mm possible value of.1 if local'flow 
2As indlceted pez~Lously, if eboun$ary-layerbleed lWllOVeSRllthe 
boundarylayerfrmthe streamtube entering the inlet thebodyviscous 
force ~ is~ofthe~ernalflar:~d-tMt~incluaeain~ 
.-_ . 
-. 
” 
. - .- 
_- 
. 
body fc&g acting on the engine-stresmtuhe.+ 
~opertie6 are used. 
llI&& 
However, 
eveluete then 
in the general case, m. is easier to 
pVd4, and in subsmic flow both ratios can be greeter 
i&en 1. (See p. 4 for definitfon of capture area Ac,.) 
2. The nle.ss-flow ratio iI& gal@* is used far the at&tic cciudition 
when vpo. This retie is'based 011 the flow rate far choked flow et 
station 2'. The mess flow, ~.12t*, is equal to p-*&t where p* and Vrc 
ere the density and velocity fm flow et a Mach nvu&er af 1 et the pre- 
scribedauibientpressure'and temperekre. This ratio has been faund to 
cmrelate data'-, and it Indicates how neez the flow quantity is to 
the msximum possible. As willbe shownlater, it is a criterion of the 
excellence oflipdesignfcxrlow-speedflight. Farflightspeeds other 
than zero and for isentropic flow, the two definltious of mass-flow ratio 
arerelatedbythe equation 
7+1 
l&t 4t 
a! 
o-579 ‘S K 
( 
1 + r;r &2)e(T-1) 
-= 
mo M, 
05) 
w3xLchia plottedtifigme 2far 
2 
= 1.0. Thechokklglimitfara 
sharp lip inlet,frcmreference 14, is also showninfigure 2. 
Aa discussed in reference 15, aircraft req ulxementa sxethebasls 
for the choice&both&rframe andengine. Since oueofthe cousidera- 
tioua of -reams designis that of the Inauctiou systemeM since the 
engineperformsnce iaeff’eded bythetis -cpMblemsw 
induction, the coIlsiderations ap the eir-inductian system alter into 
thepr~Lagoutafaircrs9t;azlatheymustbevi~froanthe 
stendpoint of the fught remts. Almreft range end endurance, 
forfnstance,sre dictatedbyfuel cousmgMon,which ia effectedbythe 
dragandpressurerecoveryoftheiuductionsystem. SZmIl~~ly,take-off 
dfstauae, rate of cliaib, mamum accelmations, etc., depend lzpou 
netpropulsiveforce andheuce ouinduction-systemdragendpressure 
recovery. Aside frm these perfcnmence req uirements thet vary with adr- 
craft purpose, there are other, less tangible, req uirementsthatmustbe 
taken into account in eny design. For exsmple, sdety, vulnerability, 
ctndserviceabilltyconsiderations affecten&nelocatiaplandthus the 
iqpe aP air-inductiansystem. The enqhasi~ onenyparticulsrreqx&vment 
J 
h 
t 
!l!oillu8~Rte scme.crP thepromem encounteredinfittlnganinduc- 
tion system to an t3bfrqm and-to introduce same of the types Of Inlets 
that have been developed f&r various w locatlms, the progression 
of designproblemswithincreasing sizi of alrplsne iebrieflydiscueeed. 
&n-rent deei&n practice for high-speed turbojet-power& aircrs9t can be 
indicatedby the following cm@ilation: 
Airplene~;l-~'ti~e$ 
Inlet type and 
I 
Ductlength 
location Ehgtue diameter 
F&F 14 1 
F&D 14.5 
Fuselage opg nose 
1 
F4D-1 
Fuselage nose scoop ;:; 
15 1 Wingroot 4.51 
F&J-l 16 1 Fuselage no8e scoop 9 
m-1 17 2 Fueelage ei* ecoope 
F-100 17 
P-W 17 .' k 
Fuselage opennose 
XF-104 
FWelage open nose f 
18 1 Fuselage 8coop8 eide 
m-105 18 1 IEkten&d ving root 
g7' 
F-89 20 2 Fuselage side scoops kD-2 a.5 1 Extendedulngroot s' 
F-101 a.5 2 Wing root 
B-57 22 2 Nacelles, open no8e :.5 
A3D-1 23 2 Racellee, open no86 l-5 
F-10= 24 1 Fuselage side 8,ccmpe 101 
x-3 Fuselage side scoops 
B-47 6' Nacelles, open no8e 2; 
~-52 8 Ni3ceUe8, open no8e 1.5 
?Fhese &r-glsn~g .+re,two inlets for one engine,.and the ratio ti duct 
length to engine dism&,&r is"for"~,$+rence~di+meter correepcrnding 
to hsJf the eggtie f&ntal area.' -. ..' - . . 
Airplane.rsiee relative to the engine ,ie indicated~by tk ratio of fuselage 
lengthtog@nedimeter. For fm8lJ airplanes with one engine, in which 
this ratio is lees than 18,:an inlet :located in the fuselage noae or 
underslung justbel$&d then& has b&&'~@edmostfkequentJy. Fmxnthe 
induCtiOn-8yeteIU et82ldpoint, 8uch lo~ti0n8 are,deairable because fihe a 
prqblems associated with boundary'laj&flcndng inta the inlet ae either 
elbimtedarminiinized. The UnderslUng inlet, in addition, maintains 
* 
_ 
P 
3 
perfomsnce atofY-de5iep'po8ltive augles of attackbecause theflowis. 
i deflected into the inlet by t&e nose. As the ratio af? flzselage-to-engine else increases, or if-nose vol.- is requfred for equimt, scoops further 
bs&onthefuselageorwWg-rootlnletsareused. PKnntheinduction 
8tBd@OiRt, 8ll UIldeZrSl~ SCOOP pOBit%CEl is a@?l desirable beCaUse of 
the off-design angle-of-attack perfor3nanc e sndbecausethe b&yboundmy 
layer is the thinnest cm the windward side. !l%is positim hss, hcwevem, 
been avoided because of the po85lbiUty acP fore--object damage to en&keg 
duriagrun-qp,taxffng,orWce4Y.a The wing-I'OOt inlet ha5 apOSSible 
~~~eaPereCocrp5inthat~~lanoftheinlet~ter~ac~t 
tothebodycanberelativelys~,theTebyreaucingtPle~i~cxf 
bodybuundmyl.qwflowingintotheWLet. FmWemom,wLthmultiple 
en@nes theducts canbe shmtandthefkiw wbybende. Farmid- 
wlngaircr~t,thewing-rootinletie~a~~~largeinducedflar 
~es,bothfromthebodyandwing atsubstic Speeds, SO S~cialpre- 
caution6mustbe takgnto insure adequsteperfmman ceatoblf-deslgnan@es 
ofattack. Forahigh=wlngairpUne,ades2gngroblemof thewing-root 
inl.etat~e&attackistbetblckbmmdary~ CXltkl@eW?XCdSide 
oft&body' 
c 
c 
Foraircraft09greaterrelat~vesize (f'uselage-length-to-engTne- 
diameter.ratio 5 22) there sre several possible location5 ulth the choice 
dep~nonnlanycoizeideraticws. Forer@nesclu8teredintheFuseI@~, 
scoop inlets canbeused; far engines lnthewing-root orburledinthe 
vlng,ving-root,xiPg-leading-edge,arr,fo~verylargeaircr~t,~- 
83.w Khlg BCoOpS BZT? possibilities. HcxwEmr,nacelle5titha8~l5 
nose inlethsvebeenusedmostfreq@&Ly. Sucherrsngmm ts aredes* 
able~ameheair-inducti~st~ointbe~e the ducts are shmtrurd 
str~tandtheprobleme of aircrsft-induction-5yBtmtinterference me 
generally reduced. 
dSldivldu5i character~sticf-~ the air-inducti- syatemsnd ti tw ellglne, 
+he s-es a~'referencea 16erd17 indicatethattheflowIn+o sn 
airplanelnduction5y5temcanseUamUft dmaglng objects by itself. For 
instance,an inlet whose centerlLneistw0 inletdisaneters ebom the 
groudandthrough~chtheflowvelocityi5 700feet per secmd cam& 
pickl,q 85Zldpsrti~es largerxhan&mlrt o.o2l?lchlndiameterllnles5 a 
vortexfannsbetweentheinletandtheground. m, such a Q-artex 
csnfonnundertheproperconditlons,sz3difthe dmaging objects cm the 
groundare restralnedla~ally,~ theywould be iflodgedinacrackln 
arupway,- v-ortex uU& suck them into the engine; or, if objects wfiich 
csn&dsmage(seeref.18)srethrown~~theairbyeormeo~means, 
the engine ten easily draw them into the inlet. Foreign-object dsmxge to 
engines is gener~ccrnsideredtobeanoperatianalproblem,thatis,~ 
~uSingSCr~,~policingr~Sand~~~afproP~~~o- 
cedures,rather thanafactor aE?&ectlnR;inletUcationandairframedesipp. 
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but d.80 on the cmpatibillty of these characteri8tlc8 through the range 
of flight ccmdi+ms. This problem of ccu@atibility arises because ram- 
jet or turbojet engines require a specific: schedule of air flow to achieve 
ratedt~.$,*ough thePllght)lafzh~mib* and altitude ranges. The 
flow through a non&&able inlet co&ined with BP engine varies with 
flight ccmd%tion8 and deviate8 from the @k&mum condition8 selected for 
the critical ~81~ point. E the range qe operating condition8 i8 suf- 
ficiently tide, the air-Inductian sy8tem 18 CaOnpliCRted by adjUBmt8 
that D.IUBt be provided t0 ZWint&Ll it8 @ ormancenearoptimum. 
The gCIlWtIl problemof cmbining an air-induction By8teTJlWithaI.I 
engine capbeditided into three WtB: 
(3) eyaluation. 
(1) matchlug, (2) optimization, 
bfatching is the de&tion of the moltually compatible 
operatingpointfoa.an engine andair-induction syatemateachflight 
condition; it caneists 83mplycxf relatlng~the engine flowrequirements 
to the air-induct&On-Byetern Ch8XaCteriBtiC8 by -8 of the continuity ._ 
equation to determine inlet m.Ga ti masrr-flov ratio for preecrlbti opemt- 
ing conditione. CIptiml&atioIi Is the deteimkation of the matching con- 
ditMns for maximum net propulelve force or m specific fuel con- 
BlDllQtiC5.l. This canconsiet09 the calculation09 theoptlmwninletarea 
or ma88-flow ratio for flxed ey5t43m m of the proper veriatlm of inlet 
dimnsion8forvariable By8tA%l8. !T!hetwoproblem8,matchingandoptimi- 
eation,Earepr585nt5din8~aetaiL inthefollowingiliecueeion. lzivalu- 
&hTl 18 the C~i8OT.l CXt SeV’&3. bobbins ~81~ Sly’Sterns m BP 
a5zeram todetzldne thebeetsy8tem faracertai3lmlael~. Ekaluations 
can invdve many consideratlon8 In addll&m to those of aeldymdce, 
suchas BfXUCture,Wei&t,~-ce;L cql.mmy, etc. However,by 
J?eBtTiCt~ the~~i~-B~tem~isbleBtO~t~~i~f~Ce and 
fuel c~tian,f~pres~ibedfUghtp~,manyvaluableres~ta can 
be obt&ned from 831 ev8$mtiti 8tudy.mFaf example,Fmde&urgh end 
Ikemzier inr&erence19 &scribe adt%&luatlon aP the effect8 afvaslous 
propulsive ey8tem8 onaircr8ftrange. &lOthel? appnwch, Which is B- 
to thatIlsedbyuoodIkthmdRklberlnc~ing jet engines (ref. 20), 
18todetermuethe 8JJ.m&lewvxt.ght8foP.theln&allati~af eachaf 
84?Verti air-illdUCtiOll B~telUB Qa = dE&llU? haqing a preecribed range. 
Such an e-valuation pr~vid.es the deeigtaer. with the information neceseary 
to select pOSSible mech8nical ammgen&6. !rheee studies are gal-t of 
the generalproblem& pouer-plant-aircraft optimization diSCU8Sed~ 
reference 15. 
The problem cdi nu%tddng tan dJdnd.uct~On system snd aa engine require8 
lmcrwleageaftheperf ormance ChWaCteriWtiCB of each, and the problem of 
optimieingthsdesieplfacraepecial.~lsnerequiree~~of~ 
ma BM ~55~16 17 
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ch5racteristics through a wide range of flA.ght condLtim8.+ These char- 
acteriatlcs are determIned by 5n8ly?318 and teste, but since Fn the pre- 
=5Z'yBtageBthe air-iIIdUCtiOnBy5tWhaB llOt'@beeIldeBi@Ied, it5 
perf~cemustbeassumedfraanpasteBgeriencearbydetermining~t 
performance 18 necessary and then ett3vWg to deem 5,nd develop 5n 
arrengement~willacc~shthe~. 
To illuetrateamethodfor~~a~bojetengine danair- 
induction-sy5temccmiblacttion,the v5ziaticm 09 carrectedweightflowof 
air for an eIl&le (wa&w*&/t3) 5aafunctionofMachnuGberandthevari- 
ation& thepre8surerecoveryof the air-indulcticnsystemvithma8s- 
flowratio a5 &own in sketch(2)me assumed tobeknown, 
Sketch (2) 
For a complete 5xdy5i8, this infamatiau mu8-b be avaIlable for each 
paremeter Wdlcatedanthe Sketch; thsti8,theflowvEtri&iOnmI5tbe 
knownfor the exgectedrange ae engInerotational5peed n andofflight 
altitude h. The inductian-system variation must be known for the Mach 
mmfber M~,angle-&-attack u, andangle-&-sideslAp B ranges, and 
possiblyfar ammge of theratio of %&etareatobodyfrontal area 
A&f,alt~intheusual case.chsnge8 inthis ratio are 5lmJl and 
their effec,ts are negligible. Tramposing the continuity equation 
fJOW0 = P2Va42 = Psme 
(a88~~1i1lgU1Iifat~1~flO~at~ StatiOns) into eI@lE-wtterminologyby 
4See reference 2lforadiscu8sicmof engineperforman ce p5r5ntet5rs; 
reference 22'for m anely8is of turbojet-engine-inlet ruatch3ng; refer- 
ences 8, 23,‘ana 24 for relatianehips between engine 5nd Inductim-ByBtEUL 
perforPlanceandmethods~determiningoptinaunperPormancec~tions; 
endreferences 25 and26foretudAee afthepen5,ltieesesociatedwith 
18 A 
When 
7 1.4 
g 32.17 ft/8ec2 
h3L 0.002376 8~~8/ftg 
%L IX.7 ft/sec 
Thisreliitianship~berepresented~p~~sothatfr~theknbTJn 
eIl&lle and&iPilld.UCti~ Sy8temCh1DUte?.'i8tiC8 the inletaIYSZqI&Xd 
tomatchthe engine at the eelected inducticm-eyetem condlticvm canbe 
readllydetermWedaeillu8tratedinfigu5e 3. Thue,foragivenfllght 
condftion of &ch nuuiber and altitude (sketch (2)), a mass-flow ratio 
i8 Selected and the CaaTeSponding pZPeBBUD$ ?XbtiO determinea froan the 
air-induction-system perf ormance data; the correctedengineweightflow 
isdeterminedfKxmthe~ermrve;endtheproperinletareai8de~- 
minedbythe intersecticm of the corre8pcmdinghorizontal.andvertical 
linesinthethirdquadrant~figure~..Thi8inletareafurnishesthe 
engine thepropervdums rate 09 flawatthe chosenmas8-flowratio,but, 
this is, aC comse, not neces8sAl.y the mass-flow ratio that produces 
the maximum net propulsive farce,.or the mq.nbmn fuel ccml3qpticm. 
Asimilaxmethodcsnalsobeu8edto studymatchingatstatic con- 
dlti& where the marre-flow ratio 4% ha8 no significance. Ded'idng 
InletMachrnmiber &' EL8th&tWilkhwrruldexi8tifth5f'bWtOSt&tio?Zl 
2 were iS511trqpiC,5 
U,Se pts 85JQd -_- = 
- pto (1 + o.a&r2)3 
(17) 
this eqpaticm carreap& to equation (16) if m&,-l and ~2' LB drib- 
8titutedfmT MO. Withthese changee,figure 3 canbe adagtedto static 
ccicditions. Inf-tLmon p&J- asEflmCti~aP q&b* canbe 
convertedtoafunctio.ncrP I&' bytherelation 
2% = 1.72&'(1 + o.*'~)'~ 
w* 
(18) 
andthis ~~antoge~~uiththePmownengine-~acterietice canbe 
usedtodetermhe thelnletarearequiredtomatchtheenginearthe 
penalties resulting frau mif3matchlng. 
!T!odeterminethei.nlet sraasfmmsximmnetprqpuleivefarcs over 
arangeaPfllgktcondltians,thsnetthrustoftheen&e Fn,thecor- 
rectiontoenginenetthrustduetopre8surelo55es ~ske5maF the engine 4 
Awh (sseref.24)sndthenetdrag09 theaIr=inductirm sy5tan,as 
ma/Pts 
showntithefouowiDg Sketch, IUUBtbehChM: 
. 
4 
0 n.h.$ 
MO MO 
\ 
sketch (3) 
sAprimss@b~is~edheretith & toindicatethatthsnu&er 
r5pres5nts afictitlou8 coslaitian5ndi5ueed~ far conv-enisllce. As 
-be ShamhtsJ?, thef&Wthroughinlets With mCtid=p ShspeS 
is not iSWdXC7@iC at ix&e-am. 
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Then,for the conditions farwbich & tie calcula~dtomatchthe enghe, 
the net propulsive farce ca?i be dewed as 
Fnp =Fn -&l!Dn .' (19) 
The optimuminletareas for aMachnmiberirange eta coustantaltitude, 
engine speed., and dzt=pWe. .attiLtude eux .determfned byCUZVEB&LEt 
propulsive force as~a:-Pwaction of Inlet-a a8 shown in the following 
Sketch: MO 
t3llchcurveepratlide the inf-ticmrequired infinal evaluation,that 
is, the penalties 4 net propul8ive farce that would result frcm flight 
tithe cmetantinletarea oranyotherde%Lation frautheid.ealvariab~e- 
area systemthatmightbe reqUedbymechhnical, 8tructur8J., or flight 
CoIlBideratioIlB. Orp couree,to opthizef~apre8cribedmi8sionths 
other variables, such as altitude and angIl& of attack, must be taken into 
account. _-. _. 
M8ximum net propul8ive farce is imporjant, but it is not al- the 
critical design comideration. Forinetance,tithlong-rangeaircraft 
the fuel conMmptionperpou& of net.tbrwtmightbeme ~ocrfxnt. 
The procedure for @M.&zing this pszmnet& 18 sl~.d.hr to that just 
described;' fuel floV'r&tes corresponding tb the '&hlated net propulsive 
fOrCe8 a??e'deteItxtined Fran en&he p&omEUICe curves, and the ratio 
Wf/Fn is plotted as aTunction aP inlet &ea for.the range of flight 
. canditicms to determine'the opthnm.8. !The:inlet area for mInimum specific 
.- 
h _. 
c 
-- 
- 
; 
E 
fuel coneun@ionie, ingeneral,dUferentfrmthatform8ximmnet 
d pmpulsi~farce,butfora~-desfepledair-inducti~ systemthe dif- 
ference, which depends on the difference in.the crass-flow ratio for m8xi- 
mum pressure recovery and far mlnimumnetdrag, isusually~. The. 
irqortance aF.thiS diTference depends onthe intend5dmi8Sion. 
Another problem of the engine-induction-ey8tem cmMnation is the 
lRliformity5lld5t4?~58 d theflOWth&thCd ctir-iKLdUCtiCXllSJBt~&E5- 
sent8 to the engine and the effect5 of irmguhritiee on engine perform- 
ante . Irregularities inpressure attheface'of a ccuup~8sor,p5rti~Ufwly 
an5xL5,l-flowconqress~~ canreduce engine perform5n ce end cause tibra- 
tim; pressure pulses or fluctuating flow sa@es c5n cau5e s-tmctur5l 
failure of ccqpressorbladee. Tolerances inflowmifcxrmityhavebeen 
suggested by Greatrex (ref. q), but steadiness tOkr8Ee6 have not been 
established (see ref. 28). The indication5 are thatthesetoler5nces 
depead~minditidualenginedeeign. Ckmr5d&Sobolewki(ref.2g) 
foundthstflown~~tythatuas~cethaughttobeunacc~table 
llaanolarse~ect~theengFneuhichtheytes-f;ed;however, the tests 
of reference 30tithsdWfwentengWe showed large reduction5 in per- 
fCG%IanCe. Ihthe inve8tigati~~flow8te~58~edinrefer- 
De 31, it W&B found that, althoU& the idUCtiO?l ByBt5lU by itself pro- 
duced~teadyflow,~atianvithaturbojetenginehadaLsrge 
attenuating effect. 
Dlffe?mEe8b&Ween engines inreepansetoflow nonuniformitycan 
I atPtenbe ~~~bythefact~taccaqpressar~thalargepresieure 
rise across thefiret st5g5h58 blades operating athighlift Coef'fi&?nts, 
andirregubrities intheenteringfkwreadilycau.se stall. Afirst 
Btsgevith~crrl~can~~localB~Cnnattione~if~ 
enteri.ngfl.owi5moreimeguhr. hinductim By5teltIWithf1oWUIIIUEL- 
farmitysufficientt~s~~armareb~esle~tothephenoanenan 
called "rotating Stew aE the CarmlpreBSOr tith emulllg reduction in engine 
performsnce(thru5t,8J.lomblefuelc mmm@ion, 5nd acceleratim margin) 
end large vibratory 5tres5es in the blades. (See, e.g., Ms. 32, 33, 
34,end35.) Sincethe tzendizlthedesignof CCX4lX=kl~B for the engine8 
aP 8qpereonic aircraft is towud larger flow rates and pressure ratios 
randtomrdlighter specificweight,blades ssebeingmadeIonger 5nd 
-,tiththe~dtthatthe inductiOIl-Sy5tem~Ck&Ztl5 &f&W 
eIn this report,adistinctimismadebetweentheproblem8 of flow 
8tabilityandstean-rTless wbichha8 odl"tennotbeenmadeinthepa6t. By 
stabiUty i8~5nKltth5~W?-ty&fbWwhiChenable8 ittOreturnt0 an 
arigbd.8te5dyc~tion5fter beingdlsturbed;thu6,anmmal shock 
waveisun5tabLeti acazmerging chfmnd because it Can exist in a Steady 
coladiticmonlyup5treemof the imletordown5tre5m~ the throat. By m St55dkl588 15nle5ntthe qualityae t2leflowinregardtoveJ.oCitympre5- 
5urefluctuaticm5. -. r de 
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uniformity aud steadiness are becoming mare critical because of the greater 
likelihood of rotatingetalland of structural failure. Even if a com- 
FILWBBCXC 18 deSigned tO.avoid rOti#ing,Bt&l,.~...fe~ct of ,.intake flOW k . .-- 
distortion 18 t0 SIOVTZ the CCfUlpreSSor Sztrge line t0 higher COrreCted 
welghtflows,andthus tovardthe o~a~~l~e,vithanensuingdecrease 
Fn the operating range ~88ible tith the:engine. .AJ80, the FtZBUltS of 
reference 35 indicate thatnonuniformity of the flow from the induction 
system can cause nonuniformity in the temperature distribution at the 
turbine entry with subsequent turbine failure. With ram-jet engines, 
adverse effects sl8oresultfromirregularflowfromthe air-induction 
system. Reference 36 reports large 108St$!S in combustion tificiency on 
account of variations in velocity profile at a burner, and references 37 
and 38 BhOW that preBBU??e pulsation8 must be avoided. 
" 
-- 
Flow uniformity is related to the problem of engine location. Such 
factors a8 the induced.effects ClP other aircraft CCmI&KXQeKltS endthelength 
and path crf ducts must be considered in prw, design to &uce an 
sir-induction system with uniform flow at the engine face. Steadiness 
of the engine flow,-particularly in super8onic flight,,is affected by the 
operating maSS-flOW ratio of the inductiQn 878tADl. In general, unsteady 
flOW ITBUltB from Operation at lOW mEtsS-flow ratios, and the aS8OCiated 
pulsations can be violent. For esfety, the flow must be steady from the 
operathg speed to the ulndAJling speed;& the engine, and avariable 
inlet area OT an air bypass may be necessary to maintain high inlet 
ZUaBB-flOW ratios. Con8ideration8 af these problems inrelationto inlet 
design SJX diSCUSSed 8lib8eqUently. ', 
The -0Be tXf t&i8 BeCtion.iB t0 diSCUS the ~SBUre recovery, 
drag, flow uniformity, and flow steadiness ae air-induction By8teIlM with- 
out describing insnydetail considerations of other aircraft components. 
Theselatterfactore aredi8cuBsedhtermder theheading~CE. 
Theflowin8ide ducts csnbe tzeatedindependentlyof the flightMach 
number,sndthie Subject 18 p?Y?B~tedf~Btuader the heem 
REcovERY Am Fmu TJRIPORMITY. In general, the problems of conducting 
air to anengine are describedats~scmic andsupersonic speeds to a 
Machnukberof2."~ . .- 
.._ 
It should be mentioned at the outset that in8ufficient theoretical 
and exper.?mental information is available,to Fedict accurately the per- _ 
formance & practical air-induction ByStemS through all the pOSSibl& 
ccmibinatio?ls ~ndrangee cxfthe'manypertinentvariables. For allbutthe 
BillQleBt WSeB, refliJled&8ignmll8tdepend~OYlte8tOb8ervatiOn8. !fhe 
purpose here is to di.sc!u8s what is known of basic design princiglee. 
2 _= 
. 
; 
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The. deBi& objective in reg5rd to ~eBBU?.X recovery 18 to provide 
a passage by which the 8.ir required for best Operaticm can flow to an 
engInewiththelea8tpumpingpowerre qukmmentatzeroflightspeedand 
by which the ccmgvession available frcm the k3netlc energy of flight can 
beutilizedto themaximumextent. The ccmpressicmofmoreairperuuit 
~engFneintakeare&permitBmareFuel~beburnedforthe s~lfmiting 
merature with a resulting Incre55 e inthe specific thru5tfora5m5Jler 
specific fuel con8tm@icxl. In othervords, as 5hownbyequations (XL) 
and (u), the tOtal-~e88Ul'e ratio JlUlBt be high, for 1088e8 affect thI-llSt 
in more thau a 1:l ratio. The~ob~Off~OWUniformityi8 diSCU58ed 
tO@th~With~BBUEreC~ in this BeCtiOIlbeCau8e the tWO~blemS 
are dO8~flied. 
There18 nogeneralmethodfordeeignWgtheduCt8 ofpractical.53r- 
iIldUCtiOnBy5teEl5beCaU8e theftititheU8Ual Ca5ei8ti8COU8, CCel- 
preeeible, alId thIXe-diDEIMimc?T1. Asmmarycifpre8entknowledge of duct 
flow i8 pre5entedheretodevelop en@iricalde8igqrules. Thetwopri- 
m5zygeometricfactars whichare Orp coucernarethe Met-to-engine-face 
area ratio 5nd the duct path. The area ratio is detexmined by the selected 
deaiep CCSlditiOTlB, and the duct path, or the length and &'fBetB, 18 deter- 
mined by the aircraft ccufiguration end the necessity for.avoiding pres- 
SW?e tiBSe8. Theaerodyn8micfactors of coucernarethe inItialflow 
distribution end the C&tiCKW Which Call8e pZ=eBS~ tiBBe8 5JId n-0 
fmmityintheflow. TheprObl~S~iS tOde~efKIsnCO~5iderRtiOnOf 
these faCtOr the Shape of duct that produce8 the beet Operating COnditiOLl5 
far the enginetiththe leastcostinweightandcamplexitytot~air- 
frame. 
Area ratio.- In regard to the area ratio between the inlet and the 
engine face, by assum3ng uniform, adiabatic flow of a perfect gas aud 
using the c.outinuity equation, itCE?lbe 8bQylltbat(~S~ b&r) 
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Thus, for a given area AS at the engine:face, the inlet area & 
Increases aa the total-pressure ratio snd,englne.intake Mac& nm&er, but 
it decrease8 with increcssing masx~flow ratio. Other factor8 being ccm- 
BtaIlt,& i8 RminimumRtEflight&Xhl#XUiber of 1.0. For present-day 
turbojet engines im flight from sea level.into the stratosphere at Mach 
nmibers from 0 to 2.0, & is in the range frcun 0.4 to 0.6; thue the sea 
ratio for an efficient air-induction sy8tem is between 0.7 and 0.9; and, 
for greater engine-i&akeMmhnmberB %&khc~'t>e qeCkd inthe 
fitcure, the ratio Is more nearly 1. Inotherwcmds,thechangeinarea 
between inlet and engine face is relatively small snd short ducts can be 
usedwlthoutrequiringlarge divergence @ t&eflgw.-HWevw, in the 
case aF a rem-jet engine yith the Mach nuqber a$ the burner about 0.2, 
the area of the inlet-must be about half of that far a turbojet engine, 
and the ductproblemie more difficult. 
Skin&riCtiCIIl 1088e8.- In regard to the duct path, casider first a 
straight duct with no initial boundary layer. Theboundarylsyerinthe 
Usual case IS newly sll turbulent and the flow i8 BUbBoniCj 80, as long 
aethewall8srerelativelyamoothsnd~lengthi8short~~8Othat 
pipe flow does not develop (less $hsn abo'@t 20 &let diemeters, see 
ref. 39), the skin friction.can be eetlmated with s~icient accuracy 
fromthefW 
cf = o.o74/fl (=) 
( Bee, e. g., refe. 4oand41) where 
T Bhe&&Jlg force . 
q dymmlc pressure 
8 wettedarea 
R ReyT&.dB nuniber based on tiversge f&ow properties .Fn duct and on 
duct length 2 
The decrease in skin-friction coefficlent.wlth Mach nuukr (ref. 42) and 
with pO8itive pressure grSdie?It (ref. 43).1+ed not be. taken tit0 aCCOU& 
in mO8t ca8e8 because the effect of the foZQEr is small and neglect of 
the latter produces a conservative estimate. 
Beetoninreference ti a8suute8 One-d&IEnBiOII6!. CampreBgibleflOW 
andno change inskin-frictian coefficientuithductlen&h3n calculating 
the tot&-~e88llZFe ratio8 re6UltiUg f?XQI Skin-friCtiCSl 1088e8 iIl Circular 
dUCt8 With CaiWit divergence. Two af the curves fromthiereference 
5rereproducedinf@ure 4;7 similar curves canbe calculatedbythe 
method Ocp reference 45. Beetonshmm thatforthe severeconditionof 
?&$rd.2, &,=0.8, and (l/d&Cf/O.O03)=lO the total pressure ratio is 
Since the 1050 in total pressure in this case is ne5rly propor- 
t&uLk to the duct length, it is evident that here a shorter duct is 
desirable and that loBBe due to Skin friction cm be SiZeble. (Ref~. 25 
ed.46 Shovthat the ti~~t~l088 of turbojet-engine thrust AF&n 
per tit decrease in total-pressure ratio is in the r5.nge of 1.2 to 1.5 
for thefli@LtConditionSunder di8CUSSioIl.) For long-range, S-UbSaniC 
afrcraft, internd skin-friction losses must be ezed, and duct length 
requires mreful consideration. If tbi8 dUCtlEt% W& BU~SoniC air- 
plane with a-very efficient method of external cmupreeeion (I&r --)1.0), 
the high inlet velocity and the resulting duct l.osses would counteract 
the neE3Tl.y isentrapic inlet flow, for the total-premure ratio would be 
reduced to O.ggbythe greater internal skinfrictian. Rowever, inthe 
U8ll8,l C&Se of a BUp~SaniCdeBiepiILWhiChthe duct18 ShorteralIdeXkZ.- 
Id. C~eBSi~ OCCUTB tblWU& Shock W&V-t%, Skill friction 18 8 nmn.'l 
portion of t&e total loss. The main concern in duct de,eign is a shape 
that avoid5 separatianandmaintains uniform flow.e 
Flow separation.- Theproblemof avoidingseparationdepends upon 
initi8J flow cmdltione and duct sh8pe. For high-BPeedairCraftWith 
efficient air-Induction ey8tem5, theimletMachnmiberisinthehigh 
BLibBosiC~,f~if thefloW 18WliforIQ 
and ~fih Yd.4, Pt5fPt2* El.0 and A5/'A5r=1.2, M5ta.o when &,a.6; or 
7Since the v5riation of totd-pre55tzre ratio with the p5mmeter 
Z/d#Cf/O.O03 Is IAnear to the extent'required by the accuracy of duct- 
deBi@ caneideratione from v8Iues of 2 to 10, the range af interest, ozly 
curvesforv5luee of 4and8have beenreproduced. Tot&-pree5ure ratios 
for other ccmdltions c5nbe obtainedwith sufficientaccuracybyinterpo- 
lation or extrapolaticm. 
*Greatrex in reference 27 suggests that the ratio of the maxImum-to- 
avertqge eIY@.ne intakeveloC_iiq w be US&a5 a CriterioIIforfloW 
uniformity, and the -lea presented indicate that this ratio should be 
less than about 1.2 for satisfactory engine operatim. For fully developed 
pipe flow with a l/7-power velocity profile, Vfl=I..23. Since the ducts 
of thesir-lnductiohsy8temi for aiYcraft5re8eldcm,if ever,longenough 
fm Pipe iloX to develop, it IS evident that 5k1@~friCtio11 by itself 18 
not sufficient, in the u8u5l ca5e, to c5u5e seriou8 nonuniformLty. 
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&¶2f=O.7whenZ&"o.5. Suchahigh subsaaicM8,chnmiber at the inletmakes 
thedesign & the ypetreem eectim qf aduct criticalbecause, assum$ng 
cme-dimepeionalflow 
ap -.- 
dx 
(23) 
OT ~5lmPiZLg iBentrop1C floW froszl the free, StZ'553ll to E lo@ Station i3l 
the duct entry, Ptw,j enB 
dp -=- 
dx 
dM 
ax (24) 
Far a given local total pressure, orflAghtaltitude andMach~~~~&erin 
the secondcase,thebzmcketedterm~ these eqmtion8 has amaximum 
due at.a 1oca1 Mach number act 0.79 and changes little fr~an M=O .6 to 
1.0. A8 a result, deceleratimaf flowtitbAerange cau8es the met 
8everepositivepres8ure gradients perun2tofMachnumber change,& 
the effect is aggravated by&w-altitude fLLghtatbighMachnmiber. 
Since deceleration Is producedby an qsndLng cbmmel in subsonic flow, 
the ihitialpartian of aductmuet diverge slovlytoavoid pree8ure 
@%dientewbichseparate the.boundaryleyer. 
Withmsnyinduction ayeternS, boundmyUyerfrmfl.owover suxkces 
LQBtr55Zllof the inlet enters the duct. In this case, the duct shape 
depend8 criticallycmthe initialboundary-layer co&JAtiaus became the 
pt~588~re~5di511~ that aboUUiRXy&gEr ca~~tithetandwithout SepmXtiopZ 
decreases aa the boundmy-layer shape parhueter H increases.s The 
shape parameter is -$m2reased when the boundmy laywz flow8 through adverse 
pressure gradients ~overroughsmfaceq. 
'H=8*/0=dieplacement thiCkX’BB/llWXIEl turn thiClm588. This ratio is a 
~seure~theshapearPthebaundasy-18yer~~ileandLsusefulfor 
indicating incipient eepesation. Referende 47 ShCYW5 thateeparatlondo5s 
not occur in lnccmgressible, two-dlmensicmal flow e HC~. 8, and refer- 
ence k8 similarlyshow~ that the crikritiie valid for conlcal-d%ffkser 
. 
.- 
. 
rl 
flow. 
Desim.0 Together $th 
initie3boundarylayer, the 
consideration. The factors a 
area ratio,m .length, inititil. Mach number, ad 
internal ccmtoUr5 of ducts reqUire CarefLzl 
tobe C0n5ideXdinaXi~S~triCStraight 
ducts are shown in Sketch (5). &XIIy duct8 aleO include smue offset of 
the center line frm eKk2UlCe t0 exit, tZR?lSitiOllS ill COBB-SeCtiOn Shape, 
and j~ncture5 betweenducts. Since tUI?buleIItbOUndary-layer theoryi8nOt 
LEntry Imqth 
2bdtbIalqm 
LMdlllm sbpa 
4.Fbolak9. 
Sketch (5) 
yetsufficientlyrefined to provide, evenfor smle casee,amethodby 
uhi~haaqptimumdiffueer canbedetermined (seerefe. 43 and h-g), the 
qpditB.tiVe indications Ofm3ny~erime&Bmtbe UtfllZedipde~ign. 
I Inre~to~~length,aeecti~09n~~c~tauctareais 
necessary to provide far rea -tta&umtaetheflowforflightcondition5 
invhi~heqamtionoc~ur5 tithe idLet. %!he dataof ~eddcm(ref. 28) 
far zerofl3ght8pee&indicate tha-bforIIo?mal lip Shapes, Rn entry length 
of poS8ibly one inlet radius is desireble. Forenginelast8Jlaticmin 
euperscmic aircraft,thed5Aaofreferences 50 anda showthatentzy 
length5 af six laletradiiprovide arshtively widemnge of me-flow 
ratios tiwhi~henglne flow is steady. Also, the sixdies of shock-wave 
Stability & ktiOUitZ (ref. 52) 5hO~ that R COII5tant-aEa BeCtic#1 i8 
desir&le toprevsntdounstresmpre86urepuh3atims frasn farcingatermi- 
dn0rmd ShoCkWaVe out of aninlet, (TheBe COnBfde3YatioKM fU?efImthEZ 
diBCU585d in ref5. 53 and 54.) Because af -Lsyer-*ough 
the entrylength, thed~ct~mustdlverge 5lightlytoprcnride acon- 
stanteffectivearea. Studyofductdatainwhichtheboundary-layer 
diS~CeE2lt thidQleS8WBSlll55SU3Xd, such a8 reference8 48 5nd 55, indl- 
C&es thatsn8xially5ymuetric entrysectian shoulddiverge atah&f- 
m angle d? frm 0.5O to lo. (ThisrangeaFin~rem2ntddivergenceangLe 
dso appears to be. satisfactory for boundary-leger compen5aticm in the 
initial,mea5mum, smd exitsloperegfcms whenthe bolmdmy lqyer is not e separated, i.e., Hc1.8.) 
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In regard to lnltfal elope, equation:( 23) indicates that to &nimize 
sdversepressure gradients athQh inletMachmmibers the slops shouldbe 
smellendthechengeof curveture should be c~tinuaue. The need far such 
1lmitRtioue is i?ldzLceted by Neumaml, reference 56 and is illustreted by 
the date of rsferences 48, 55, end 57.1° Thesedete showthetthe ebrupt 
e.qmsicm where8 10°cmlSo conTcaldWfuser %a ettachedtoestr&ght 
pipe causes nontmiformity, appreciable losses la pressure recovery, and 
acmereductioninthe~ msasflowwhentheapproachMachmmiber 
exceeds 0.7 to 0.8. 
In regard to max3mum slope, it de-es the shortest duct which 
csnbeusedwlthoutaux%llcrymethods of auppreeslng seperetlon, auchas 
thoee ~5 references 58 end 59. As the locel Mech nuniber decreeses from 
thethroatala~lgthelengthafad~ser,thewallecandivergeet~ 
increealngrete tithoutsn increeae lnlocslpressure gradient. !Phus, 
emsximmslope exists whichdepends qpon.the initialB¶achnmiber and the A 
initislbomdsry- 
977 
profile. The evell+ib&e exprhentel ev3dence, 
such es references , 55, 56, 57, and 60 twugh 62 fan C~~ELL UYUS~S, 
lndicetesthetthemeximm includeddivergence angle is inthersngefrcun 
60 tou"tiththe largestauglebeingused onlywith thin initislboundsry 
layers. 
In regard to final slope, the theoretical studlee of references 47 
end 63 tithe wiments ti references 48,55,&57 showthaffar 
midmum-lengthdiffusershevlng &/&*X.,Othis slope shouldbeless 
thenthemaxlnmmslope to avoid separatlcmwhenthe initlelboundazyleyeT 
is thin. AllaP these studiesweremedewlthcrmlceldiffUsers; thefact 
that the final slope'ahould have been less thm.the maximum slope 18 
indicatedbythemeasuremen ts cf thefAnalpraMlewhich,athighvslues 
of l&t, hi@ H>>1.8. Ifthei4tLalbcmndarylayeristhick,the 
maximum slope camot be large; infect, the two slopes becme e ual. The 
data Indicate that 8 3O finsl divergence angle an a vail, or 8 2 o Included 
engle,shouldbe usedtithboththicksndthin initialbouudarylayers. 
These qualitative consideratkms indicate that for thick initial 
boundarylayers sndbighinitislMschnMkrs,ediffusing straight duct 
should~~efairedentrysecticmandec~caldifPusercxfincluded 
anglenogreeterthm 80 (6O incl~aea~agleplus ema~~mof @for 
boundmy-layer ccqmsation). Far other cmditiona,fairductshapes 
which setisfy these cwsiderations can be'cmveniently expressed es 
?Fhe date on cmicsldiffusers frcmthesereferences were snalysed 
to determine desirable duct'shspes by selecting lcmgitudinsl pressure 
distributions for which Hgl.8, and then calculating new duct shapes 
f'rom one-dimensimal rel.atMnshlps for this presstme distribution aud 
values af &* appmschAng 1. TheresultFng cslculated shapes aLlhave 
smell fnitial slopesbecause, 
gredient (i.e., 
86 S~CWII by squstim (23), the ad2 rnmiber 
the slope of the waJl)xmst decreasetomaintaine 
constent initial pressure gmd.ienttith.increasinglocal Mach nmiber. 
exponentialfunction of%heductaxial comdinate. Teats weremade of 
4 afsmilyofsuchdfffusers~~aratio09throatareatoexitareaof 
1 to 2 and a variaticm of the ratio of.duct length to throat diameter of 
fran 2 to 5. Tests weremadevithbothseparatedemdattached3nl.tLal 
boundary layers at mase-flow ratios IQ to tb~ maxinnrm, and the results 
are reported in reference 64. data 
from these and other tef3ti are cam- 
pared in sketch (6)11 for the cmdi- 
tiauofanattachedinitialb~ 
layer= It is apparentthat,for WEI 
ccmgarisan, the ratio of init5al 
boundary-~thiclmeestothroat Q 
radimhas alaxgereffectanpreseure 
recovery than does d3ffumr eliape. 
~hemeamrements crfre~erence64 show 
that the inqortanteffectof duct&ape$ 
IEI on flow UnifmmLty and ste+ineee, 
for the uniformity ratio V&V varied 
frcm 1.32 to 1.25 for ducts dif%'ering 
in total-pressure ratio by only 0.02 
in teste tith a thin Initial boundary 
layer Wr)2* =O.OOl4) and a high 
initial Mach lmJ?.iber (&' 2 0.85). 
me, two ducts hav3ngnearl.y 
equaluniformityandpresaurerecovery 
differed by a'large -tinthe 
sbtch (6) 
Lot 
qu&Lityofflowe teadineea at high 
inlet Machnmbere. The cm.parie~ 
of pressure recovery pced+ted by 
I wlemethodai?ref.grence44tiththe - 
exgermwmeae- ta a~ eketch(6)f 
ShoWa that the prediction ie wly 
accurate when the Initial boundary- 
bprthiclmessisvery-. ITit 
if3 not small, the effective skin- I L 
friction coefficient is laxger than 
thatindicatedbyequaticm (EL) and 
s 
eqeriments are neceesary far accurate 
loss predictiona. (The data far 
sketch (6), and ~J.SO (7), were ce~- 
c-L.d.ated acw to the maas-derived 
method; see Appedlx B. -w- 
ofthedifPeren~ebetweenez~eriment 
andtheory~ugonuhichmthod sk&ch (7) 
ae data reduction is used; the 
1Wheducte of reference 64 are deeiepateabymrmbers which indicate 
~~slopeintermeorPincluaed~eend~l~ofentryeec- 
tion in terms 
3 
inletradius. Ihue, 80 ccmical-0.5 fndicates a conical 
divergence of and en exponent- faired entry section of 0.5 inlet 
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difference shown'in.sketch (6) would be smaller if the data had been 
reducedby the masatflow weighting method.) 
Sketch (7)dmwathe results 09 tests &partedlnreference &for 
three ducts withseparated initialbouudsrylayers. The datashowthat 
an extended entry section increases the skin-friction losses when the 
initialbomdarylayeris unseparated; therefore, if separation in the - - entering flow can be 'airoided, a'long enky is undesirable. However,tith 
initial separatiolIwhich,as willbe discussedlater,canoccur inlow- 
speed flight at high -s-flow ratios or.in..high-speed flight at low mass- 
flow ratios, sme entry length iqproves duct perfarman ce because it gives 
theboundarylayer anbpportunitjrto reattach. The factthatthepressure 
recovery can be higher for the long duct.with the separated boundary lsyer 
than with the unseparated profile indicates that reattachment occurred 
after relatively extensive sepmation and that the mall skin-friction 
force in the region of separation reduced the over-all losses. In regard 
to flow uniformity, the results of reference 64 show that for short ducts 
the flow is more uniform if the initial boundary layer is attached rather 
thanseparated. Far aglven initial profile of the separatedtype, the 
final uniformity is i@roved if the duct:is made longer. 
Reference 64reports tests uhichwqe itltc&edto investigate to some 
extent~manufacturlngtolerancesrepufredfn&zctccoastmc~ap. Meas- 
urements were made with a duct haxlng different degrees aF surface rough- 
ness, waMne68, and leakage. It was foutid that roughnese caused by 
cratchingthq surfaceswith coarse sendpaper crbyputtisgdiscrete steps 
intheductwalls,as could occur with joints thatarenotflush,hadno 
effect on the diffused flow. The nmxlmm magnitude 09 the roughnese was 
about 0.7 the nmmentumthiclmess at theboundarylayeratthe duct throat. 
The maximm waxiness tested wasdmilar to that which would occur because 
afpressureloads inhigh-speedflight; circumferential stiffeners were 
assumed tobe O.&s9 ap&-t,'and the deflectionwas varied~ tolgtimes 
the momentum titddmese, or 1.5 times the boundary-layer thickness, at the 
duct throat. For mxss42.o~ ratios mat/ma** below O.&, even the xmxi.mm 
wavdness testedhadanegligible effect an the finalflow. At greater 
maas-flow ratios, the msximm wa*ss reduced the pressure recovery, 
uniformity, and steadiness only elightly. Leakage, a8 might occur through 
joints inductwejls duringhighmassipl.owoperatiosa inrun-lrp ontake-off, 
was found to have negligible effects when thelesks were in thelow- 
velocity region cf a duct. Howwer, leakage nesr the ductinletcaused 
separation with ensuing sizable pressure lossee and flow nonruaifmmity. 
The internal-flow systems ofmostaircrsfthave sase offsetbetween 
the inlet and the exit, transitims in cross-secticm shape, and junctures 
with other ducts, all af which can cause losses in pressure recovery, 
The generalprobleminthedesign of these e&mentsisthe sameas that of - 
a suh3onic ddfthser, that is the 
d 
prevention of local separation snd. 
reduction of skin friction. Onedesignfeaturethathassl~been 
beneficial is the use of generous fillets to avoid angled corners. (See 
refs. 67 and 68.) however, since the factors which cause pressure losses 
dIf.ferwitheachductcoMiguration,it is difPicultto applyaccurately 
general design inf-t1a. The data of references ~8, 60, 61, 69, and 
70 indicate the trends to be expected. T@e qitude of the total-presure 
losses in s-bends is d emrrnntrated by the tests of reference 7L Rela- 
tively &art ducts (a/l-s = 4.0) with several inlet cross-section shapes 
and acircular exitwere tested.ataMa&nu&er of l.9. The inlet had 
a wedge-shaped e&em&.-colqpressionsurface and the exit centerline & 
the duct was affset 1.5 &t radii, rg, frcm the inlet center line. The 
maximum total-pressure ratios measured with the ducts were of the cxrder 
of 6 percent less than those measured with a stz&ght duct, Reaucing 
the mass-flow ratio decreased this difference to about 3 percent, a fact 
which indicates the dependence of duct losses on inlet Mach mkber. 
Although the total-pressure losses could be reduced by'reduclng mass-flow 
ratio, the exit velocity distributions show considerable ncmmlf'mmity 
for these ccmditims. Tests with offsets aP me and la-o inlet radii 
reported in reference 64 indicate simihr results. The center lines aF 
these offsets were smothcurves 8ImLlar to those of the duct-a con- 
tours. At a mass-flow ratio of 0.9 with a thin initial boundary layer, 
the l-radius &fset reduced the total-pressure ratio 3 percent frm that 
at astraightduct,andthe 2-rsdii affsetreducedit6percent. w 
steadiness snduniformityquallties ti theflowdecreased ina cmrespond- 
ing lnsmler. For exanple,withthe thin tiitialbomdarylayer,themaxi- 
mum mass-flow ratio for steady flow was about 0.9 for the atmIght duct 
and 0.7forthe ductwiththe 2-radiiof%et. Afourfold increase in 
the hitial boundary-layer thiclmess reduced the l&her mass-flow ratio 
to 0.4. It is appsrentthatdeviatingfrcrmthe optlmmaemdynamic design 
of aductcanhave serious conseqknces. 
SCbsonicFli&t 
Since in.subsmic flow, pressure losses and nanuniformity result 
from skin friction, separation, and enterIngflowtJlati6 asymmetricwith 
respect to the inlet, the induction-system design problems in subsmic 
12The design principles for smnikr subsonic diffusers sre like 
those of diffusers,withaztcenterbodies,butthe snuulsrtype,havlmg 
more wetted mea, has larger fri.c~ional pressure losses. Studies of 
arm* diffusers are reported ti references 65 and 66; 
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flight.sre to provide cmditims: .that. avqid or minimize ,Wee factors. 
Sldn friction and internal eepszatian szce problems of duct design; the " 
problems aP separati~ in l&erinll.et.snd ,symmetry are diecuf3eed. ti this 
section. 
To ilUstrate the couditions which lead to the principal separation 
problem &.inlet &sign in subsonic fli&t, sketch (8) show a typical 
curve of the air reqqirements of.8 turbojet engine in terms of the free-. 
stream area 09 the wine-air stresmtube: A. as a fur&Ian c& flight 
12 
IO 
0 
Machnmiber. 
-------Sealevel 
Stratosphere 
Flight schedule 
B I2 
Mach number, M, 
Sketch (8) 
It is here assumed that the airplane accelerates at sea 
\ 
.- 
t '- 
_. 
level to a Mach number of 0.8, cltis at.t@is. Mach mm&r to altitMe, 
L 
snd then accelerates from this cruise ccmditicm to a Mach nu&er of 2. 
The air requirement18 notoslyafuuction of Mo,butslso of total- 
pressure ratio and altitude, as shown, and of engine design and power 
setting. Since cruieingfli&~tisu~~sn hrportantdesign condition, 
the inlet area As mustbe selectedtopr&uce efficient cruise perform- 
ance, and thla, far high-speed aircraft, is generally at a relatively high 
mass-flow ratio, above about 0.8. The choice of this mm-flow ratio Is 
a compromise between requiremen tefm&lerf~tcccditi~andthe 
cmflicting interests afthe internal and extmmalflows. A low mass-flow 
ratio (m2/..6A&~c<l), that is, adivergingstresmtube aheadof the 
inlet, is desirable to the internal flow because then most of the kinetic 
cosgmesaian~streamof the engine, being in the external stzesm, is 
isentropic if there is no interferencetithaboundmy~; and, since 
the islet velocity18 low, internal skin-frictiaulosses are mInlmized. 
in the other hand, a mass-flow ratio greater than 0.6, at least, IS deeir- 
able to the externalflowfortworeasons: (1) EbrteTnal caQmession c&P 
thicken or separate the bomdary layer cm an upstreamsurface which is 
inthe titerferencefieldof the engineflow; (2) adiverging stresmtube L 
subjects the inlet Ups to Urge flow angles which c&z1 result ti an 
ticresae in external dragbecauseofwavedragdue to&.ocalsuperemic 
flow or because &.&in friction due to Qmnediate boundary-layer transi- 
tion. Inanyevent,the sketchshows that choice of aninletareafar 
the cruise ccmditionproduces an inletmuchsmaller thanthe srea A, 
cxelowflightspeeds. Ccmseq~tly, at low speeds the mass-flow ratio Is 
hLghS3ldtheflOWColmer gee toward the fnl‘et &/As >> 1.0) at large angles 
which can cauke internal separation, low totsl-pressure ratios, and flow 
nonunifomity unless special precautions are taken. IrLr the critical 
design cmditionis fl.ightataMachnuuiber of 2rather than subsonic 
cruise, the situation at low flight speeds is wwxe unless the inlet area 
caubevsriedwith speed. T!heszreathattakesintherequiredairismen 
smallerattbis highepeed,snd.als~Uttlefairing of thelip praflleis 
possible because it must be thin to minimize the wave drag of eugersonic 
flight. '.- _._ 
From this, it is eddent that the principal problem of Fnlet design 
ins&m3nicflowis to selectalipsha~ gndavariatianofmase-flow 
ratio that avoids internal-flow separation at low speeds and detrimental 
disturbances in the external flow at high speeds. Of course, there is 
thelimitatlanthatthe inletszeamstnotbe chosentobe so small that 
it chokes atalowfUghtspeed,for thentheflowto the engine auffere 
lszge pressure losses end is nonunifcmn and unsteady. The conditions in 
which a Mach number of 1.0 can be reached in an inlet with a'sharp lip 
in unifm flow are shown Itn figure 2. 
Lip design.- The @pcrrtsnce of lip shape to pressure recovery in sub- 
sonicf~tcanbeeeen~oonthe~ieof~~ur~andWyatt 
(ref. 14). The~~casecuPatubehavingverythin~s~st~Ba 
by momentum methods, md the predicted variation of total-pressure ratio m 
pt2ko withmass-flowratiofarvsrious fllghtMachnmiber6 is reproduced 
__ 
_..- 
In sketch (9). (Losses in the duct behind the inlet csn'be added to these 
._ _ 
totsl-pressure ratios to determIne the pressure atan'engine face ph. 
At high mass-flow ratios when the lip is stalled the duct losses are m 
small relative to those due to flow section at the lip and sre eeldam 
known.) If the inlet area18 selectedfocrthe sltitude cruise condition 
and FnformELtion similar to that of sketch (9) shows that the mass-flow 
I 
ratio m&s* is about 0.7 in take-off, the tot&L-pressure ratio pta/pto 
at the Inlet is then less than 0.9. Such~pressure losses correspond to a 
15- to 20-percent loss iu engine thrust which, of course, represents a 
serious limitatiouon the acceleration chsracteristics of an airplane. 
The flow nonuuIfatxsity which accomganiee the total-pressure losses csn 
evenfurtherlimitengine operation. If a amnler inletsreawere chosen 
to suit mare close.lythe requirements of supersonic arlow-altitude high- 
speed flight, the losses would be even greater; mtheot.herhand,the 
effects of increasIng flight speed sre rapidly alleviating. 
- These large p%ssure losses.at low speeds that result from a sharp 
lip csnbe avoidedbyseverals&hods. Acurved internalUpprofile 
M&&the flowcanfollowprevents separationandthe attendantnonuni- 
formity at high mass-q_low ratios, ar, far a given lip mile, the lossee 
can be reduced by decreasing the mttes-flti ratio either by increasing the 
inletsreaorbytakingalrinthrou&auotherinlet. Testeaflip 
profiles on circularnose inlets atlowspeeds arereported lnrefer- 
ences 72 to 75: S&'a"the results, in~terms of pt../pt+ are presented 
._ 
I 
. 
- 
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infigure5andare c~ulththepcedictionaf pt2/pto for the 
1 thin lip of sketch (9). Duct losses have not been subtracted frmm the 
theoreticslpredictionbecsnse awidevarietyofductdeeigns are ccxupsred, 
and, in most cases, duct losses by themselves were not measured. For the 
cases inuhichsmooth,nesrlystraightducte weretested, the mt 
between pts/ptoandp&to is goodatserofm speed. However, 
the losses for the canical-shock inlet from reference 14 are considerably 
. greaterthanthepredict&m,presumsblybecause of theductwhichwas used' 
in this psrticulac test. The scatter cxf dataatthe msximnm mass-flow 
ratio is considerable, s& alargepsrt af it is undoubtedlydueto 
inaccuracies in total-pressure nbsasurement. Blackby and Watson (ref. 72) 
polntoutthatneac choking theflowthroughducts is very unsteady, and, 
asmentionedin&p~B,measurements of pressurerecoverybynormal 
methods under these conditions srenotreliable. ThedatacmtheF-8&F 
and F-100 airplanes are from fW.l-scale tests. The fact that they ccx- 
relate with the data frasn model tests indicate that the effects of scale 
BZ%s?lISJl. Also, since the predictions of the llKlIEntm analysis which 
havenorelationto scaleagree sowelluithexperiment,negligLble scale 
effects in regard to lip losses sre to be mected. 
The tests af reference 73 fndicate that for areasonablevsriation 
Ocp shape exkrnallipEor0fll.e has practicsllyno effect on internalflow. 
Atzeroflightspeed,thedataof reference 72 showthatpressurereccwery 
isnothighlysensitiveto intwnalprofll.e,forthereuas little difference 
betweenelUpticalandciEular shspes. Ekwever,asshountifigure5, 
internsllip~ilels ~tantathigherflLghtspeeds,forthe elUp- 
tical shapes arebetterthanthe circular ones. Attheflight&chnumber 
of this figure, 0.33, a sharp lip causes relatively large losses at high 
mass-flowratios, ss atzeroforward speed;but, inthis case, thepre- 
diction09 pt2/pto is greater thantheme -t of P&Q, by 1 to 
2percent,whereas atzeroforwsrd speedthere'uasnodlfferencebetween 
theory and qpeHmsnt far highmass-flow ratios. The desirability of the 
elliptical profile ie further substantiated by the recOnme ndations & 
my, -0, and meming (ref. 76). An elliptical internal shape 
was selectedfor this investie;ationfromprevious werience, and it was 
found that the profile resulted in hQh tot&.-pressure ratios for a nose 
inlet at zero angle of attach in the Mach mmiher range from 0.6 to 1.1. 
At these flight speeds, the mass-flow ratio af sn induction-system-engine 
c~iaationrqpidlydecreas es to values less thsnl (see sketch (8)), and 
the problem cf internal separation frcrm the lip disappears. In fact, even 
foraperfectlyshsrplip, sketch(9) shows that Internal gmessure losses 
resulting from lip sqsratian at the mass-flow ratios of interest (yp to 
0.9) are small at flight Mach nuuibers above about 0.5. 5, at high 
subsonic speeds, skin friction is the major source of pressure loss In 
weJl-deeignedsystems. 
Sc~netestshavebeenmsde of schemesforreducingthemass-flar 
. ratio inlow-speedflightto avoidlip separation. Thesemethods consist 
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of Increasing the area through which air can flow into the induction 
system. In reference 77 a sharp-lip no& Met'=6 tested with a secondary L 
scoop hav5ng ehsrp Ups that opened Into'the underside of the duct a short 
distance behind the'inlet. At zero flight 6peed;'itwa.s found that the 
variationof .pt./pt,. with m&t* (where mt is the mass-flow through 
the total area) was nearly identical. no matter how much area (up to 68 per- 
. . . . - 
..- 
cent&.thatof themaIninlet) wasprovidedinthe auxiliary scoop. Thus, 
the improvwnen t In pressure recovery-that can be expected with this method _ __ 
is entirely the result of reducing the mass-;flcrw ratio for a given engine 
operating,condition. Inreference 78a Supersonic ctical-shock inlet 
with8 shsxp lipwaateeted withatranslating cowl; thatis,a short 
length of cowl including the sharpleadingedge ~ouldbemovedforwesd_~. __~- _ -.______ - .-.-.. -- _ _. _ _- .-.. - - 
exposing agapKJtharo~edlip'~'in~easing the midmum throat area. .- 
Since the curve of-totsl pressure ratio as a function.of mass-flow ratio 
&rnt* (mt is here based on the increased throat area) for the extended 
cowllies above that with the cowl retracted, it is evidentthatthis 
method not a Increases the available z@let area, but It also ir@rovee 
the quality of the flow. 
Angle af attack.- Theflowwroach$ng aninletcanbe asymmetric 
uithreepectto the inductionsyMxmaxisbecause of the &snging attitude 
af aircraft for various flight ccmditions., because af the Fnduced flow 
field of the aircraft, or because the inlet is distorted by c~iguratiortr 
~ requirements. The ultimate result of. such asymmetry is titernal separation. 
Data from tests of circular nose inlets at angle of attack and a flight 
Mach number of 0.24 (ref.' 79) show that an Inlet with blunt lips maIntaina 
lligh total-pressure ratios and unUornifl$w to greater angles of attack 
‘.:I 
than one with am lij?s. Foraxsmple,atanangleofattackofl~Osnd 
a mass-flov ratio af 2.0, the inlet with an elliptical blunt lip attained 
- -- a totsl-pressure ratio of 0.97 whereas one vith a sharp lip attained only 
0.90. The corresponding deterioration in flow uniformity was a dU%erence . . . 
betweenmaxim-umand~ total-pressure ratios In the duct of 0.08 . . : - 
for the elliptical lip and 0.16 for the sharp uk. - 
At Mach numbers from 0.4 to 1.1, the results of references 23, 76, 
and &I showthatevenwithahsrp lips pre$sure recovsryisnesrly ineen- 
sitive to attitude to angle of'attack of about..80 to.~sYflow ratios as - 7: 
high Es 0.9. At higher mass-flti ratios &a range cf insensitivity 
decreases. The shsrp4lp inlet of reference 23 suffered greater losses 
at high angles and mass-flow ratios than did the blunter lips of the tests; 
at a Mach number of 0.9, sn ale Crp at&k af.XP, and a mass-flow ratio 
of 0.9 the total-pressure'ratio was 0.92 We?as~'a blunt&?, but still 
,_ __ 
relatively thin'lip, had a total-pressure:ratio of 0.94. For these flight 
conditions, the WGfloW ratio (m&so) at whLch choking occurred with _ _a 
the shsrp lip was O;g'and that of the blunt lip was '0.m. . 
- - 
The eensititity of an air-induction system to angle of attack is not 
only a flmctian of lip profile, but it ls.also affected by the divergence . 
of the f&behind the inlet. ID the tests or reference 76 it was found 
thatanNACAl-40-XK) cotilwasmore sensitive toangle of attacksndmass- 
flow ratio thau a lmger cowl, NACA l-40-400, because the duct in the 
shorter cowleqmndedmore rapidly. Thus, some lipbluntness and slow 
divergence of the flow behind the islet ~ovfdes high pressure recovery 
over a sufficient angle-of-attack range for mat purposes. Forastill 
greater range of insensitivity, the'lower lip can be drooped ssd staggered 
as euggestedMinreference 76 and tested~refemnce 81. In the latter 
investigation, a blunt, staggered-LLp islet was tested at a Mach mmiber 
af 0.14, and it maintied high pressure recovery throughout the range 
af the tests frc~ inlet, tiocity ratios of 0.6 to 2.2 and angles of attack 
from -50 to l2O. 
Ziletasymuetry.-An inlet that16 distortedrelativeto the axis of 
an air-induction system can have larger pressure losses and greater flow 
nommH~tythauenaxiallye~~ic inlet. Fc& lnstance,S&donand 
Trebble 5.nreference 82repmt tests of awing-rootiriLetatzeroforwsrd 
speed. In caqpar@g an inletsweptback 52ouithan unswept inlet, it 
was found thatthelosses sndflownommiformityuere about twice those 
oftheunsueptinlet. The additional losses were due to separatim in 
the outbosd corner of the imletu3xichresultedfromthe fact that,fm 
this operating~condition, the flowmustturnthrougha large angle to 
enter the duct, since it approaches nearly ncmusL totheiuletplsne. 
Guidevanes alineduiththeductaxis inthe outboardportimreducedthe 
flow nonuniformity, but increased the weesure losses.~ Slots in the Inlet 
lips similar to wing-lead%-edge slots, but not swept, reducea both the 
losses and ncmunifmmitybecause they increased the inlet area and bled 
high-energyair into theregionaP potential separation. 
w An lqprtanteffectof inletfrontsLshapeis shownbycomparisonof 
the flow-distribution measmements of references 83, 8.4, and 85 frcm tests 
of a-root Mets at m numbers from O. 6 to 1.4. TIE results show 
thatthe~crrmityoftheflow In~partlanafthe Uletuhichwas 
unaffectedbythefuselageboundarylayer -the outboardportion - was 
greatlyimpmvedas the shapewas chsngedfrcmtheacute angle cf atri- 
angular inlet to a ss3uielJ~tical or 6emLcircular Inlet. 
SupersonicFlight 
The consideratiom ofpressurerecoveryinsupersonicflightare 
more co~@exthanthoee at subsonic speedsbeceuse in su,peramic com- 
pression of engine air the pressure losses and flow nonuniformity can be 
causedbytwoadditioualfactors, shockwaves and shock-wave-boundmy-lsyer 
interaction. These factare becme increasingly iqportsntas the local 
- Machnmberatwhlchtheyoccur increases sbove1. Wxmover,theneceseszy 
increaseinthrust~air-ccmsumingjet~~withspeeddelpendeupan 
the increase intotslpressure 
. 
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and density 
ph = po(l + o.2Mos)=05 
ptO 
= p,(l + 0.2Mo')2=5 
Little of the avaIlable pressure and mass flow can be lost if an engine is := 
to overccnss the large drag forces of su&rso~~A.C flight. In msny cases, the .__ 
margin of excess thrust at superstic speeds fe relatively s&U, and the 
thrust-available and thrust-required curire axe slowlycqnvergent. Then, 
smsX losses in total pressure cause'large reductions in acceleration snd 
maximum-speed perfmce. AT _- 
Superscmic ccqp2ession1s.- SFnce.the l&alMachn~er at the intake 
at present-dayenginesmustbe s~sopIic, 'the flbw to the engine af a super- 'T. 
conic aircraftmustbe decelerated through aMachmmbsr af 1. Ideally, 
this compression af the air csn be acccmgAished isentropically through a 
reversed Laval noszle.with no exkrnal w&edragasindicatedinsketch 
(10); practically, shock-free internal flow cannot be Fined because _ 
-.__- 
Idd himalcmpmabn tkoqh Yoch uwn ExtBmal cotwpnubn ihmqh dmck NOVWB 
-- 
htmdcmpmwbnfhu~lhodtwom 
Qfdhmd BXMICI and ktgnd cmprairkn 
Sketch (10) 
1sFerri in reference % and Lukasie&tcs in references 53 and 87 die- 
cuss many of the prticiples Involved in supersonic ccuqpression. In this I 
report, these prticiples are mentioned o@.y briefly, and the ~hasie is " 
m.presenting information thatis.usefuljin.&s~epland in pointing out ' 
limitations for the flight conditions under consideration, . 
_- 
I 
a 
i 
the flow through such a chmnel is in a state of neutral equilibrium. Any 
disturbance which causes a loss in total pressure between the entrance 
andthekbro~tcausee adecrease inmassflowthroughthetbroatbecause 
here the sxeaandvelocityarefixed. Airmustthenaccmuulatebecause~ 
moreflows into~passagethancanflavout,anda~shockvave 
is fmm&whichmustmoveypstresm, continually gJmweg strcmger, ulltil 
it is e3Qelledfrcmthe chaxmel snd spills the excess air. The shock 
wave camotre-enter the chsmelmlees the throat18 opened sufficiently 
to pass thefullmass flowatthe stagnation~eesure existingbehindthe 
normal shockwave inthefree stream. (FcmdetAleddiscussims of these 
phenomena see refs. 86 through 69.) 
It is, of course, not necessszy to at-t s~ersonic compression 
either inaclosed channel or isentropically. The flowcaubedecelerated 
externally aad through discrete shock waves as shown for several possible 
amm@menta.in sketch (10). The crudestmethodwhichentailsthe greatest 
losses is to accept a norm3l shock wave at the free-stream Mach nlmiber. 
Since these nd shock losses can be reduced by decreasing the Mach 
number at which they occur, higher total-pressure ratios can be attained 
byplacingan inletinaregion of substresmvelocityonan'aircraft,as 
will be discussed subsequently under Bm, OT by creating oblique 
shock waves to reduce the local Mach number but with less loss than that 
ofaeinglenormslshockwave. ForagivenlocalNachnumberaheadofan 
air-induction system, the questim s&sea as how best to utilhe oblique 
shock waves. Oswatitsch (ref. 90) has shownthatthemaximumtotal- 
pressure ratio af a two-dimensi~ 
multishock system occurs when the 
total-pressure ratio across each 
oblique shock wave is the seme. For 
. such conditions, the variation of 
total-pressure ratio with Mach nmber 
for shock-wave compression (n oblique 
waveaplusteminslnomal shock wave) 
is shown ti sketch (ll). It is appar- 
entthattheloeses througha single 
normal shmk wave rapidlybecme 
intolersble above aMachnmber of 
about 1.6 and that large isgrovesmits 
can be made by utilizing obuque 
shock waves.=+ 
The variation of totaLpressure 
‘Lo 2.6 34 42 
m __ ratio with deflection angle for various 
approachMschnmibers intwo-dimensional rub 
flow IS shown IYL figure 6 for a two-shock 
system(one oblique and aterminal 
sketch (ll) 
normal shockwave)and infigure 7for 
a three-shock system. Figure 8presente these variations for &two-shock 
lqDete.iled information and design charts on shock waves csn be 
obtained from such references as 91 and 92. c 
-* 
8 
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system In conical flow end is taken frcxu reference 53 where it is assumed 
that the normal shock.wave occurs at the average & the Mach number behind -- the conical shock QW-e and'on the cone surface; (Ms+Mc)/2. This assumption 
t 
._ 
is adequate for the Mach number,nd cone-angle range aF interest in the _- 
flight cc&itions.being considered in this report because the difference 
between Ms and Mc is small, less than 01.01. It is apparent frm this 
fact that the msximum total-pressure ratio attainable in two-dimensional 
and conical flows is about the same. Lukssiewicz in reference 53 shows 
that this difference in totsl-pressure ratio at Mach numbers less than 2.0 
is less than 0.015. .me -...L.~ -=wfwb 3, .7,. -and 8 . ..w .tht total- -- -. .__-- __, 
pressure ratios near the maximum csn be maintained for a relatively wide 
range of flow deflection angles, an importsntfactbecause anangle csnbe 
selected which produces nearly msxirmrm recovery at the high-speed condition _ .- .; 
uith little decrease from the maximum possible for a considerable range-of _. 
lower Machnumbers. Also, the angle cm be chosen so that a detached shock 
wave occurs only at a low eupersonic speed where'the entropyrise through a .-. 
normalshockwaveissmall. For examgle,:at anugetreamMach number of - * 
1.8, the maximum total-pressure ratio with a two-shock system is 0.945, 
and the corresponding flow deflection angle is lb', for which the detach- 
ment Mach number 16.1.57. If a loo deflection angle were selected, only 
0.01 would be lost in total-pressure ratio at the desie Mach number, but 
the shock-detachment Mach number would be'reduced from 1.57 to 1.37 and, 
inthieMachn~&errange, recovsry would;be.improved several percent. .._ 
The total-pressure ratios decrease beyond'the maximums (the values plotted 
in sketch (11) for the two-dimensional cases) because the losses through 
the oblique waves exceed,those through the norm& wave u@il,finsJly the 
oblique wave detaches from the deflecting.surface and only the pressure 
- 
recovery through a.single normal shock wave is possible. The high level 
. 
of total-pressure recovery that can be.attained by conical-shock compree- .- 
sion has 'been verified at Mach nusihers to 2.1 in references 13, 93, snd 94. .-;I 
In reference.94 a center body contoured for ieentropic ccunpreseion at a 
Mach number of 1.e produced a total-pressure ratio of 0.967; with three 
oblique shock waves, ,the foal-py~seur_e.ratfo m 0.954; sgd with two, 
it was 0.945. In all cases, auniformflowwae measuredafter diffusion. 
These values are very close to those obtained by sdding the predicted shock 
losses to the experimental duct losses described previously. 
Limiting internal contraction.- Far internal-ccxnpressian systems 
through shock waves,'the problem of flow stability exists as in the 
reversed Laval noezle because of the two possible stable positions of the 
normal shockwave,ahead of the LnletardownstreamaF the.throat. However, 
at the expense of c~lication, this disa&vantsge canbe overcome,sndthis 
form of supersonic compression has the @vantage over external compression 
of deflecting the flow tom the system axis rather than away frcxu it. The 
fsmtal area, external drag, and smountaftwming inthe ductcanthereby 
be reduced. 5, the optimum arrangement for any specific case requires 
detailed evaluation. The relatiap between contraction ratio, tot&l-pressure 
ratio, and Mach number is : 
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This relaticmiaplottedinslretch(l2a) 3 
for isentropic flow to a Mach mmiber of 
1 at the throat. Also shcmn is the con- PP.7 
traction ratio which permits lsentrqplc i 
flowto atbroatMachmmberaC1frm 
the total pressure existing behLnd a 
% r 
noIm8.l shock wave. !mLs is the con- 
traction ratio at which supersonic flow I 
can be established in a fixed lnternal- 
contractian iKL&ataglvenflAghtMach 
nuriber and is designated *start. Total- A 
pressure-ratio c!urves for two positims 
oftheno?mal8hockwa~for qs*t are 
also shownforthe cases wherethenomnsl ' 
shockwave18 atthethroatand in the free 
stream. It is, of course, possible fcrr the .; 
normal shockwavetobe downstreamof the 
throat, In which case the pressure recovery 
decreasestowardthelowercurvein 
sketch (la). It is apparent that the .a 
1 14 I.8 22 28 
Y 
sketch (la) 
8tartFng contiacticm ratio for a Mach 
nmiber of 2.0, far kstance, Is less than 
that permissible at a lower Mach number. 3 
Thus,ifanaTrcre9tistoreachaMach 
nmiberof 2.CIandm8intainthetotal- 
pressure ratios (pt,t/pto)rlr - or higher, B 
the contracticm ratio muf3t 8 ecrease with 
increasFngflLghtspeedsbove aMachnum- -q&Z 
ber of 1. Also, it is apparent that above 
aMachnuniber of aboutl.8,thetotaL 
pressure losses uith qs- are una42- f 
c 
3 
ceptably large, and it is desirable to 
decrease rontraction ratio and Increase 
supersonic ccmpresslon toward the isen- ' .8 
tropic value. If the throat area is s 
adjust&le,thts canbedone as long as A 
the flow at the throat is supersonic. 
For a given contraction ratio the Mach _ _ 
nuuiberatthe throatcanbe calculated 
frmuequatlon (25),andthemaximm 
total-pressWe Yatio pqesible is that 
of anormal shockwave occurring at 
Machnuuiber at with Pt2 t/Pt2’1- 
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. 
However, if the.flow at the throat Is subsonic due either to a contraction 
ratio that is too mu&l OT to the inlet beTng too large for the engine- 
&r requirement, a. normal'shock wax-e ahead 6f the inlet reduces the total- 
pressure ratio to that of the lowest curve shown In sketch (X3). In 
fact, this type af air-induction system is sensitive to flow changes, and 
close control of both inlet-area and contraction ratio are necessary if it 
Is to operatewithanengtie throughawlde range offlightc&tions. 
The pressure recovery can decrease'abrugtly from the maxImum possible with 
small change& In either mass flow or sngle of attack (see ref. 53). 
An induction system in which both Met and throat areas were adjust- 
abletomatchengine-airrequirements snd,provldemaximumtotal-pressure 
ratio with internal contraction through two oblique shock waves and a 
zizz%F 
nomsl wave has been reported by:Schemer snd Gowen in refer- 
It was found, as shown by the data potits in sketch (12), that 
In Ws'psxticular test a contraction ratio well below qstart could be 
reached,butthere wereno siepificant izlp?r ovements in cmrespond%ng total- 
pressure ratios. It was concludedthat~the Fncreasing ~8ozxI.c ccmpres- 
aimwas counteractedbyticreasUglosses in the duct and that greater 
refinementlnduct&signwas requzlxed. : 
Othermethcds thanadjustablepassagewalls havebeen Investigatedfor 
avoiding the flow-stability problm of internal-contractim inlets. Evvard 
sad Blakey (ref. 9) tested an open-nose inlet in which the cohtracting 
passagewas RerforatedtopermLtthe es&e of excess flowbetweenthe 
inletandthethroatasthenoanslshodkvavemovedintothe~~Vith 
increaslngflightMachnu&er armass-flowratio. AhighmsxTnmmtotsl- 
pressure ratio, 0.93; was measure d at alhchnumher aF l.&,andthe inlet . 
was found to be relatively sensitive to mass flow but not to mgle of 
attack. It was esttited that 5 percent of the totsl mss flow was lost 
throughtheperforaticms. Further tests an this methad of flow stsbiliza- I 
tim are presented ti references 96, 97, end 98. 'although high pressure. 
recovery ts attained with this type of Inlet, it is accmganiedby high ' 
drag if theflaw~oughtheperf~atlarrs.isveptedtothe external stream. 
For exsmgle, the data cf references 97 and 98 show that the drag of per- 
forated inlets is as much as 25 percent greater thanthat of -orated 
types. As~method~provlding~~stability~~theterminal 
normal shock wave is at the throat has be& reported by Reice, reference 99. 
Here,the channelwalls arevented, %umeSatelyaheadofthe throat to a 
chaniber to per&t the escape of excess mass flow when a distmbance tends 
to force the ncmnsl sho~waveu;pstreamtitothe convergingpassage. 
Rectangular scoop inlets with side walls swept-back towatd the body 
as described in references 53, 100, and 1CL'~ able to maintain supersonic 
flow to the throat of a contracting passage at reduced mess-flow ratios 
artdfllght Machnmibers because air can escape lat&allyas the normal 
shockwavemwes downthe channel. However, at low flight &ch numbers l 
the first oblique shock wave from the ccm@ressicm surface is forward on 
the fuselage,and it interacts uiththeboundaryleyer causing bothhlgh 
drag and poor pressure recovery. !Phese difficulties have been partially . 
circumventedbyuse al? aleeding-edge flap m.the cmpression surface. 
(See ref. 1Ol.) Deflectim of this flap toward thebodyreducedthe 
pressure rise amoss the oblique shockwave atagivenMachnmiber,and 
delsyedboundsry-lsyer separatlontolowerMachnumhers. 
For the cordcal-shock Inlet, internal contraction can beused to 
produce additQmal a~~ersonlc compresslon,butatthe expense of encounter- 
ing the flow-stability problem and addition&l duct losses. Lukasiewdcz 
derives in reference 53 the contraction ratio *a= that can be used 
withc~cal-shockizllets,based~theass~tianths;t the entrance 
Mechn~eristheaverage~thatb~theshockwave~osltheccme 
surface. This variation is presented in sketch (13). It is seen that for 
lsrge cape angles the permissible ccmtracticm is smll. ~erimxtts at 
M,=L& (ref. 93) showthat for an inletwitha straight lip (notcam- 
beredtomeetthelocalflow), internal contracticmreduces the optlmm 
conesnglefarm3x2mm pressure recovery 
to about -O-as capqpared to 30" for an 
Loo 
inlet with osly ccmical-shock caspres- 
aion, (fig. 8). Hrrwwer,thedifference B6 
In maximum possible recovery is amaIL. 
Only for small cone angles where the 
oblique shock wave is not befog fully 
utilized can interneLL contraction 
produce any great advantage. Tests 
havebeenmade ataMachmm.iber aE'l.6 
tithconi&l-shockimletshavlng3&ernal B4 
C~~actiaaanaaperforatedIlptopro- 
vlde flow ste;biUty. (See ref. $4.) 
The results indicate very high maximum 
total-pressure ratio, 0.95, far this 
arrang-t. Roth dreg and pressure- 
recovery mea8 uremen-tsweremdefcma 
conical-shockinletuitha20° cone LO L4 La 22 26 3.0 
smdaperfaratedcowlatMachnmiber8 M, 
of 1.59, 1.79, and 1.99 in reference 96. sketch 03) 
The result8 indicated that even though 
highpressurerecoverywas obtainedateero sngle of attackarelatively 
large increaseinsxtemal drag ocmrredrelative to sTmUsrun;perforated 
Mets. The pressure recovery was relatively insensitive to mass-flow 
change above the mase-flow ratio at which shock 0scUlation occurred. 
Withincreasingsngleaf attackboththermgeafmassflowsforsteady 
qperati~~thepressurerecaverydecreaseaatall~h~ers,the 
latterbeingamore~onoun ceddecrease thsnwithsimilarunperfmated 
inlets. 
LImitinR lnlethkch nuuiber.-For external-cce3pression system there 
is no problem af flow stability as there is with internal-c~ssicm 
systems. !rihere is; however, a llmitatlon cm how nearly isentropic the 
compressIon can be, or, inotherwords,onfAemmiber of oblique shock 
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waves which It is practical to use. This limitation arises because the 
larger the mmiber ae shock waves, the higha? the subscmic inlet Mach 
mm&r and the greater the duct losses. .Eence, optimum sqperso113.c canpres- 
aion require8 excellence ip. amt design. Thefollowingtable shows the 
localMachmmiber andtotal-pressure rat10 after the termQmlnormal 
shock Wave in a pattern arranged with n. oblique shock waves to produce 
the msximum sqpereonic compreesion at approach Mach mmbers of 1.5 and 2.0. 
Subtracted frcm theee total-premure ratios are the duct losses cmrespond- 
lng to tbe.Nlet Mach.mmiber as measured.with a duct with very small losses 
In reference 64. Thus, for these conditions, ,which are probably about the 
Duct 133 = 0, (O/r)2 = 0.00143 
Mn = 1.5 I MO = 2.0 
0 0.70 0.93 0.02. 0.91 0.58 0.72 o.ol 0.71 
1 .86 .g8 .02 -96 l 74 -90 .02 .88 l :. ‘$l.E . . .04 o3 -96 .g .83 go -95 .w .02 3 .g4 -93 
best that canbe expected inthepresentstate ofpracticaldesigplmoul- 
edge, little canbe gainedbyusingmore,thsn one oblique shockwave at 
a Mach nmiber & 1.5 ac twb oblique wives at a Mach nmiber of 2.0. If 
a poorer duct is used, say the duct with 'a thick initial boundary layer 
and atwo-radii Mfeetas described inreferesce 64,~~ followingrestilts 
aze obtained when It is cmiblned with shock-cmpresslon inlets: 
Duct 13.5O - 2 (CkPfset = &I), (e/r)2 = 0.0156 
MO = 1.5 MO - 2.0 
0 0.70 0.93 0.09 0.84 0.58 0.72 0.06 0.66 
1 .86 .g8 .84 .74 .go .lO .&I 
2 .g1 .gg .13 .82 
3 .g4 1.00 -17 .16 .82 
A - 4 
Here, ths edvantag%s qf.bLgB.t&ere~ic xxmpxeaaion are further reduced. 
AtaMachmmiber Oce l.5,anormd shockw&etightas wellbeused,and 
at a Mach mmiber of 2.0, a single oblique.shock wave very nearly pro&ces 
maximrrm pressure recovery. Oswatltsch establishes this point in refer- 
ence gObyccmsideringthe wrmgemct &:oblique shock waves which would 
produce the rnaxhum static pa-eecnce behlnd the tximadLn~shockua-ve. 
!Fhie wouldbe thebest iaitlal conaitlcmfcw apoarductlnstaUation. 
It is shownthatoblique shockwaves produceno movemn ttoaMach 
‘ sm&er crf.l.6 andthata single oblique wave is sufficlenttoaMachnmikr 
of 2.0. 
AtflightMachnunibers greater than 2.0,snotherUmitappears on 
thenuuiber af oblique shockwaves thatcanbeusedbeneficlally. As 
pointedoutbyLuluxsiewics inreference &tmdCmmms andwoollett In 
reference102, sugers~cflowcanbe turnedand~essedbydeflecting 
surfaces through such large angles that a nornal shock wave must form at 
the streamline which turns through the msMmum mgle possible f& attached 
flow. This nmmsl shockwave occurs atMachnmibers above about2.2befme 
essentiallyisentrqeic ccxupressioncanbe achieved; atlowsxMachnmibers, 
nearly isentropic compression is possible without the occtmrence of a 
normalshockwavefrcmthUcause. 
layer shock-wave interactian.- Probsblythemost~mtant 
limitation 0~1 sugersmic compression Is caused by the interacticm af 
shockwaveswithbomdarylaywx. For lnstance,Seddminthenote 
appendedtoreference lO3shou~th~t focrasidelntaketithoutbomdary- 
layerm3wvalandomlyauormalshockwavefor supersonic cmgression, 
the total-pressure loss due to this interaction was greater than the sum 
of the losses frm s3l other sources at Mach nmibers between 1.0 and 1.4 
andwas a;boutequalto that across anormal shock wave at 1.7, where, 
In genersl,ncmmal-shocklosses areunacce~bl.yhZgh. These %&erfer- 
encelosses were due to turbulentm~n intheflowafter sepszationand 
to changes in skln friction and shock losses from their values in tmsepa- 
rated flow. 
Theb~~separatesatrelat~~lovlocals~s~c~ 
madbers,a'baut1.25~epreater,~an~shockwaveinteractswith 
a turbulent ~~;its~~~satverylows~sonic~h 
nmbers,locsJlyaboutl.1,uhm the interacticmis withalamlnar 
boundary lsyer. (See z!efs. 103 t&ou@ lO'7.) Qf course, if the profile 
of theboudaryleyerhas developedan Qzflection (Ha 1.8~ inccaqpres- 
sible flow) befare the Fntersctian, a less intense shock vsve causes 
sepsratim. ~dataafreference106~thatfoa.therangeafflight 
conditions of interest in this repcmt, the eta-Kc pressure-rise rat50 
atseparaticmisnota strongfunctionaf Reynolds nmiber If the flow 
tothepointofreat mtis turbulent. Ecowwer, If treJnsition OCCUFS 
between separation snd reatt achment, there16 aReynoldsntmiberdepen&nce. 
Inair-Tnduction~ystemdeslgnartesting in camditious inuhichalmnimx 
boundmylayerinthee@ne-flowskeamtub e could exist, provtsion should 
bemadefar causUgtrapsitUn~skxsmaf shockwaves'. Thereasms are 
that a shock wave of practically any strength can separate a lmdnsr 
layerandthatanysa~iaskinfrictiondue tom&ntaJningalsMnar - layer is negligible. Also,theReynoldsnt&berdependenceiftheinit~ 
boundsrylayerrwerenot.turbulentcouldproduce umellable test measure- 
DEEtS. . Separaticrn is to be avoided not only because of pressure losses 
but~obecause~f~unsteedinessand~~ty. However,amsJ.l 
--I 
mounts of sepsx.ation.wIth subsequent reattachment are not necessarfly 
seriuus, szd infmmation is reqytred on the albwable tolerances for 
regions 09 separated flow. 
i 
with air-klductiac systems, the shkkwaves thatinteractuitha 
boundarylayer cancmiginatefrmachange insurface slope,fromneigh- 
berm surfaces, af~thenonnalshockwrrve~chterminatess~sonic 
compression. Bogdan@f.8& Kepler (ref. 105) indicate that for local Mach 
nmibers through 2.0, a static-pressure-rise ratio of about 2 causes separa- 
ticnl . 
t 
Gadd,~er, andRegan(ref.106) shouavalue of l.7;Eussdczfer 
ref. 104) suggests a va&ue of 1.89; Lukasietics (ref. 521, Seddon 
ref. 103), and Dailey (ref. 108) suggest &.8,.the pressure ratio across 
a nomal shockwave occurring'ataMach&er of 1.3; snd. the criteria 
of Ritzberg and Crandall [(u&uinitial)2 = l/2] correspcmds to a static- 
pressure-rise ratio of 1.7 (ref. 109). Such differences are due to the 
method used to determine separation and to test conditions. EJueSdorf~‘S 
criterion of static-pressure-rise ratio of '1.9 was derived frcm a study of 
air-induction-system data wblch fncluded both plane and conical cession 
surfaces. If tbis criteria is used as the one amopriate to present 
designmethods for the case where anormal shockwave Interacts with a 
turbulentboundarylayer, thelimitatims on shock ccmpression because 
of separation are those supmsed on the curves &f total-pressure r&i0 
as a function of flow deflecticm angle and Mach nu&er presented in fig- 
ures 6, 7, and 8. Tf it is assumed that the degree of separation at the 
boundarydetermlnedbyRussdorfer~s critericrnis sufficlenttoreduce 
inductlcm-system perfomance, itisevidentthatintheMachnmberrange 
up to 2.0 islets must be designed for netily the optimum shock caufigura- 
tion. If a smaller deflection angle is used, the tierned ncn=mal shock 
wave is intense enough to cause separation. This interactionundoubtedly 
decreases perfmman ce In cases wheretheboundarylayer just ahead of the 
nomnal shock wave is 0~1 the verge of sep&ation and where the subsequent 
flow is not given EUI opportunity to reattach. For instance, the sketch 
in figure 7shows a conditionwhere thep--essurerise in thevicinityof 
the oblique-shock reflecticm could be sufficient to cause local sepcrration 
or atleast~sturbthebcnmdsrylayer sufficiently so that the terminal 
normJ. shock wave would ensure separatl&. The limitations few avoiding 
separation in this case are more severe than Indicated in this figure. 
~omparisonoffigures 6,7,and 8shows that a strictrequirmtaf 
avoiding bow-shock wave detachment snd se&aticm due to the terminal 
normal shockwave tbrougharange offl.ightMachnuuibers sakes systems 
In which the ccmfiguratlon cap be.varied tiecessary at Mach nuuibers above 
about X.6 in two=dAslemsiacal flm end above about 2.0 In COIZIICCL flop. 
(Other reamns forvarisble systems md information on thosethathave 
been tested will be discussed subsequently.) 
I 
_ .- 
Separatism due to charges ti'surface slope and to impinging shock . 
wavesfranother surfaces csmbe allmiatedbyreducingthepressme 
gradientbydistributing the disturbance over some length. Ijl other words, 
discrete shock waves are to be avoided. For i&t&me, Chapman, Kuebn, 
a 
P 
. 
. 
andLarscin insane as yetunpxiblishedresultsfoundthatthe tmbulent 
b~Layercanwiths~a~~pressureriseanacr;lrvedslnrface 
where it has sufficient distance in which to re-energize itself. (gee 
also refs. 43 and ll0.) 
If boundary-layer.separaticm due to interaction with shock waves 
cannot be avoided in Fnductim-system design, it can, of course, be me- 
ventedbyremoving mre-energieingtheapproachingb~layer. Inv-es- 
tfgations of suchmethodk~ are reported inreferences ill through U-5. The 
investigations af boundsxy-layer removal near the minim&sxea station by 
both prmous suction and slots show that SCMLR is@r ovwnent in pressure 
recovery at low mass-flow ratios can be achieved. m important, however, 
fElth!2img?r- tinf~uniformityasldsteadiness~awider~eof 
mass-flow ratios. SimLlarresults are obtainedwithblawizlgmethods of 
boundary-layer coutrolinwhichthepointof discharge is u;pstreamofthe 
ndrhmnn-area station. (See refs. ll3 and 114.) 
losunanariee,s~atiaacaneaeilybecaueedby~~~ianarP 
shock waves with a lmmdary~~. Toavoidsqpsration,thebomdary- 
la;yerpr~ile~roachingtheregianodes~asiccoslqplessi~shauldhave 
nobflection; changes insurface slqpe andiqpingingdisturbames should 
be~tributedtoreduce~pressure~sdient;~prqeer~~t~ 
shockwaves shouldbeusedtokeep the i&eractionpressureratioat the 
terminrtlnormelehodk~~below~tuihich~producesep~a~~;aaB 
the initialsubsequent~essionshouldbesmll. Ihus,themass-flow 
ratio shouldbehightominimise sQbsonic c~ssionb~the term&al 
ehockwave,~an~~s~~t~~sectio~l shocJd.beusedintb.educt 
to minimize the pressure grsdient and to permit reatt acbmentifsm 
separation does occur. Theboundmylayercanberermvedarre-emrgi.sed 
to avoid arreduce the interacticm. 
Lip design.- In supersonic flight, the problems cxf lip design sze 
differentfrcmthose af mibsonicfli&t,fcmthereis noposslbilityaf 
- s-s ConErging upatl the inlet sad causing sep~tion of 
the titernal flow. l%eproblems are those &lkatingandshapingthelip 
properlytoma~~~pressurerecoveryandlownet&eguithout 
severely casing these quaUties in subsmic flight. 
!Sests c& open-nose inlets to determine the effects of lip profile in 
s~ersosicf~~reportedinreferences~apd1L6. Itwssfound 
that curved internal surfaces that are satisfactorgatsubsosic speeds can' 
beusedatsqpersouic speeds atleasttoaMachnmiber of l.7withoutany 
sacrificeintotal~pres~eratio. Infact,alip described inrefer- 
me 23 with (r/W 2=1.15 produces higher wessure recovery thsu a sharp 
lip atMachmmikrst0 l.5,ad,aa showninfigme 5,this lipmaintains 
high recavery to relatively large mass-flow ratios at subsonic speeds. 
Withinternal-contractioninlets desigcedfar the cc&xactionratio 
&tart be P- 40),theprcceile~~~tractingpassagecanaevellbe 
48 mm m ~55~16 
a straight line as athe~ticallymacreefficlentc~tourbecauee the 
permissible ccmtzact$on $s,,amalJ to ,a f,&Lght,Nach~nuuiber af 2.0. For such 
Inlets with an adjustable t&oat to increase tZG"coEtraction fmue 'In 
J., -I 
flighttovaluesless than fstart,a straight-lineprofile at the lip is 
also sufficiently refined in this Mach mmiber range. The deflection angle 
at the lip lesd&g edge should, cxf course; not exceed the angle far shock- 
wave detacIment or fat. regular reflection (see refs. 53 and 92). However, 
as shown by the results in reference 54, and as discussed pz&iously, it 
should be a sufficiently large angle to mi&mlse the effects ~3 interac- _ 
ticxnbetweentheboundmy layerand-bhe terminalnormal shockwave. (The 
results ofWyattandEuncsak,ref.~,~ther showthatan wtendedentry 
section peruIt greater augersonic compression ia this type of air- 
Induction system, presumablybecausethe separatedboundarylayerwhich 
follows arelatively strmgnamsl shockwave has 811 oppmtmityto 
reattach.) 
Lukasiewicz (ref. 53) indiscussing conical-shock inlets wlthsharp 
lips shows thatneitherl%ppositicmn~JJ.p *cidence have,withinreason- 
able design Units, great significance lq affect- pressure recovery at 
Mach nmibers less than about 2.0. Up position Is not ~ortsnt because 
the velocity gradients for reasonable positions In practical conical flow 
fields sre small. Lip lncidencehasllttle izqmrtmcebecause even if the 
shock wave frm the lip is detach&, it I;s of smaU. intensity in a desiepl 
having the relatively large cone angle necessary fnr maximum pressure 
recovery. 
Although lip design hss been f0und.w be &,secondaq imgortance 
inregard topressure~recoveryfor ~-cqmess.i* *ets, it 1s d 
.-_ .- 
greatdmportmce ipreardw ~,whlchwiUbedlscussedlate$. 
.._._ -
* 
lkss-flow variatim.- Air-induction systems tithoutanadjustable 
inletareaarabypassnoletoperatethr~arange~~sflawaeflight 
conditicnls change. The previous discussion af supersonic coqsressionhas 
been concernedpr3msrilywith consideratims of maxUum tot&.-pressure 
ratio at a single design*condition, usually the "critical mass-flow ratio." 
!Cbis termdenotes the titemslflowwhen'there Is no subsonic spillage 
and the terminalnarmal shockwave occurs at the ndnimum-area section; 
thBt is, when the 0upersoDic c~esslm for the system is -. If 
the transition to stisonic flow occurs downstream cdl the minUum section, 
the mass-flow ratio is the same as at the critical cm&Ltlou because there 
is also no subsanlc spillage, but the tots&pressure ratio is less because 
the termhal shockwave occurs atahlgherlocalI&chnumber. -opera- 
tion is termed f'supercritical'1 snd the total-pressure ratio is determined 
bythefUghtcondtiions &the require&nts ot'flowcontipuitysnd of 
theflowschedtie M the-e. ~rameqpetion(l6) 
. 
.4 
(W 
Thus, fm a specific mass4%w ratio, a reduction in inlet area produce6 
a1owpreseurerecweryf~agivanengine cxzwrectdairflowam3.f~ 
Mach nmiber; ar, for a given inlet area and mass4low ratio, corrected 
airflows crrflightMachnm&ers abovethe &signvaluealsoreduce the 
totsl-pressure ratio. Systems are scmetimesdesignedto operateat~er- 
critical conditions in ordertoavoidflowunsteadine as which aeten occurs 
at mass-flow ratios Just below critical, pszticulsrly at angle of attach 
withsystems hmingalarge t3molnlt aIT supers~c ccenpression and no inter- 
ferencewbAchsJletiate6 angle-af-attackeffects. (See, far inetance, 
refs.lal7and118.) Whenthe~~iti~tosubs~cflcrwis~streamof 
the inlet,the subcriticsJ. conditiaol,anomal shockwave occurs exter- 
nally and flow is spilled behind it to reduce the mass-flow ratio frcm 
the mxImm. 5 possible total-pressure ratio at these reduced m&as flows 
canbe~culatedArormthelmownshock~~ernffthepres~rise~ 
the shockwaves is notsogreatasto cause separatimlosses OcF to dis- 
tortaboundaryLayerenoughtochangetheshockpattern. 
Ekcperimental3Yrvestigatians of isolsted air-inauctiaol sy?3tems -thmugh 
therange afmass-flouratios show, ingeneral,thatinlets wbichattaW 
veryhightotal-pressureratios at the criticalcmditicmareverysen- 
sltive to chauges in operating flow ccmditims. That is, total-presswe 
ratio is markedly reduced if operaticm is very far subcritical, and, as 
withsnyInlet,recoverydecreas es rapidly in the supercrLticalrange. 
5dataSlrmpllar ised by Lukasiewics (ref. 53) illustzate this fact. Thue, 
anopen-nose inletwhichaccepts s~ersmic c~essicmthroughanorml 
s~ckwavedoesnot,aes~laaketch(~),attaina~~-assure 
ratio, but es6entisU.y the lttsxhm total-preseure ratio with ImAfom flow 
at the conqpressor face is maintained throughout the subcritical range. 
5 total-pressure ratio which has been measured Fn ~iments Is that 
calculated for the normal-shock wave Hnus the duct losses. An internal- 
contractim inlet suffers anamttotal-pressure loss andoperates as 
anorme3-BhoclrinletaasooDl~theflowbec~s~criti~. conical- 
shockFaletsdes~~withmarethancmeo~que~ock~~alsohavethis 
disadvantage of an Nt decrease in total-pressure ratio at subcritlcal 
mss-flowratios,presumablybecause theb ~layerprofile~roaches 
that for sepsxationinpassingtbroughthe large adversepressuregradients' 
ae the supersonic cumpression. Howver,ccmics&shockinlets withone 
obliquef3hockwswedesignedf~near -ms&mm-total-pressure ratio can 
malntELinahjnhlevel~pressurerecarrery~lntothes~criti~ 
-- Use & less thsn the opt- cone angle (included asgles less than 
about 50°) prodzcee a tem+lnms.&shockws.veoftoogreatFnteneity 
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which adversely affects mibcritlcsl operaticm. The most disturbing dif- 
ficulties at reduced mass-flow ratios sre flow nonuniformity and mstesd- 
lness which m-e caused by separatim that csn arise frm R nmiber af 
sources. An extended subcriticalmnge of mass-flowratios inwhichthe 
flow Is stesdy can be obtaIned by choice'of the proper shock pattern and 
duct desiep or by boundary-layer removal. 
. 
Stice fixed-area Intakes can be unsatisfactory at mass-flow ratios 
other than that chosen as the &signpo%+t, systemsmustbe considered 
lnwhicha constsnt, ornearly constant,mass-flowratiomaintalns ahigh 
level of over-all inductian-systemperf~ cethcoughawiderangeaf . 
flight conditions. This can be accamrplished by varying the inlet mea; 
or, for a fixed inlet mea, excess air can be bypassed to satisfy the engine 
air requiremxtts while operatlng the induction system near its best design 
point. Bythesemethods the reductios3'inprqpulei~-systemperformance 
from additive drag, reduced pressure recomry, ar flow nonuniformity aud 
unsteadiness can be avoided at the expense c& welght'and ccm@icati~. 
For aircr~tw~chmuetflyatwidelydlfferentc~tians of power, alti- 
tude, and speed, such ccmrpllcation Is necessary. The best arrangement 
foranypartlculsraJrcraftrequires detailed evaluation. 
Perhaps ths simplestvsriable systems format-the air require- 
ments of anengine sxe anamiiiarysco6p (ref. 74)and a bypass (ref.llg). 
With the former, themn.-lnQiLetismatched inareafcrr the high-speed 
flight conditlon~,3n auxilrtsry scoop 5s opened for flightatlower 
Mach nunibers. Withabypassbe&eenthe inlets&the eugine,the inlet 
area is generally chosen far the sltittie cruise cmditlon and Is lsrge 
forfUghtathighspeedorI.owaltitude. The excess air Is dumped over- 
boszdthrocghthebypass. The analyses'of references 74 and llg show 
that these systems havevarious advantages andare superior to other systems 
forcertainfLLghtcmldItions. ~erImentshavedemonst.ratedthatatMach 
nunibers up to 2.0 the drag of the bypass csnbe smallaslong as the air 
Is ejected nearly parallel to the lo~,fl~,,d~~~ctlon. (ref.,l20). 
m 
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Another variable system is a conical-shock inlet in wblch the center 
body can be moved fare and aft to regulate the maea-flow ratio. This is 
the trsnslating-come inlet (refs. l2l, &22, and 123). When the oblique 
shock wave frcm ths cane apex Intersects the inlet lip, the mass-flow 
ratio is the msximum. When the .ccme is.mved fmward relatl~ to the Up, 
the mass-flow ratio is reduced by supersaic spillage and the additive 
dragienotaslszgeas Lf the splllsgewerebehindanormsL shockwave 
(see pm 64). Gartm shows in reference:122 that such inlets can be designed 
for high pressure recovery at Mach mmibers from 1.5 to 2.0. The effects 
of various design camrpmolrtses whichmustbemade tithe &sign aF such 
translating-cone Inlets are studied in ref erence 123. !Cheperfcmmnce 
of three inlets each in cenbination'with three turbojet'englnes is cm- . 
pared. The choice a9 inletwasfomdtodependupanthe.engine air-flow 
schedule and the flight ccmditiopls selected as critical. In reference 31 
tests with an.operat$ng turbojet eng3ne.of.a .tzanslatdng-case inlet aM . - 
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of a bypass system at fUght Mach nunibers of 0, 0.6, 1.7, sad 2.0 are 
described. Bothsystems elIm!natedflouspUlagebehWdanomalshock 
wave,butthenetpropuleivefarceswerenotdeterminea. This investig&- 
tlonwas extendedlnreferencel24toinclude autcmatic contzolofasystem 
vithakanslatlngconesndabypassccmibLned. Bysensingtotalpressure 
at the cone tip and cowllip and static pressure just Inside the islet, 
the oblique shockwave couldben&ntaUedatthe~p andthe termLml 
shockwave couldbepositianed just inside the cowl. The total-pressure 
recovery varied from 0.92 to 0.88 es the Mach nmiber 
1.7 to 2.0 (see fig. 9). 
=-fKIlll 
Air-induction system inwhichthedeflectionan@e of the supersonic 
. ccuqpresslon am-faces can be varied to provide,fcxr engine-Inlet matching 
tbrougharangeorPflightc~-ti~havebeen testedinawidevariety 
of sxrangeme2lts. In reference IL25 a prec~essiti rsmp followed by a 
variable second ~~IIQ was used to IEJ~IWE the perf ormnce of a twin-scoop 
inetallaticmwithfixea-area inlets. Preccqression raqp angles af 3O 
and100weretestediacamibinationuith-t;lae~b~sec~raap~;the 
~g~~e~proaucedthebe~pressurerecovery. Houever,nonunMam- 
itytithe total-pressme di&ributiaaatthedWfuserexitaPmcmethan 
5 percentexistedfocrallthe ccmfigure-kLons tested. Anunderslmgscoop 
havingamrlablehor&ontalramp cmavariablevertical-wedge caaqpression 
surface is described in reference ll2. The total-pressure ratios attained 
in tests at&ch nunibers frcml.4 to 1.8 are shown in figure g. It IS 
seen that these systems produce relattvely IxLgh total-pressure ratios. 
Fmther tests repmted In reference XL2 at an underslung scoop with 
boundary-lalyerremval through pcmous suctim over the ccqression surfaces 
showsnin crease in-total-pressmeratio ofasmuchas 5 percentwith 
neat3.ythessmegazkinnetpropulslvefarce. 
The problem of prov5dkg high values af 'net propulsive force far a 
self=acceleratIng rem-jet missile requlres some farm of variable inlet 
area,ad thevariatimmustbe ac~ishedInasim.plemanner. Adrop- 
able cowlLngtoprovide,ineffect,two inlets be reportedlareference 
l26. A cowlingwas addedtoadouble-cone inletdesignedfor I&-2.4 
so that the cosiblnstion was a zmrmal-shock inlet, and tests were made at 
kch nmibers cf 0.64, 1.5, and 2.0. Substantial hpr oveMsnt0 in net pro- 
pulsivefmce overthatof thedouble-ccme inlet were obtaJnedatthese 
Mxhnmbers. 
Investigations of inlets havingbothvsriable Wlettithroatareas 
arereported iqreferences 68eMlF7ardthepressurerecuveryche~xcter- 
istics are compared with those of othez inlets In fQure g. 
Angle af attads.- As insubsohlcflzght,theflowa~aa 
air-induction systematsuperscmic speeds canbe at-angle to the system 
sxisbecause aF the &tltude aftheaircraftandbecause of induced effects. 
As In the case af mass-flow variaticms, Inlets which attain very high 
total-pressure ratios are, Fngeneral, sensitive toangle of attach. 
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Lukasiewice (ref. 53) shows that sn open-nose inlet with nomnal-shock 
compression is not sffected by angle of attack u;p to 5O; but the other 
Mets, that is, the Internal-contract&m snd cc&Cal-shock types, suffer L 
losses in maximum 
of attack of 5O. 
total-pressure ratios of frcxn 3 to 4 percentatangles 
(See refs. 53, l22,,s@ 128.) At higher angles af attack 
separation framathe lover lip of 6-c open-nose inlets reduces the 
pressure recovery until at angles of attack of the order of 20' at a Mach 
nmiber of 1.42, the me&mum total pressure ratio decreases fram 0.95 to 
0.85 (fig. 10). Thereductions inpressurerecoveryare greater for 
cosic8l-shock and laternal-contraction alets. 
Several methods far mainteaininn the eero-angle-of-attack level of 
pressurerecoverywlthchsngFng angle q att+havebeenproposed. A 
mzmmary 09 test results Is presented in figure 10. Reheim suggested a -- 
pivoted ccme inreference 129,andfoundthatrelativeto afixed-ccne 
.. iniet, an increase in msxbmm pressure recovery, mass-flow ratio, and flow 
steadiness could be obtained at angle aP attack. Rowever, there was no 
lqrovementinflowundfqmity,sn+mtafmu7npressure recoveryoccurredat 
a reduced mass-flow ratio. A method is pro$osed in reference 130 in which 
an inlet with a vertical-wedge couqxression surface inside a ccmicsl cowl 
was mdlified..by perforating the wedge .center,bolly and cutting back the 
lower half of the cowl lip. Total-pressure recovery obtained withthi's 
- 
Inlet, although lower than with ccqparable conical-shock Mets, was 
essentially constant with increasing angle of attack qto an "gle of at 
least loo, the limit oP.the tests. There was an increase in the sCb&riti- .-- 
cal mass-flowrange for steadyflow, a+twin-ductinstabilltywas elimi- 
nated by cross-ventilation Wough the perforations. OthermeWs for 
maintaining the level of pressure recovery with changing angle of attack 
consist af either canting the inlet pline (refs..131 snd 132) 0T addIng 
*': 
flow deflecting,-s~a.cee_(refs,_ 26 ,and,l.33). Arrvts for utilizing 
interference frampther aircraftcoqponentstok&R theflovaU.%dtith ..:22 
the systemaxis srediscussedlaterunder~. 
The.design objective in regard to.drag is to minisUe disturbances 
In the &ernal.flow; that is,-to main+dn as much ILlmbar flow as po8siblc, 
to avoid separation, and to,avoid shock waves cr reduce their intensity. 
Since the forces af skin friction occur a~. all extemsl surfaces and are .- 
not limited to those aP air-induction systems, no detailed discussions 
at skinfrlctionarocPthsallledproblemaPboundarg-~rtrs3leitlan 
sre presented in th$s report. References 41, 42, 134, 135, and 136 con- 
tain design informatlodl cm these subjects.' ' ' a-. 
; 
In this section, cmly the drag af'isolated air-induction systems is 
considered; that is, wing-root inlets and types which include interference 
drag forces are.not.discussed. lhgekW.-sl,drag coefficients srebased . 
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cmthemsximmfrontalareaof the cow.Ungorfuselage. Asdescribed 
previously,scoop incrementaloradditivedragshouldbe cmputedto the - 6tsgnati~poIn-t on the inlet lips; however, since the location at the 
stagnationpolntis seldomkttoun, these quantities arehere ccmputedto 
theplsnetangenttothele~edgeofthelLps. Asdiscussedinrefer- 
ence 23, such si3 assumption is conservative. Inordertohaveareference 
fortherelative importance of the*agcouqmnents considezd,thefol- 
lowIng table ofTrepresentative aircraft dimensions and totaldrw coef- 
ficients hss been compiled. 
Thus,szta~oximatefigurefartheratio ofmaximumcowUng~fuseLsge 
cross-section area to wing area for present-dsy aircraft is 0.1 and the 
superscmic drw coefficient at a Mach number of 1.5 is about O.Oh. This 
figurecarres~toO.~basedonnasximum~~area. Drsg-coefficient 
reducticms of 0.005 at superscmic speeds and 0.002 at subsonic speeds due 
to improvements tithe air-Induction systemrepresent1.25-percentreduc- 
tiossin&rplsnedrag. Suchincremn ts indrag coefficientsreprobably 
thelimitofprelimkmrydesignaccuracy andaretheleastsigsUicant 
figures worthyof consideration In thefollowTngdiscussiou. 
sUbso.nicFli&t 
Insubsonic~t~theMachnlmiberfordragdivergence,the 
maindragproblemof air-lnducticm systems istoreduce skinfricticmby 
deI.@ngbauadaryiw Wansition aud by lIlai&aing wetted 8reeL. Drag 
due to separationis af little comers evenfortherelativelyshaq Ups 
of sugersonicaircrsftbecsuse, as shown by the discusslon of sketch (8), 
mass-flow ratios are near or above 1 and the mity of the exkmsJ. 
flowrelative to-the inlet Ups is small. For sribsosicaircrsft Inwhich 
s it is desirable to mlnlmiee internal losses by having a large inLet area 
and low mass-flow ratios, exk%malsepmationcanbesvoMedbyuseof 
blunt lips. Atthehighanglesofattackinlaudingandtake-offopera- 
1 ticms, mass-flow ratios sre greater than 1, so the engine-Muted flow 
. 
counteracta the tendency toward externsJ. separat+n an upper inlet lips. 
CUmb with jet-powered,,aircraft ordIn&ily occurs at relatively high 
speeds where the mass-flow ratio can be less than 1, but, because aF the 
speed, the angle of attack of .the wlsne is not'lsrge." At high subsonic 
speeds;.low mass-flow ratios must be abided if divergence of the engine- - - - - _ _ _ _ _ 
air etresantube shead & w inlet‘-&d-shock stall an the inlet lips is to 
be prevented.. Thus; since the &erns&stipe of snair-induction system 
canbe c~idered'independentlyof the'ductshape (seeref. 2,~. 60), 
the design problem in regard to subsonic drag is to select an external 
- - contour that encloees the liecessary induction system and &tains lamlnar, 
shock-free flow through the required r&nge of mass flow and angle of attack. 
The net drag of sn atr-Induction system is entirely due to skin fric- 
tion as long as the,flow is unseparat* snd 3rrotationsl outside of the 
boundarylsyer,for,as shownpreviously,the pressureforce inthe drag 
direction along the free surface of the engine-flow s&asmtube in equa- 
tion (7) is offset by a,pressure fczcei on the cowlI.ng surface in the 
thrust direction. 5 experimentsl"re&lts & Blackaby snd Watson 
(ref. 72) show that for a wedge-shap& lip profile (7=1/2O wedge angie) 
there is no net pressure dreg in low-shed flow at mass-flow ratios above 
mm 
0.8; for blunter lips, lower ,mass-flow ratios~(less than 0.6) were reached 
tithout external sepszation that caused-any appreciable loss in Up sucticm 
force. SlmU.srly,measurementstoaHachnuaiber of1showlLttle chsnge - 
In net drag with mass-flow ratios as low as 0.8 for shsrp lips and to 
less with blunt Ups. (S ee r&s. 76 w ,146.) -am these results, it IS 
apparat that no net pressure drag needbe aerienced at subsonic 
speeds In the mass-flow-rat%0 rsnge of interest. Howver,forthethln . 
lips required for.bigh-speed flight, a very loc~ized lip suctiaar force 
-' to counteract additive drag is not conducive to lszxln& flow, for a small 
region of very low pressure Is follow($d by-a tisfng pressure which causes - 
traneitlontoturbulentflowintheb~~yer. Frcznthe criterion 
OfI-arldnand- (ref. 147) that laminar separation occurs in a 
positive pressure gradient when the locsJ.,velocity is about 0.9 the maxi- 
mum velocity snd that laminsr sepsration results in transition, it appears 
frcnnthe pressure-dis~tributiandata & reference146 thatatfught Mach 
n&era greater than 0.8 titKa shsr$~~;-~-flow ratios greater than 
0.9 are necessary to pr&-kd %rarGitlcm from occurring cm the lip. For 
the KACA l-series inlets of reference: 76, tie-flow r'atios to as low as __ .:_ 
0.8 wit+ no serious adverse pressure badlent seem possible ti flight to 
aMachnu&er of 1.0, although the scatter of the data prevents adefinite 
conclusion. The pressure-distribution data.on NACA l-series Inlets at a 
Mach number of 0.4 (ref. 80) indicate that for u&l ratios cxF inlet to 
msximum diameter, no suctionpressure: peak tith subsequent trsnsititm 
need occur to mass-flow ratios as low as abou$ 0.4 at zero sngle of attack. 
Slmllarly, the "cl&s Cm profiles of&ichemsnn and Weber (ref. 2) create _ 
no adverse pressure gradient until very low mass-flow ratios, less than 
0.4, are reach&. Theee shapesthus'canp3+d8ucelowdrag In subsonic 
flight; however, because of their blunt shape, they create high wave drag _ 
in supersonk flight (see, e.g., theldata of ref. 148). For aircraft that d * 
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flysu;eersonically,thinnerlipsmuetbeusedtogetherwitharelatively 
high mass-flow.ratio, greater thsn about 0.8, to have 1~ external drag 
s throughtheepeedrange. 
TheMACAl-seriespro&Yles (ref. 80)aradthosedescribedbyKiichemaaa 
andWeber(ref.2)weredesignedacccsdingto thecriterianofming 
the criticalMachnuziber aP lips, thatis,thefUghtMachnusiber at which 
scmic velocity first occurs on the profile. It was thoughtthattbis 
Machn~xauld,indicatethebe~odl~~~saPlicdregriseand 
thus should occur at as high a s&d as possible. The drag rise is well 
predictedbycritlcalMachnumberfor cowl shapes ovwuhichthepressure 
distribution is nearly uniform (see ref. 2); however, It is not predicted 
by the critical Machnuniber as applied to local high-velocity re.gian~.~s 
Stice, fknn the shin-friction standpoint, shapes mustbe chosen that have 
anearlyunifcwmdistribution &pressure, the criticalMachnu&eris a 
good indication of the drag-rise Mach nmer for the shapes of interest. 
5 IUCA l-series and the Kiichemann and Weber class C series can thus be 
ueedwith~cep~ed~thepredicted~-rfse~rmniber. Foa. 
highMachn~ers~dragdivergence,thecoalslrmstbeslender~shown 
in sketch(14). The results af refer- 
ence148 shovthatathigh~s-f&w I 
ratios,the details of lip shape for 
slender cowls havelittle effect on 
the magnitude al? the external pressure 
dragtofl#3tMachnuuibersai?l. 
The zlmprhlt ccmsideration is the 
axial distribution of cross-section 
- area, particularlg when in CcuIibina- 
tioswithotherairplane -one&s', 
as willbediscussedlater. 
As shown by tests reported 
, 
in references 150 and 151, the -61 I I I I I 
Machnusiberfcrrdragdivergencesnd 0 2 4 6 9 II) 
the magnitude at the transcmic drag Mass-fkxfmtIc.mJm, 
rise for ducted btiies can be deter- Sketch (14) 
mined errperimentally by tests cdl 
equivalent bodies. Thatis,thesolldboayequivalenttoaductedbody 
frcmthe externd-wave-drag standpoint is the ductedbodywiththefree- 
streamarea~the~eskr~be8ub~~ted~the7nnP-rtudinaL 
area distribution. At as-flow ratios less than 1, sn equivalat body 
thus has abluntnose; nevertheless, the qermts indicate that the 
1S5unhgmhnce aflocalizedhigh-velocityregions m cowls is 
analogous tothe observations of ~itzbergandCkandsU~airfoils 
(see ref. 149). Here, it Is shown that drag-rise Mach ntier can best be 
predictedbya~lying~~~d~~~~ruletothe~seurecoefflcient 
at the airfoilcrest; inotherwords,supersonicflowlrmstextendovere 
considerablep&ion of the surface for thedragrisetobepredicted 
accuratelybythe criticalMachnuziber. 
. 
equivalent-body method is a reliable indicatim M ducted-body drag rise 
to mass-flow ratio8 as low as 0.7. The +curacy of this method is greatest 
for fair equivalent bodies havUg $igh ffnen&s ratios. 
.'- 
-.:- 
L&e &ect of angle adt at-lack d ad.2~inductioar syetema 0n externai . 
drag is generallynotaserious problem. Atthelowestmass-flowratio 
thatwould m occur in high-speed'fut,.of the cwder at 0.6, the 
pressure-distributlo data on the NACA l~serfes Inlets show that angles 
to ho can be reached without a serious suctiasl pressure pesk for cowls 
thatmenottoo slender. A slender cowl, thel-W-ZOO,fw Instance, 
d.evelops a.suctiacn pressure peak at this angle whereas the l-~-150 does 
notbecause cxP the thickerlLp: 
sypersanic night _ i_. 
ThefollowhgdIscussionaP the&ag~isolated~-inductlcmsystems 
at supersonic speeds,is m accord+LgtothecampcmentswUchm8keup 
the net drag as shown in sketch (15). H&e, typical varlatiane of the com- 
ponents of the net drag coefY?icient with mass-flow ratio for a given flight 
q Tmfmltton moving fwrmrd rrtth 
decrearlng ma68 flow ratto 
1‘ Iw 
-- ---- ._- -- 
Zero splllaqe 
I I I I A s 8 ID 
Morr-flow mtlq m&m, 
Sketch (15) 
Mach nuniber are presentpd. The net drag.can be considered to consist nf 
fourpsrts: 
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1. The external wave (or pressure) drag wha the system operates 
with no spillage, as in sketch (l6a). 
2. The pressure force on the deflected, engine-flow stresmtube, as in 
sketches (16b) and (l&z). (This is additive drag.) 
3- The chgnge in external wave drag due to a reduction In mass-flow 
from the maximum, as in sketch (16b) or (16~). (This is called 
the cowl sucticm force.) 
4. Skin friction (as mentioned on p. 52, this component of the 
drag is not discussed in this report). 
(a) 
No spillage 
(b) 
Spillage due to a.normal 
shock wave 
Sketch (16) 
Spillage due to on oblique 
and a normal shock wave 
Externd. wave drag tith no spillage.- Several methods have been 
developed for estimattig the pressure distribution.and wave drag of axially 
symmetric ducted bodies at zero angle aP attack with BT~ attached shock wave 
on the lip. These sre listed with pertinent references as follows: 
Linearized methods References 
Brown and Psrker 
Lighthi 
Ward 
Jack 
Mooxe 
Ferrsxi 
Bolton-Shaw and Zienkiewicz 
Parker 
86,152 
153,154 
155,156 
157 
158 
159 al 
161 
162 
Second-arder method 
Van Dyke 163,164,165 
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Higher-order method References 
Ferri 85,166 
In general, the greater accuracy of the more complicated methods 
is obtained at the expense of greater labor in making calculations. Also, -- 
since the simpler methods utilize more assumptions, their range of appli- 
cability is less but is often sufficient for design purposes. In refer- 
ence 157, the linesrzized method of characteristics is cwared with the . . 
source-distribution method of reference l52. It was found that to 
produce the ssme accuracy the linearized method of characteristics requires 
muchmore ccmputingtime. In comparingwith the characteristics method 
of reference 166, this latter procedure.was found to requtie by far the 
greatest amount of effort, but the comparison showed that for large flow 
deflection angles at the lip (15.5O) the linearized methods underestimate 
the pressure on the lip and hence the bag, in this case (&=1.8) by 
36 percent. In terms of airplane drag, such an error would be equivslent 
to roughly 1 percent. Ferri compsres calculations by the method of char- 
acteristics with those of the small-disturbance theory of reference 152 for 
a cowl with a 3’ lip angle at a Mach number of 1.5 and finds that the 
approximate method underestimates only slightly the pressures along the ' 
cowl. In fact, rotation need be tsken into account only when a strong 
curved external shock wave occurs and the variation of entropy along the 
shock wave is great. Similsz ccnnparisons at a flight Mach number of 2 
have been made between the methods of references 152 and 164 for a conical 
and a curved cowl. The conical cowl had: a 3O semiapex angle and the ratio 
of inlet-to-maximum area was 0.676. The curved cowling had a 12.g" initial _. 
deflection angle, an area ratio of 0.5, a length-to-diameter ratio Z/dM 
of 3.18 and a practical profile which is; defined by the relation 
x = 4.38(r - 1) + 15.5l(r - 1)2.+ 77.07(r - 1J3 + 1.73 
The outer surface of this lip is parallel to the local flow direction 
when the shock wave from a 50° cone intersects the lip.ls The results 
of this comparison are smmiszized in the following table: 
. 
16Lukasieticz in reference 53 presents design information on the 
flow direction in conical flow fields snd on the'conditions for regulsr 
reflection and shock-wave detachment. It is shown that a lip incidence 
angle can be selected that is good for a/wide range of Mach numbers. AlSO, 
a conical-shock inlet designed with a straight lip to provide internal 
contraction cannot have regulsz reflection at Mach numbers up to -2.0 if 
cone angles greater than 25O sze used. In two-dimensional flow, attached -' 
flow on a straight lip is not possible at a Mach number of 2.0 if the flow 
deflection angle is greater than 13O. * 
Drag coefficient 
have 
, 
Method Pressure relationship. ClAE 
C!Od.CZiL Curved 
cowl cowl 
- 2ndorder Cp =L I 1++ 1 M+ - $f - l] 
7* 
0.0178 0.035 
1st order ---- do --------------------------------- .0174 .030 
Do m--M .,-2~-~++@7 .0174 .031 
Do--- cp = -2.c V2 -- VO 2 .0174 -029 
Do--- cp = -2% -. .0107 .028 
As in the previous coqqarisons, the first-order method underestimates the 
pressure on the lip and the drag; the difference is small if the deflection 
angle at the lip is small, but the error beccmes s&-able in terms of cowl 
dragfor large augles17(in this case 14 percent when the cmlete pressure- 
coefficient relationship is used). In terms of airplane drag coefficfent, * even this error at large deflection angles is negligible. Van Dyke in 
reference 165 shows that for cones at Mach nrrmbers less than 2 and cone 
angles to 30°, the second-order and exact theories give practically iden- 
tical results. In this reference, it is also shown, as indicated Fn the 
table, that higher order terms should be rewed in the pressure relation- 
ship for calculations involving three-dimensional flow. From these com- 
parisons and howledge of the shapes that are of pracEical,interest, which 
will be discussed subsequently, it is concluded.thatsincelarge lip angles 
create large drag forces that must be avoided by the designer, the lfnesr- 
ized methods are of sufficient accuracy for most design purposes. 
Comparison of the quasi-cylindrical theory of Light= (ref. 153) 
with experimental measurements of wave drag is made in references 146 
171n applying the second-order theory to the curved cowling, it was 
found that considerably more cowutation time was required than expected. 
Reference 164 gives certain rules for select- titervals for computation. 
Whereas about 6 intervals are sufficient for solid ogival bodies, the 
curved cowling required ll intervals, which increased the labor of com- 
putation fourfold. 
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and 167. It was found that in spite of.the fact that the models were 
not quasi-cylindrical (the ratios of inlet-to-maximum area were 0.25 and 
0.50, and the corresponding inLtis.l lip.sngles were Il.80 and 7.3O) the 
agreement was satisfactory, as indicated in the following table: 
I __ - - 1 . fExternalwave d Error ,prediction, 
, percent I 
14 1 5 12 2.5 
The theory overestimates the drag coefficient in spite-of the fact that 
it underestimates the cowl pressures because too large a frontal area is 
assumed for the initial portion of the cowl in these cases. The experi- 
mental measurements also substantiate the following predictions: 
1. The pressure at the cowl lip corresponds to that downstream of a 
two-dimensional oblique shock wave created by the lip deflection angle. 
2. The pressures on the rear of the cowl approach asymptotically 
the value for a cone with the same slope. 
mass-flow ratios.) 
(This is true for aU 
. 
3. An expansion about a $isco&i+ity in surface slope is a Prsndtl- -- 
Meyer expansion. At reduced mass-flow ratios, the -&ch number ahead I 
of the corner is determined by the local static pressure and the 
total pressure behind the normal shock wave. 
At a Mach number of 1.33, the theory predicts the pressure on the cowl 
lip as well as it does at higher Mach numbers, but at MO = 1.17 the 
experiments show that the pressure is overestimated. At lower supersonic 
Mach numbers this tendency increases. It is therefore concluded that the 
lower limit at which the linearized theory should be applied is a Mach 
number of about 1.2. 
Warren and Gunn in reference 168 have extrapolated Ward's first- 
order theory for conical cowls to small values of the ratio of inlet-to- 
maxlmum area. The effect is to reduce the overestimation of wave drag 
shown in the previous table. Their method can be,slightly improved at 
low values of AZ/AM and Mo by using exact values for the drag aP cones 
' (AZ/& = 0) and calculations from second-order theory to indicate more - 
closely the proper trend of the extrapolation. Results from such a pro- 
cedure are shown in figure ll. (Drsg coefficient is based on maxfmum frontal 
area.) * 
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Ekternsl profile.- From considerations of strictly supersonic flight 
tith Inlets having no spillage, the linearized theorfes have been used to s determine the optimum profile of sxially symmetric bodies from the stag- 
nation point to the position of e diameter. Ward (ref- 169) con- 
cluded that the profile is very nearly a straight line, that is, a straight 
conical taper. Jack (ref. 157) calculated the drag of several profiles 
for a conical-shock inlet at a Mach number of 2.0 and found that less drag 
was produced by a conical taper than the curved profiles. Using more exact 
methods and Imposing certain restrfctive conditions, Ferrari (ref. 160) and 
Parker (ref. 162) have found that the optirmmr profile fs curved. Similarly, 
Walters (ref. 150) and Howell (ref. 170) have applied the transonfc-srea- 
rule concept to the design of bodies tith nose inlets and have found that 
the method suggests a curved profile and does produce low drag. The method 
is to add the longitudinal srea distribution of a minimum-drag solid b&y 
and the area of the en&ne-air streamtube to obtain the area distrfbution 
of the minimum-drag ducted body. Not only did this method produce a lower 
drag at full flow than the other bodies which were tested, but also it is 
stated in reference 170 that more cowl suction force is obtained at reduced 
mass flow. However, the imgrovement in this regard is af small maguitude 
in terms of airplane drag coefficient. 
In order to compare these proposed opt- shapes, calculatfons have 
been made for Mach nmnbers of 1.4 and 2.0 for practical nacelle shapes 
tith ratios of inlet-to-maxtium area of 0.16 and 0.36 and fineness ratios 
of3asd6. (A s s h own by the data of reference 76, fineness ratios less 
than 3 create large drag. Fineness ratios greater than 6 are so slender 
that small differences in profile have a negligible effect.) 
- 
,Ninirmrm-drag coefficients based on maxtium cowl srea for two 
optimum cowl shapes 
I M, =1.4 I pi0 = 2.0 
Shape AZ/AM = 0.16 AZ/& = 0.36 A&M = 0.16 AZ/& = 0.36 
t/dM=3 il/dM=6 l/a=3 1/~=6 l/&=3 z/a,=6 l/dM=3z/dw6 
COdCEiL o-059 0.019 0.032 0.010 0.049 0.016 0.025 0.009 
Parker *OS -016 .031 -009 .048 .014 .025 .008 
(Ref. 162) , 
To Indicate the differences in shapes, the radif of three minimum-drag cowls 
are compared with the conical cowl in sketch (17). This compsrison shows 
that both the differences In drag and radius distribution are amall for 
these low-drag shapes, and it is concluded, as in the case of optimum 
1. 
R 
III r I I I K&m& profile, ref. 171 Parker, with area rule 7 ht.= I.414 -L 
I I I I I I I I 
A,&, m.39 
I/d& 4.71 
.2 
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Sketch (17) 
solid bodies (see refs. 171 and l72), that there is little difference no 
matter which shape near the optimum is selected. .For most practical pur- 
poses the conical cowl is the optZmum shape. 
Warren and Gunn (ref. 168) have presented chsrts for the optimum 
sngle of conical taper and the corresponding drag coefficient (including 
skin friction) as functions of Mach number, skin-friction coefficient, 
and area ratio. For a given srea ratio, an optimum conical angle exists 
because the less the angle the smeller the wave drag but the greater the 
skin-friction drag. Chsrts resulting frcan the altered calculations men- 
tioned on page 60 sre shown in figure l?, and they show that for a given 
area ratio and shin-friction coefficient; an increase in Mach number 
increases the optimum angle and decreases the drag coefficient. However, 
the differences about the optimum are small. 
l 
For high-performance conical-shock wets without internal supersonic 
compression, it is not possible to use a straight conical taper of near- 
optimum angle from the lip leading edge because insufficient lip thickness 
is available in which to enclose the required duct area and turn the flow 
back to the system center line. It is therefore necessary to csrtiber the 
lip 
The 
and 
the 
to meet the deflected streamline and have a curved external surface. 
calculations of Ferri (ref. 13) indicate that it is better to expand l 
turn the flow in the immediate vicinity of the lip than to distribute 
expansion along the length of the cowl. The position of the lip leading . 
edge is of little importance in regard to external drag; but, as discussed 
subsequently, it is of weat importance ti regsrd to net drag because to 
avoid the large force that can result from additive drag the lip should 
just intersect the oblique shock wave from the cone apex. 
Additive drag.- As described in the section on definitions (p. 12), 
additive drag represents the momentum difference In the engine-flow stream- 
tube between the inlet and the free stream when no aircraft components, 
other than those of the air-inductian system, interfere with the stream- 
tube. The simplest example of additive drag is that of an open-nose inlet 
at reduced mass-flow ratio; the additive drag is.the pressure integral along 
the diverging streamtube between tbe external normal shock wave and the 
stagnation potit on the inlet lip. This drsg compcmentcsnbe calculated 
by the formula derived by SibulMn (r&. 173) which is plotted in figure 13 
for drag coefficient and mass-flow ratio based m capture srea. Comparison 
with experimeatal measurements (see refs. 146 and 173) substantiates the 
reliability of these predictions. Since the table on page 53 shows that 
a rough value for the ratfo of inlet-to-wing srea is 0.01, the additive 
drag coefficient can, as an exanrple, represent 0.0020. in airplane drag 
coefficient at a mass-flow ratio of 0.8 and a Mach ntier of 1.4. This 
force, particulsrly at lower mass-flow ratios and higher Mach numbers, 
therefore, can be an appreciable part of airplane drag, and, for efficient 
flight at supersonic speeds, the operating mass-flow ratio must be near I. 
For a conical-shock inlet or one utilizing a wedge-type ramp, the 
pressures on a diverging streamtube ahead of the inlet (see sketches (16b) 
and (16e)) are, of course, affected by the shape of the precompression 
surface, and the problem of predicting additive drag is more conq?licated 
than for a simple open-nose inlet. Sibulkin (ref. 173) has studied the 
conical-shock inlet with supersonic inlet flow and presents the charts 
shown in figure 14 for the additive drag coefficient snd mass-flow ratio - 
based on capture area. The variation of cowl-position angle q (see 
sketch (18)) with mass-flow ratio is also shown. The chsrts show that, 
(a) 5=9 (b) q<+ 
Sketch (18) 
other factors being constant, the additive drag coefficient Increases tith 
cone angle, snd, contrary to the normal-shock nose inlet, the additive 
drag coefficient decreases with increasing Mach number. For conical- 
shock inlets in which the flow at the inlet is not supersonic (sketch (18)), 
Sibulkin in the same reference has studied the effects of the center bcdy 
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and of the assumed pressure recovery. The results show that the additive 
drag coefficient for these conditions at given value.: :of c.one angle, mass- 
flow ratio, and Mach nirmber can be either greater or less than that of a 
,-2 
normal-shock inlet, depending upon the.location of the lip relative to 
the conical shock wave. If the lip is close to the oblique shock wave 
at maximum mass flow (q = cp) as shown -in sketch (18a), the additive drag 
coefficient is hfghbecause the deflected streamtube is subjected to the 
pressure behind a normal shock wave occurring at stream Mach number. How- 
ever, if the lip is fsr behind the conical shock wave (sketch (18b)), for 
a reduced mass-flow ratio the pressure on' the streamtube is not as great 
as in the former case because of the weaker normal shock wave. In comparing 
predictions with experiment, Sibulkin has found good agreement for this 
form of spillage. Wyatt (r&. 12) has compsred the additive drag coef- 
ficients resulting from reduced flow of the three possible types as shown 
in sketch (19). Thus, from the standpoint of drag, it is evident that air 
2.4 
I I I 
- - OO , .I 1 2 I .3 I 
.4 5 6 .7 .8 
Mass-flow ratio, m,/mM 
Sketch (19) 
should not be spilled'from beind a normal'shock wave, and, as Sibulkin ._ 
points out, for flight Mach numbers below.the design value (UT= cp), it is 
desirable to increase the center body projection (translating-cone-inlet, 
p. 50) to maintain supersonic flow at the inlet. For a two-dimensional 
Met with a precompressfon rsmp the additive drsg can be calculated from 
momentum relationships as has been done for conical-shock inlets. 
. 
Chance in external wave &a~.- When niass-flow ratio is reduced below 
the maximum value, the pressures on cowls change because the inclination 
of the flow tith respect to the lip,leading edge changes. Because 09 the 
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greater inclination of the local streamlines, the cowl pressures decrease, 
thereby creating an incremental suction force that is in the thrust direc- 
tion. As shown, for instance, by Frsdenburgh and Wyatt (ref. lb), at 
subsonic speeds this lip suction force counterbalances the additive drag 
if the flow remains irrotational. However, at supersonic speeds, the 
presence of shock waves causes rotatIonal flow and this balance of forces 
cannot be accomplished. Several investigators have presented analyses of 
the change in cowl pressure forces with decreasing mass-flow ratio. 
Fraenkel (ref. 174) has studied the problem as applied to normal-shock 
inlets using momentum methods, but experiment shows that the predictions 
underestimate the cowl suction force at mass-flow ratios above about 0.6 
even though the cowls tested had ~harp~lips. (see refs. 146 sad 167.) 
The analysis of Graham (ref. 175), which includes an allowance for lip 
thickness, agrees with that of Fraenkel for mass-flow ratios greater than 
0.8. Griggs and Goldsmith (ref. 146) we the analysis of Moeckel (ref. 176) 
to predict some portion of the lip suction force, but since the whole cowl 
is not considered, this method also underestimates measured suction forces. 
Figure 15 presents a ccanpilation of experimentel data and a comparison 
with the prediction of Fraenkel. (Drag coefficient is based on inlet area, 
and the increment of mass-flow ratio A(m/q) is 0.3 corresponding to a 
change in mass-flow ratio from 1.0 to 0.7. It is assumed that the varia- 
tion of drag coefficient is essentially linear over this range.) The data 
of references 14.6 and 167 represent pressure-distribution measurements and, 
for the more slender cowl (AM/A 2 = 2.0), the predicted decrease in avail- 
able cowl suction force with flight Mach number is fairly well substanti- 
ated. For the larger cowl angle (!&AZ = 4-l), however, much more total 
suction force is recovered; the pressure measurements show that the suc- 
tion pressures sre less in magnitude than those on the thinner lip but 
they act on a greater frontal area. This increased suction force at low 
mass-flow ratios fs at the expense of greater drag at a mass-flow ratio 
of 1. The remaining data represent the results of force-test measurements, 
and they show considerable scatter, as would be expected since the accuracy 
in determing this relatively small force component is not so good as with 
pressure measurements. These results tend to substantiate the conclusion 
that blunt lips can recover more suction force than sharp lips. 
Lip bluntness.- Much of the previous discussion on drag at supersonic 
speeds has been concerned with thin, sharp lips on which shock waves would 
be attached at msxirmrm mass flow. However, since such lip shapes cause 
large total-pressure losses at the high mass-flow ratios encountered in 
low-speed flight, the penalty in drag at supersonic speeds resulting 
from bluntness must be lmown in order to resolve the necessary compromise. 
As pointed out by Graham (ref. 175), it is to be expected that the maximtz~ 
cowl suction force attainable is limited by lip bluntness; that is, for 
a given ratio of inlet-to-maximum-cowl area, above some degree of bluntness, 
high pressures on the large frontal area at the leading edge more thsn 
counterbalance the incremental suction force caused by expansion of the 
flow over the relatively small frontal srea between the lip and the. 
maximum cowl diameter. . 
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Fraenkel has studied the problem of lip bluntness when 18(m2/Q)M=l.o 
(ref. 167) by ass- that the drag of jthe profile is that of an isolated 
lip plus a small component due to the expansion behind the lip acting on 
the downstream profile. These assumptions tend to limit the analysis to 
relatively blunt lips. By evaluating a factor empirically, a design chart 
was obtained. Compsrison of these results with other experiments produces 
no reliable correlation. The experfments of reference 23 show that with 
an inlet of AZ/AM = 0.183 and a lip of'(r/R)2 = 1.17 there is no more net 
drag than with a sharp lip at mass-flow.ratios above 0.8 at supersonic 
speeds. At the high-mass-flow ratios of low-speed flight, this lip cases 
about half as much loss in total-pressure ratio as does a sharp lip 
(fig. 5). The tests also show that the-net drag changes little to angles 
of attack of 5'. 
From the discussion of lip shape in regard to pressure recovery and 
drsg, it appears-that a,r.easonable li~_p~.o?ile..fpy.s.u~~rs.qnic.aircraft.. .--L 
(flight to a Mach nmber of 2.0) is elliptical on the internal surface 
with (r/R)2gl.15 and a/bg3.6 ( see fig. 5) to provide acceptable pres--- 
sure recovery in low-speed flight. The profile is straight on the external -. 
surface with the angle between the surface and the approaching flow direc- 
tion about 3' for the least wave drag izj supersonic flight. For inlet 
areas of 2 to 5 square feet, the thiclmess behind the leading edge of BUCh 
a lip would be from 1 to 1-1/2.inches. : 
Net wave dra&S .- The previous dis&ssicm of drag has been lsrgely con- 
cerned with relatively idealized confi@;Lirations. For air-induction systems 
which are complicated by the necessity of many desiw c&uprcaaisea, accurate ;:: 
predictions of net drag can be made only for quite restr_icted conditions. -- =..z 
IsBecause of the contraction between the lip leading edge and station 
' 2', it would be expected from one-dimensional considerations that (mz'/mo)M 
would be greater than 1. The expertiental evidence of Fraenkel for rela- .- 
tively blunt lips indicates that compression due to contraction is hardly 
realized and the maximum mass-flow ratio is very nearly 1. MOBS~~~ and 
Anderson (ref. 23) found that for less blunt 11~s nearly the full. effect 
of the contraction is attained. This result is confirmed. by recent work 
of Trimpi and Cohen(RACA RM ~55~16). 
%Phe experimental determination of net wave drag by means of direct 
force measurements and total-pressure surveys is a difficult procedure . . 
because several very accurate measurements must be msde to obtain reliable 
values. It is possible to determine this force in supersonic flow from 
scblieren or shadowgraph photographs by,calculation of the entropy rise 
or momentum change through the external bow shock wave. However, accurate T : 
evaluations by this method also require .considerable care. Descriptions 
and studies of the method are presented in references 178 tbroup;h 18l. c 
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For instance, as shown in sketch(20), the rises in net drag with decreasing 
mass-flow ratio for the vertical-wedge Wet of reference 182 asd the 
I.nlet with a flow deflector of reference 26 sre consfderably dmerent. 
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Sketch (20) 
These inlets sre similar in that both had a wedge-type precompression 
surface; the flow-deflection angle for the vertical-wedge inlet was 8O 
and that of the flow-deflector inlet w&s 6.5'. However, the inlets were 
otherwise entirely different. At mass-flow ratios above 0.7, the drag rise 
of the two differ by a factor of about 2. The estimations of Sibulkin 
(ref. 173) and of Fraenkel (ref. 1741, which take no account of the pre- 
ccxapression surfaces or of skin friction, apparentlypredictthedragof 
the flow-deflector inlet very well. However, account must be taken of 
the precompression surface to predict the drag af the vertical-wedge inlet. 
Obviously, the theories cannot be relied upon to predict the drag at low 
mass-flow ratios of such distorted Q.iLet shapes. However, innormal 
operation, supersonic aircraft must avoid low mass-flow ratios because of 
the large additive drag force (or, at least, air should not be spilled 
from behind a norm&. shock wave). For mass-flow ratios of about 0.9 
and greater the Incremental drag due to a reduced mass flow is not a large 
force, and the significance of the error in estimating it is correspondingly 
reduced. Therefore, the following sim@e formula of Fraenkel (ref. 174) 
for the net wave drag of open-nose bdies at zero angle of attack Is 
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possibly useful for estimating the-drsg:of slender complicated configura- 
tions at high mass-flow ratios. . 
(PI 
cc41w=Qb?xw+ 
- po)(As - Ao) 
"CDqq 
CT) 
and 
%ll~ PO Plml 
a(m2/mo) = - s, '* t > 
(28) 
(Here PI is the -static pressure behind a normal shockwave.) Thus, 
according to this estimation, net wave drag is the sum of the external 
wave drag of the cowl with no spillage and the product of the relative 
static pressure behind a normsl shock wave (pl - PO) snd the annular fron- 
tal area of the diverging streamtube (As - Ao). The expression la a linear 
function of mass-flow ratio. Since there is little difference Fn the 
slopes of curves of.add.itive and net nave-drag coefficign$s with massy 
flow ratio at mass-flow ratios above 0.8 according to Fraenkel, cowl 
suction force is-of no consequence.ti this range fpr slender cowls. How- c-7 
ever, as indicated in figure 15, a sizable portion of the additive drag 
can be counteracted with blunt cowls and, if the high drag of these cowls 
with no spillage is acceptable, cowl suction fclrce should, in this case, 
be taken into account. - 
FLOW SWINESS c 
In the operation of air-induction systems, unsteady flows limit 
propulsion-system performance for several reasons - duct rumble, that is, 
noise and vibration from the system which disturb the pilot, fluctuations 
which cause structural fatigue, or fluctuations which sffect engtie 
operation. In the f*llowlng section, flow steadiness is discussed as a 
basic property of air-induction systems as was pressure.recovery, flow 
uniformity, and drag previously. In this discussion, however, sQme con- 
sideration is given to interference from other aircrsft components because 
unsteadiness in the.engine flow often arises on account of the boundsry 
layer from other surfaces. 
Subsonic Flight 
Choked flow.- In low-speed flight :tith a fixed-area Inlet designed 
for high-speed flight at altitude, the @ass-flow ratio can be lsrge 
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enough to choke the inlet. Aside fram the low total-pressure ratfo and 
nonuniformity associated with this condition, it must be avoided because 
of flow unsteadfness. The results of Blackaby and Watson (ref. '72) show 
that at zero f orward speed with a sharp-lip inlet, fluctuations as large 
as 8 percent of the ambient pressure occur at frequencies up to about 
200 cycles per second at mass-flow ratios W/Q* above about 0.6. such 
unsteadiness was reduced both by increasing either the flight Mach nuoliber 
or the radius of the inlet lip. The results of Milillo (ref. 73) in tests 
at zero forward speed indicate large nonuniformity in the diffused flow, 
differences in local total-pressure ratio of as much as O.-lo, for inlets 
with rounded lips just prior to choking. Thus, both flow unsteadiness 
and nonuniformity ere to be expected in operation nesr choked conditions. 
Duct rumble.- Several aircraft in flight at high subsonic speeds 
have encountered duct rumble. So fsr as is known, operation has been 
sffected only by the noise and vibration which sre sufficLent to disturb 
the.pilot so that the conditions under which they occur are consciously 
avoided. The phenomenon has been reported only with air-induction systems 
having side inlets and is apparently the result of interference with the 
approaching boundary layer. The tests of Mathews (ref. 183) on an under- 
slung scoop for the cooling air of the engine of a propeller-driven air- 
plsne indicate that duct nrmble was due to flow separation ahead of the 
scoop. The separation was apparently caused by external compressfon 
resulting from a low inlet-velocity ratio. The rtnnble was eliminated by 
increasing the inlet-velocity ratio through a reduction of the inlet area 
and by relieving the flow through the boundary-layer gutter by increasing 
its depth. An air bypass which increased the inlet-velocity ratio was also 
a successful means of avoiding the rumble. Smly, reference 184 
reports duct rumble at inlet-velocity ratios less than 0.4 at flight Mach 
numbers from 0.65 to 0.92. Twin-duct instability is suggested as the 
cause of the mble; upstresm separation at the low met-velocity ratios 
was probably the cause of the unsteady nature of the instability. Other 
instances of duct rumble have been encountered, but descriptions of them 
have not been published. 
Since available evidence indicates that duct nmrble is generally 
caused byboundary-layer interference, it csn be avoided by removing the 
boundary layer from the influence of the compression field or by reducing 
the compression field through an increase. in mass-flow ratio. (Methods 
of boundary-layer removal are discussed later under IN- ok.) Duct 
rumble is to be expected when the static-pressure gradient Fn the external 
compression field is sufficient to separate a turbulent boundsry layer. 
In two-dimensional subsotic flow a rough design criterion regarding tur- 
bulent separation is that it can occur in positive pressure gradients 
when the local velocity is less than two-thirds of the fnitial velocity. 
However, larger pressure rises have been observed with air-tiduction- 
cystem installations possibly because the flow was three43mensions.l or 
because the gradient was small. Theboundary-layer surveys *edLately 
ahead of the inlets described in references 185 and 186 show that without 
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boundary-layer removal an approaching boundsry layer thickens rapfdly 
and separates at inlet-velocity ratios less than about 0.6. With some 
boundary-layer removal this rapid thickening occurs at inlet-velocity 
rat-ios less than about 0.4. These figures csn be used as rough indications 
of when duct rumble might be expected. 
Twin-duct instability.- Martin and Eolzhauser (ref. 187) have studied 
the stability problem of the flow through ducts from s~etrical twin 
intakes emptying at a juncture into 
Sketch (2l) 
a c&on chamber as shown in sketch(Sl.). 
F'rE:the assurpption that the static. 
~ pressure just downstream of the junc- 
ture (which is here called station 3) 
fs uniform across the c-on duct, it 
is demonstrated that for a variation 
of recovered static pressures as shown 
in the sketch the flow is unstable at 
inlet-velocity ratios of the system 
less than that for maximum static- 
pressure recovery. That 16, if the 
two ducts initially operate at the 
joint inlet-velocity ratio correspond- 
ing $0 point s, a small disturbance 
which causes an increase in inlet- 
velocity ratio in one duct causes the 
flow in that duct to increase to potit 
a and that ti the other duct to 
decrease to point b. From the con- 
tinuity relationship in incompressible 
flow, it is evident that 
W2/vo)s = 
(V&o)a + (V2Do)b 
2 
Thus, as a result of the continuity requirement and the assumption of uni- 
form static pressure at station 3, it is appsrent from s3mple gecmetry 
that o-peration below the inlet-velocity ratio for maximum recovery fs 
possible either at s or at a and b. Bowever, if s is above the 
maximum, operation is possible only at the joint Fnlet-velocity ratio. 
For these events to occur it is necessary that the shape of the curve be 
similar to that of the sketch; that is, the negative slope at high inlet- 
velocity ratios must be greater in absolute magnftude than the positive 
slope at low inlet-velocity ratios. The assurt&ion of uniform static 
pressure has been found from experiments to be realistic, and the shape 
of the curve has also beenfound to be typical of those of twin-scoops 
into which boundary layer flows. If two nose inlets or scoops tith com- 
plete boundary-layer removal were used, the slope of the curve would not 
reverse; it would decrease from an inlet-velocity ratio of zero. Unstable 
flow could then not occur. From the sketch it-can be seen that if the 
c 
joint inlet-velocity ratio is sufficiently smsLl, the point b would be 
at an inlet-velocity ratio of zero. A disturbance in duct a that then 
reduced the static pressure at 3 would cause a reversal of the flow 
through duct a - a phenomenon that hss been observed. 
Since the static-pressure-recovery curve does not have a sharp peak 
ti actual flow;unsteadiness can be expected if the point s is in the 
region of zero slope because disturbances Fn either duct could cause one 
and then the other to operate at tie high and then the low inlet-velocity- 
ratio conditions. The magnitudes of the disturbances and the slopes 
determine how close to the peak s would have to be for such unsteadiness 
to occur. If s were below some limit, the operation would be stable- 
at asndb. 
Since sU. the conditions which lead to twin-duct instability and 
unsteadiness in subsonic flight csn exist at supersonic speeds, these 
difficulties can also occur as demonstrated in reference 188, and systems 
should be design& to avoid them. A method of reducing twin-duct inter- 
action in an air-induction system for supersonic aircraft is reported in 
reference 130. The wall between two ducts upstream of the junction was 
perforated to equalize the statfc pressure and enable crossflow to pro- 
vide viscous dsm@ng. 
Superstic Flight 
Causes of unsteadtiess.- Unsteady flow in air-Induction systems 
occurs more readily in supersonic than Fn subsonic flight essentially 
because larger positive pressure grsdfents are encountered which sepsrate 
the flow. DnsteadFness occurs either at subcrftical mass-flow ratios or 
at the very low total-pressure ratios of operatian fsr in the supercritical 
regime. The design problem fs to maintain steady flow through a range 
of mass-flow ratios sufficient to satisfy sll engine operating conditions. 
Unsteadiness has been observed to occur in a variety of situations 
some of which are illustrated Fn sketch (22). Ttie first two examples are 
Line of velocity disconfinuify 
- Separated flow 
Sketch (22) 
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those described by Ferri and Nucci in reference 50. Here, the velocity 
discontinuity downstream of the intersection CXP an oblique shock wave and 
the terminal normal shock wave enters the inlet as a result of the normal 
shock wave moving forward due to a reduction in mass-flow ratio. Since 
the total pressure and velocity are less in the stresmtube on the outside 
of the line of discontinuity, subsonic compression tends to bring this air 
to rest sooner than it does the high-velocity streamtube next to the 
center body. When the local Mach number behind the oblique bow shock 
wave is near 1.0, as it should be to avoid significant shock-wave boundsry- 
layer interaction, the velocity difference across the discontinuity is 
l=-ge, and the velocity of the outside stresmtube approaches zero ti the 
duct while that of the inside streamtube is still high. Unsteady flow 
results when the line of discontinuity just crosses the lip because a 
large percentage growth in stresmtube sres of the low velocity stream 
occurs while a uniform static pressure is maFntained across the discon- 
tinuity. Even though the contraction of the high-velocity stream is small, 
it is sufficient to choke the major portion of the flow because of the 
high local velocity, and air must be spilled. Once this happens, the 
pressure recovery decreases, which tends to draw the flow back to its 
original position, choking again occurs , and the cycle repeats. This 
explanation is obviously oversimplified because the.effects of viscosity 
are ignored; neither turbulent mixing across the line of discontinuity 
nor the presence of a boundary layer is considered. The experiments 
which were reported with this explsnation- show that an entry section which 
is sufficiently long to permit mixing to reduce the velocity discontinuity 
provides an increased range of steady subcritical mass-flow ratios. When 
separation occurred on the central btiy as shown in sketch (22b) in these 
tests, it was found that unsteadiness occurred as the mass-flow ratio was 
reduced when the velocity discontinuity from behind the lambda shock 
approached the lip from the inside. When; sepsration was prevented by 
boundary-layer removal, unsteadiness resulted only fram the prior explana- 
tion. It was concluded from this study that unsteadiness can be avoided 
by positioning the external compression surface so that the line of veloc- 
ity discontinuity cannot move across the.lip for the range of flight con- 
ditions of interest so long as extensive separation on the compression 
surface is also avoided. 
The results of references 51 and 1% show the importance of sepsra- 
tion, as illustrated in sketch (22c), as a source of unsteadiness and 
indicate that factors other than lines of velocity discontinuity must be 
considered. It is shown in reference 51 that a conicsl-shock diffuser 
with a 25O semicone angle and a 6O equivalent conical subsonic diffuser 
has a very small range of steady subcritical flow even though the relation 
of the lip to the oblique bow shock wave is changed. The same inlet, 
however, with a length of duct-entry section of 3.5 hydraulic diameters 
always had a much wider steady range. Since there was separation on the 
cone surface throughout then subscritical mass-flow-range in these tests,. 
it is appsrent that this and the duct shape can be dominant causes of 
unsteadiness. When ths duct did not have an entry length of small pressure 
. 
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gradient sufficient to permit the boundary layer to reattach and recover 
a profile that could withstand subsequent cowession (H < 1.8), unstead- 
iness resulted. This conclusion is substantiated by the results of 
references IJZL snd 190 in which unsteadiness was eliminated byforcing 
a separated boundary layer to reattach by suction. Also, the results of 
reference 128 show that relatively small irregularities in area distribu- 
tion in the entry section of a duct in which the-pressure gradient is 
positive can have serious consequences fn reducing the range of steady 
flow.20 Additionsl data, on the flow unsteadiness in one scoop-type air- 
induction system, are reported in reference 191. 
Character of unsteadiness.- The wind-tunnel tests of reference 192 
for an air-induction system without an engine showed flow unsteadiness 
after diffusion tith a frequency of about 20 cycles per second and smpli- 
tudes as great as 30 percent of the local static pressure. The quantities 
-=, of course, dependent upon the particular design and also upon engine 
operating conditions. Reference 193, for instance, shows that for a 
ram-jet engine the effects of approach- flow unsteadiness are attenuated 
by an increase in the pressure drop across the flame holder and that an 
increase in engine total-twerature ratio can amplify the pressure fluc- 
tuations. With a turbojet engine controlling the flow through a conical- 
shock inlet, Nettles and Leidsler, reference 3, found that the engtie 
steadied the flow-through the inlet. Both the range of steady operation 
and the intensity of fluctuations were less with the engine operating than 
with the flow controlled by a choked exit plug. In fact, ti the latter 
case the fluctuations built up to a violent level in certain ranges of 
unsteadiness; whereas with the engine controlling the flow, the inlet 
could be operated through the same range of mass-flow ratios tithout dif- 
ficulty. Since, in general, flow unsteadiness frcm the air-induction 
system causes reduced performance wLth the degree of permissible unstead- 
fness dependent upon the refinement of the engine, the requirement in 
air-induction-system design is to provide steady flow to engines over the 
needed range of flow conditions. Thus, the detailed nature of flow 
unsteadiness is of interest only insofar as it shows when serious unstead- 
iness fs to be expected or what parameters are effective in Deviating 
adverse effects. 
Several investigations of unsteady internal flows have been reported. 
(See refs. 38, 194, 195, and 196.). The theoretical and experimental study 
of Trimpi, which analyzes the problem by considering traveling plane waves, 
5ndicates that the frequency of the flow oscillation decreases as the duct 
length increases. The frequency is s&o affected-by mass-flow ratio, 
increasing somewhat with decreasing mass flow. Probably the most important 
2oIn the tests reported.in reference 123, the models used had smsll 
irregularities in srea distribution near the duct entry, but the renge 
of steady mas&flow ratios was large. The cause of this difference was 
that in thfs latter case the pressure gradient through the duct entry 
was slightly negative or zero. 
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conclusions sre those related to the origin of the unsteadiness. It was 
found that the relation between the time rates cxf change of enter- mass 
flow, of boundary-layer growth at the Wet station, and of the instan; 
taneous value of entropy averaged across the Fnlet was the critical factor 
causing unsteadiness. Further, ft was shown that, although waves caused 
by changes in engine thrust csx move the shock pattern to a position at 
which unsteadiness might arise, the disturbance which inftiates unsteadi- 
ness originates near the entrance and need not be sufficient to choke the 
flow. The experiments of references 194 and 195 indicate that the magni- 
tude of unsteadiness--as caused by a line. of velocity discontinuity cross- 
ing a lip (sketch (22s)) is less than that caused by separation of center- 
body boundary layer (sketch (22c)). Sin ce numerous inlet configurations 
were investigated Fn references 194 and 195, it is possible that this 
result could have some generality. 
Prevention of unsteadiness.- The obvious method of avoiding flow 
unsteadiness is to operate a propulsive system only at mass-flow ratios 
near or slightly above the critical with an inlet designed so that a line 
of velocity discontinuity does not cross the lip and so that serious 
boundary-layer shock-wave Lnteractian is avoided. The fact that this can 
be accomplished tith a fixed-area inlet for a relatively wide range of 
Mach number variations has been demonstrated in reference 50. Eowever, 
for operation through a tide range of Mach numbers, altitudes, and power 
settings, one of the variable systems described previously would be 
required to maintain nearly a constant mass-flow ratio. Since this remedy 
is accompanied by the addition af weight and complication, other methods 
of avoiding unsteadiness can be more desfrable. From the discussion of 
the causes of flow unsteadiness, it is akparent that the difficulty can 
be delayed by reducing severe velocity d&continuities and adverse pres- 
sure gradients in the entering flow. However, if these must occur, the 
effects can be minimized by giving the flow an opportunity to re-establish 
amore uniformh~-energypr~ilethatcan~ths~d addltionsl compres- 
sion. As shown by references 51, XL, 190, and 197, this can be accom- 
plished by removing boundary-layer air or by providing sufficient distance 
for turbulent mixa to re-energize the-flow. The latter method has been 
investigated by providing a long entry section of very nesrly constant 
cross-section area. The increase in the.range of steady subcritical mass- 
flow ratios that can be accomplished by this method is shown in sketch (23) 
which is reproduced from the data of reference 51. For the m&e18 tested, 
the flow was steady through the mass-flow range at a Mach nmber of 1.5. 
However, there was sn appreciable loss in maximum pressure recovery at 
this Mach number as entry length was increased because of the high local 
Mach nxmiber at the inlet and the associated increase in friction losses. 
-. 
-. 
The previous discussion of steadiness has been concerned only with 
conditions at zero angle of attack. It is, of course, necessary to main- 
tain steady flow for satisfactory engine .operation durin@; maneuvers. In 
the tests of c&Cal-shock inlets of reference 50, the steady range of 
mass-flow ratios was small at zero angle of attack, and it was slightly 
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Sketch (23) 
pester at angles of attack up to go. A similar result was found in the 
tests of reference 51 for conical-shockinlets whichhsdsmallsteady 
rsnges at zero angle. However, when a long entry passage was added to 
provide a tide range of steady operation at zero angle of attack, there 
was an abrupt reduction in the steady range at angles of attack from 3' 
to 50. At higher angles there was little d5fference between the inlets 
~9th the long and short entry sections. Atilting cone onaconical- 
shock inlet to provide improved steadiness at large angles of attack is 
reported in reference l-29. At en angle of attack of loo, with the cone 
at O" angle of attack, steady flow was maintained to a mass-flow ratio of 
0.4; with the cone and cowl' at loo angle of attack, the tiMmum steady 
mass-flow ratio was 0.9. %I reference 198 tests of conical-shock inlets 
with booms protruding from the center bodies are described. An increase 
in angle of attack to loo reduced the range of steady mass-flow ratios 
by 25 percent. Interaction between shock waves and the boundary layer 
on the booms was the cause of this large decrease. 
Other investigations have demonstrated methods of improving flow 
steadiness to some extent. References 197 and 1% show small fnereases 
in the steady mass-flow ratio range (0.06 fn ref. 197) as a result of the 
internal contraction tith a blunt lip. References197 and 200 show-that 
removal of the boundsry layer from the center body of a conical-shock 
inlet reduces unsteadLness, with the greater effectiveness occurring when 
removal is upstream of the terminal normal shock wave. In fact, at an 
angle of attack of 0' an mrovement of 0.16 in the range of steady mass- 
flow ratio was attained (ref. 197)* but it decreased with increasing angle 
of attack. Although these and most of the previous references sre con- 
cerned with conical-shock inlets, the principles of design for providing 
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steady flow are the same for other types. (See, e.g., refs. 188, 190, 
The purpose of this section is to discuss the aerodynamic factors 
other thanthose of the induction system itself which affect design; it 
202,) 
INTERE'EKEN(=E 
is entitled "LACE" because the changes in the forces due to com- 
bining an air-induction system and other: tircraft components are considered. 
The section is divided into two principal parts: 
1. The interference of sircrsft flow fields with those of induc- 
tion systems = the induced effects of body shape, angle of attack, 
and the viscous effects of forebody boundary layer. 
2. The interference of air-induction-system flow fields with 
other aircraft components - the effects of induction systems on 
aircraft drag; lift, and pitching,moment. 
The type of factors involved are illustrated In sketch (24). Here, the 
Sketch (24) 
the performance of &II under-wing nacelle is affected by 
1. Bow shock wave of the fuselage 
2. Velocity increment at-Met due- to fuselage pressure field 
. 
. - ---- 
. 
3. Shock wave from wing leading edge 
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4. Velocity increment at inlet due to wing pressure field 
5. Uniformity of the flow velocity at the inlet 
The performance of the other aircraft components is affected by 
Interference of pressure field of engine stresmtube with the 
kng and fuselage boundary layers and pressure fields 
2. Interference of pressure field of engine fairin@; with the Mng 
and fuselage boundary layers and pressure fields 
Obviously, the problems of interference are complicated, and quantitative 
evaluation requires experimental studies of specific configurations. 
However, an induction system that must be placed in the flow field of 
another object can either benefit or suffer from the resulting interference, 
and careful consideration must be given to the conditions of shape and 
position In order to produce favorable effects. (See, e.g., ref. 203.) 
AIRCRAF'T-INDUCTIONSYSTEM 
Effects of Inlet Location 
Subsonic flight.- From the 0’ 
stsndnoint of pressure recovery at z L 
1.00 
.-7ps.g8 
.96 
24 
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the &et, the-best longitudinal 
position of an inlet is ti the stag- f 
nation region near the nose of a body h 
because the 1ocsJ. Mach number is low I 
and any external compression result- 
bg from a mass-flow ratio less than 
f 
1 is essentisJJy isentropic. As an 
inlet is moved aft along the body, 
the amount of boundary layer flowing 
through it increases with a resultdng s 
reduction in total-pressure ratio. 
This direct effect of low-energy 
boundsry-layer airis normallynot 
f- 
large Fn subsonic flight, but second- 5 
sry effects, flow nonuniformity and % 
unsteadiness, canbeveryIx@ortsnt 
at mass-flow ratios of the order of 5 
0.5. The effects on totsl-pressure 
ratio of moving sn NACA submerged $ 
inlet 0peraMng at a mass-flow ratfo ' 
of 0.8sftalong the fuselage of a 
wing-fuselage combination is shown In 
sketch (25) together with the local 
Free-stream Mach number, Mo 
(a) 
Fuselage station, inches 
(b) 
skf5hh (25) 
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Mach number distribution along the fuselsge. These results were taken 
from the data of references 204 and 205. 1 At flight Mach mmibers less 
thsn 0.3, there is essentially no effect 6f moving the inlet aft. The 
greater boundsry-layer thiclmesa at the re arward stations becomes impor- 
tant at a Mach number of about 0.5, and at Mach numbers above about 0.7, 
it beccmnes of great importance at the most resrward station. Here, the 
total-pressure ratio decreases rapidly at high subsonic Mach numbers 
because of both the high local Mach number illustrated in sketch (25%) 
and the thick boundary layer. The most rearwtid location is in the pres- 
sure field of the w5.ng, and at a flight Mach number of 0.9, the local Mach 
number at the inlet is supersonic (M = 1.22). Thus, pressure fields with 
large induced velocfties should be avoided. 
, I  
. -  
A method for estimating the ve7locities in two-dimensional combined 
subsonic velocity fields is discussed in reference 206. Superposition is 
assumed to be valid and the resulting relationship is 
(30) 
.- 
where AVlocal denotes the induced velocity increment Fn Incompressible 
flow. This method of predict- maximum induced velocity has been com- 
pared with experiment for a wing-nacelle combination in reference 207. 
Here, the method predicted maximum velocity ratios about 3 percent less 
than those measured. To predict the effects of compressibility, the 
Prandtl-Glauert rule can be used for two-dimensional flow. 
local 
e > vo compressible = $h ~i~d)ticanpressible (31' 
and in the three-dimensLonsLL case, the methods of Herriot (ref. 208) 
should be used. In terms of pressure coefficient in three-dimensional 
flow, 
.- . 
GP compressible Ul - Mz) 
=I+ 
CPincompressible + 0.6138 
- 
where t/z is one-h&P the body fineness ratio. Herriot points out that 
ti &mctures, such as those between a wing and nacelle, the flow is more 
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nearly two-dimensional than three-dimensional, and thus the Prsndtl- 
Glauert rule is a better approximation for this case. 
m 
Supersonic flight.- Sketch (26) shows a comparison of flow properties 
over a typical body at a subsonic and a supersonic Mach number. If in 
the subsonic case the boundary layer is neglected, the total-pressure 
Longitudinal caardimts 
e 
Langitudlnal CoardI~te, x 
k ek* 
(0) Free stream Mach number, ht.= a70 (b) Free stream Mach number, Mo= I 30 
- Sketch (26) 
ratio of any streamtube about the body is 1,'md the mass flow per unit 
area and the local dynsmic pressure change little downstream from a short 
distance behind the nose. Thus, frm these standpotits, longitudinal 
position of an inlet makes little difference. Ln the supersonic case, 
however, there is an initial loss in total-pressure ratio due to t= bow 
shock wave, in this case 1 percent, and there sze subsequent changes in 
local flow properties which have important consequences in regszd to air- 
Fnauctim-systems performance. As an exsmple, consider the flow conditions 
at x/Z = 0.05 and at x/Z = 0.9 where the local Mach nm&ers are 1.38 
and 1.75, respectively. If no significant radisl change in Mach number 
throughanengine stresmtubeis assumed, a normal shock wave occurring at 
the forward location would create a b-percent loss in total-pressure ratio 
asd the loss through the opt&mm oblique-no&ml-shock-wave combination 
would be 1 percent (see fig. 6). However, at the rearwsxd statim, the 
normal-shock loss would be 17 percent and the two-shock loss would be 
5 percent. If there were no body; that is, if the supersonic compression 
occurred at the free-stream Mach nmiber, the normal-shock loss would be 
14 percent and the two-shock loss, 4 percent. Similarly, from the stand- 
point of flow rate per unit area, or inlet size, location in a canq?ressian 
w field is advantageous. From the standpoint of drag per unit area, a 
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ccrmpression field is detrimental because of the high dynamic pressure. 
However, for the conditions illustrated in sketch (22), the greater flow 
rate is the dominant factor, and the forwsrd position of the inlet can 
be shown to have 7-percent*less external wave drag than the resrward 
position due to its smaller size. Thus, location csn have important 
effects on net propulsive force, and it can be beneficial to place an 
inlet in the compression field of other aircraft components. 
In regard to the effects of the radial velocity field into which an 
inlet is placed, Hasel in reference 209 has investigated the problem 
experimentally at a Mach number of 2.0. Half-conical-shock inlets were 
tested on a flat plate and on bodies of revolution having forebody fine- 
ness ratios of 4.0, 6.5, and 7.5; the total-pressure ratio of an inlet on 
the bodies was always less than that of the-inlet on a flat plate. When 
sll of the forebody boundary layer was removed, the maxWum total-pressure 
ratio attained with an inlet on a body of fineness ratio 4 was 0.08 less 
than that with the inlet on a flat plate;-this difference was 0.04 with 
the fineness ratio 7.5 forebody. About half of these'differences could 
be attributed to the bow-shock waves and the local Mach numbers at the 
inlet stations; the remainder was thought to-be due to the differences 
in the radial velocity field. Thus, appreciable losses are to be expected 
from this cause with forebodies of low fineness ratio. 
Since the local Mach number at sn inlet determines the magnitude of 
the pressure losses through the shock waves used for supersonic compres- 
sion, the forebody shape should be selected to minimize this Mach number 
tithout, of course, creating any additional drag. Considerations which 
-- 
-s 
are important sre indicated in sketch (27). (See refs. 172 and 2lO.) 
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For forebodies of low fineness ratio, a considerable reduction in local 
Mach number csn be.achieved by using conical, or minimum-drag shapes 
rather than 89 ogive if the inlet must be located upstream of x/z = 1.0. 
For forebodies of high fineness ratio, the differences are smaller; L$he 
data of reference 172 show that for a fineness ratio of 3.0, the JXsrmsn 
and hypersonic optimum (Newtonian) shapes have at least 20-percent less 
forebody dreg than the cone and ogive at zero angle of attack at supersonic 
Mach numbers up to 2.0. However, these mim-drag nose shapes have 
blunt tips, and, depend- upon the size of the engine stresmtube, the 
loss in total pressure through the locally intense bow shock wave counter- 
acts the drag difference. Reference Zll, for Znstance, reports that a 
relatively small amount of tip bluntness that had a negligible effect on 
minimum drag caused l-percent losses in total-pressure ratio and maxfrmrm 
mass-flow ratio as compared to a. pointed tip. Thus, any specific design 
requires study and evaluation of these factors. Because an s&r Inlet at 
positions other thsn the nose Intercepts but a small part of the air com- 
pressed by the body, the-major consideration in choice of body shape is 
*WC- The design problem is to find the opt,- inlet location on a low- 
drag body. . 
Tests of very blunt noses, in which the nose-radius to body-radius 
ratio was near l.O,sre reported in references 2l.l and 212. It was found 
that a 4-percent loss in total-pressure ratio was suffered at a flight 
Mach number of 1.4 and a 6-percent loss at a Mach number of 1.7 due to 
nose bluntness and to the lsrge radial velocity gradients. The minimum- 
drag coefficients, as compsred to those of bodies with more slender shapes, 
were more thsn doubled. Because of the reduced total pressure and the 
overexpansion of the flow behind the juncture of the hemisphere and the 
subsequent body, there were slso considerable losses in maximum mass-flow 
ratio in both investigations. 
In the general case, forebodies are not sxially symmetric as has been 
assumedinthis discussion. The theoreticsl study of reference 2l.3 tidi- 
cates that smsll reductions in drag can be produced by axial asymmetry, 
and a similar conclusion has been reached as a result of the tests reported 
in reference 2l.4. It is possible that circumferential pressure gradients 
and reduced locel Mach numbers can be produced by asymmetric bodies that 
are beneficial to air-induction-system performance. To date, no studies 
ofthis ,kindhavebeenmsde. 
Induced Rffects of Angle of Attack 
Bodies. -. In selecting the circumferential position of en inlet on a 
body, the induced effects of angle of attack sre of primary concern. The 
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flow phenomena that must be considered sxe illustrated in sketch (28). 
Potenttal flow streamline, ref. 215 
aoi:om,c? 
I I 
Side, Sd Top, i80° 
Mach number distribution M,tI.S to 2.0 
Rat 218 Stotlon A-A 
Sketch (28) 
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It is seen that along the top and bottom of a body in potential flow, the 
flow direction is newly parallel to the body center line (i.e., at the 
angle of attack OL with respect to the -flight direction); whereas along 
the body sides the flow inclination is greater, being 2u on a right cir- 
culsr cylinder. Similarly, the local Mach number is greatest on the body 
sides and is least in the f orward bottom location. On the leeward side 
of the body, the flow is sffected by viscosity so that the boundary layer 
accumulates in lobes and, at sufficiently high angles of attack, this low- 
energy air leaves the surface of the body as a vortex wake. These general 
chsracteristics of the flow occur at subsonic as well as supersonic speeds. 
Stieral investigations of air-induction systems in the flow fields 
of inclined bodies have been made. (See refs. 199, 209, 218, 219, and 220.) 
. 
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Typical. results are shown in sketch (a) Fn which the maximum total- 
pressure ratios attained are plotted as functions of angJ-e af attack. 
.3 
0 4 8 I2 0 4 8 I2 
Angle of attack, Q, deg 
I i i i hi 1 
0 4 8 12 
Sketch (29) 
H&If-conical shock inlets were mounted on a slender, low-drag body at about 
the mm&num-dlameter station, and the height of the bomdary-layer diverter 
h wasvaried. The 0.375~inch diverter height h was about equal to the 
undisturbed boundary-layer thictiess at the inlet station at zero angle 
of attack. These results confirm the desfrability of the bottcmJocation 
in regard to pressure recovery. This would be expected from the reduced 
viscous effects and flow regularity relative to this Wet which was 
allnedwiththebody axis. The angle-of-attack performance of inlets in 
the side location csn be improved by use af the flow-deflector principle 
(see ref. 26) or by alining the inlet axis tith the mean flow directions. 
(See ref. 221.) 
. 
IGxmzier and Campbell in reference 220 compare the net propulsive 
force of a body-propulsion-unit ccanblnation tith the inLet on the top ar 
bottom of the btiy. Because of a lower drag of the inlet In the top 
position, the net propulsive force was slightly greater at a given angle 
of attack. However, at the same lift coefficient, the bottom location 
was superior because of a negative shift in the angle for zero lift and 
en increase in lfft-curve slope for this position. In reference 222 tests 
sxe described of the top inlet of reference 220 with two lsrge triasgulsx 
fences extending ahead of the inlet to sl?ield it from the leeward boundary 
Layer. The net propulsive force af thfs srrangement at moderate angles 
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of attack was -eater than that of the bottom inlet. A final evaluation 
would, of course, require study of the effects of such lsrge vertical 
surfsces on aircrsft directional stability and other related factors, 
Since the upwash about a body decreases as the square of the distance 
from the body center line (refs. 23-5 snd'223), the adverse effect of angle 
of attack on pressure recovery of side inlets can be alleviated by moving 
the air-intake outbosrd. Thus, a comparison of the data of references 
218 and 224 shows that if a nacelle tith:a conical-shock inlet were used 
rather than a half-conical shock scoop on the body sides, the same msxi- 
mum total-pressure ratio could be maintained by the nacelle at twice the 
angle of attack of the scoop-body combination when the nacelle was over 
about l-1/2 nacelle diameters from the body center line. 
- 
wings.- When the Mach number normal to the leading edge of wings is 
subsonic, the circulation accompanying 1st creates s.n upwash field ahead 
of wings which increases the effective an&e of attack uf inlets in or 
near the leading edge. At low mass-flow.ratios this upwash is aggravated 
by the diverging engine streamtube. Fortunately, turbojet-powered super- 
sonic aircraft, which sre quite subject to lip stall because of thin lips, 
seldom encounter the condition of high lift coefficient and low mass-flow 
ratio. High-speed msneuvers are made with full power and normal landings 
are made with some power at mass-flow ratios greater than 1. For eubsonic 
aircraft designed with a relatively lsrge inlet area, internal lip stall 
Fn landing would be more likely if it were not for the thicker lips that 
can be used. -- 
An investigation of leading-edge inlets in a straight wing at subsonic 
speeds is reported in reference 225 inwhich it is shown that the induced 
upwash from the wing causes an abrupt decrease in total-pressure ratio for 
an inlet not designed to account for the.additional flow inclination. For 
example, an inlet with relatively thick lips maintained a total-pressure 
ratio of 0.99 to an angle of attack of 60, at which angle the pressure 
recovery rapidly decreased to 0.92 at an'angle of 8.5O. This decrease in 
total-pressure ratio was caused by internal-flow sepsration from the 
lower lip. It was found that the separation could be delayed by canting 
the duct axis just behind the lips downward and also staggering the inlet 
plane. Tests of a similar leading-edge inlet at subsonic speeds in a 
swept wing sre reported ti reference ~26; Here, it was found that a 
serious spanwise flow occurs Fn the inlet at low mass-flow ratios when 
the tingcsrries lift. At mass-flow rafzos greater than 0.4 and angles 
of attack less than about 4O, the performsnce of the inlet in the swept 
wing was nesrly equal to that in the unswept wing. At greater angles, 
however, the pressure recovery decreased.rapidly due to separation of the 
internal flow. It is-probable that this separation could have been delayed 
samewhat by canting the lower inlet lip downward as was done with the 
inlet in the unswept wing. At angles of.attsck greater than 60 to 8' and 
at mass-flow ratfos less than 0.8, sepsration occurred downstream of the 
. 
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outboard edge of the inlet on the external surface af this swept wing 
and resulted in an increase in drag and a loss in lift. 
Inlets located in the wing leading edge for superscmic aircraft have 
received little attention because of the transitions and bends needed to 
duct air through a thin ting to a turbojet engine. Investigations of King 
leading-edge irlets for application to split-wing ramjets at Mach numbers 
above 2.0 are reported in references X27, 1~28, 227, 228, and 229. Frob- 
ably the most important factor in the interference of the aircraft on 
this type of inlet at supersonic speeds is that for unswept leading edges 
there is no upwash induced ahead of the inlet by the wing. Body upwash, 
however, can be present at supersonic as well as subs&c speeds. 
From tests of wing-root Mets, in which both the induced effects of 
wing and b&y increase the local flow angles, it has been found that a 
high level of--pressure recovery can be maintained to angles of attack of 
at least 80 at subsonic speeds by employing relatively thick lips with 
stagger and negative incidence. (See refs. 186, 230, and 84.) The inves- 
tigation of wing-root inlets of reference 84 included pressure-recovery 
measurements at Mach numbers U&I to 1.3. A total-pressure ratio of 0.89 
was attained at a Mach nuuiber of 1.25, and this pressure ratio was main- 
tained from -2O to 80 angle of attack. 
The results of reference 231 show that good angle-of-attack performance 
can be attained by placing the inlet of sn underwing scoop downstream of 
a wing leading edge so that the local flow direction is along the induction- 
system axis. A compilation of aU. these results from tests at subsonic 
speeds is shown in sketch (30) as the 
change in totsJ.-pressure ratfo as the 
angle of attack increases from zero. l o b 
The mass-flow ratios of the data sre 3 
those for maximum pressure recovery. ,h e IDo 
In this sketch, the wing-root Wet 4 
: 
3 
4 4 Sp 
of reference 84 shows improvement in g 96 
pressure recovery with increasing L 
angle of attack because at zero angle ii 
the recovery is relatively low (0.96). g s2 
Angle of attack increases the pres- 
sure recovery because the Mets sre B 8% 0 4 8 12 I6 20 
canted and because part of the Clnpkofm=ha,dw 
approaching boundary layer is swept 
past them by body crossflow. In Sketch (30) 
terms of absolute total-pressure 
ratfo at angle of attack, the King root inlets are inferior to isolated 
inlets or those with upstream flow-deflecting surfaces. Although most 
of these tests were performed at Mach numbers less than 0.7, the low-speed 
results have been transformed to conditions at a Mach rnmiber of 0.7 to 
obtain a consistent correlation. As mention&previously, this trans- 
formation can be reliably accomplished if it is assumed that the measured 
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ram-recovery ratio is independent of subsonic flight Mach number and this 
measurement is converted to total-pressure ratio by equation (13). 
Effects of Forebody Boundsry Layer 
As previous discussion has often fndicated, forebody boundsry layer 
flowing into sn air-induction system can reduce engine performance because 
of losses In total pressure, unsteadiness:, and nonun3formity. A compari- 
son of the maximum total-pressure ratios as a function of flight Mach 
number attained with a vsriety of arrangements In which entering boundary 
layer was not ,tmoved is shown in sketch .(31). The boundary-layer effects 
4 
Sketch (31) 
sre p&rticulsrly large &th~annular 
Intakes which encircle bodies where 
the local Mach number is high. Such 
inlets receive all the boundary layer 
from the flow over the forebody (the 
ratio of retarded to free air is 
large), and this layer is either 
thickened or separated by compression 
from the high local Mach.number. The 
results of the tests of reference 232 
show that total-pressure ratios of 
anntiar inlets mounted on an ogival 
body are about 0.3 less than those of 
a normal shock wave occurring at flight 
Mach numbers from 1.4 to 2.0. Similarly, the results at transonic speeds 
of the nesrly annulsr intake of references 237 and 233 indicate a rela- 
tively low total-pressure ratio when compared to nose or scoop inlets. 
A conical-shock inlet with a small cone angle suffers fram these same 
difficulties, and, as shown in reference ILL, boundary-layer removal is 
necessary to provide steady operation. However, by using a scoop which 
encompasses only a small portion of the forebody and thus receives a mall 
proportion -of boundsry-layer air, high total-pressure ratios can be more 
readily attained. Thus, the results of references 234, 235, and 236 show 
that scoops mounted just under the body nose where the boundary layer is 
thin and the local Mach number is low attain high pressure recovery. 
However, with scoops located downstream of the body nose where the approach- 
ing boundary layer is thick and the local Mach nmber is nearly equal to 
or greater than that of flight, large total-pressure losses occur unless. 
the boundary layer is removed. 
Seddon, in reference 28, has 'correlated -wind tunnel &d flight data 
to show the decrease in pressure recoveryresulting from taking forebody 
boundary layer into a5r-inductL.an systems. Seddon (see s&o ref. 2) cor- 
relates data by mesns of the relationship 
SF 
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q2 
=cf I + J(Vo/d 1 
where 
C!fI represents the titernal skin-friction losses in terms of &t/q2 and 
J accounts for pre-entry effects. Thus, k is an empirical constant 
which includes the effects of Met-velocity ratio Vo/V2, and f is a 
correction to the sti-friction coefficient due to the previous history 
of the boundary layer before it reaches the Met (c = Cfforebody/Cfduct); 
qb is an efficiency factor to account for the smount of boundary-layer 
removal; and S/A.a is the ratio of forebody surface wetted by the flow 
to the inlet divided by the Met area. At reduced inlet-velocity ratios 
and high speeds without ccmq?lete boundary-layer removal, the boundary- 
layer thickness ahead of the entry increases rapidly and, as a result, k, 
5, and Q, become functions of Vo/V2 and Mach number which must be 
evaluated experimenhlly if accurate results ere to be obtained. 
Boudery-Layer Removal 
The design problem with a boundary-layer removel system is to avoid 
incurring any apprecia;ble drag penalty while removing sufficient retsrded 
air to minimize pressure losses, unsteadiness, and nonuniformity In the 
engine stream-tube, The boundary layer can be removed by protiding suction 
across a slot or a porous surface or by raisLng the inlet from the fore- 
body surface so that the boundary layer flows beneath the inlet and is 
diverted around the external surfaces of the duct fairing?I In doing 
this, it is necesssry to minimize any sdditionsl total-pressure losses 
and interference with other parts of the flow field. The following dis- 
cussion on removal systems is dfvided according to the method by which 
forebody boundary layer is prevented from entering the air-induction 
system - by suction or by diversion. Thesemethods are similar in some 
respects, but a suction method is one ti which a pressure difference is 
provided across some length of closed duct to draw off the boundary layer, 
and a diversion method is one in tiich tbe flow is unrestrained in a lateral 
direction. Under certain conditions, the effects of boundary layer can 
be minimized by providing lsrge-scale mixing with the engine flow, as is 
the case with the NACA submerged inlet. 953s method is also discussed. 
21Some tests have been made of diffusers in which energy is added to 
the boundary layer by blowing s&? from a high-pressure source along the 
forebody wall; the results are reported in references 113, Ilk, and 238. 
However, extensive development of this method as applied to air-induction 
systems has not yet been performed. 
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suction. - An evaluation of a suction-removal system on the basis af 
aircraft range has been reported by Fradenburgh and Kremzier in refer- 
ence lg. Tests were made with h&f'-conical shock inlets with semicone 
angles of 25' and 30°.with various heights of boundary-layer removal slot 
at Mach numbers of 1.5, 1.8, snd 2.0. Because of the large drag force 
contributed by this specific boundary-layer removal system as noted in 
both references 19 and 239, boundary-layer removal prduced essentially 
no increase in maxImum range in spite of the substantial improvement in 
pressure recovery. Thus, careful consideration must be given to the detail 
design of removal systems to prevent energy losses and to achieve the 
potential improvement in performance. ; , 
. 
.- 
: 
The data of reference 185.show that in subsonic flight,. operation 
of sn air-induction system at inlet-velocity ratios less than 0.6 causes 
rapid thickening of the forebody boundsry'layer flowing into sn inlet. 
The tests of a boundary-layer removal system that were included in this 
investigation show that the inlet-velocity ratio of the removal system 
must be greater than about 0.5 to maintain a net drsg force less than that 
for the configuration without boundary-layer removal. The boundary-layer 
scoop in this study was in the plane of the main inlet and was produced by 
indent- the forebody. 
of 70 
It was found that an indentation approach angle 
caused unsteady flow. An approach angle-of 3O resulted in satis- 
factory operation; however, as discussed later in regsrd to submerged 
inlets, such approach angles would cause unadceptable losses in pressure 
recovery at supersonic flight speeds. 
In the tests reported in reference 24-C, a removal slot of depth equal 
to about twice the local boundary-layer thickness was located ahead of a 
semicircular main inlet a distance of about 85 percent of the inlet radius. 
Tests were made at low speed at inlet-velocity ratios greater than 0.6; 
hence, the effects of removal on total-pressure ratio were not large. In 
these tests it was found that the boundary layer on the surface between 
the boundary-layer scoop and the main inlet grows rapidly at low irilet- 
velocity ratios. Thus, this length should be minimized. 
A study of boundsry-layer removal at a Mach nmiber of 1.88 for a 
half-conical-shock inlet mounted on a flat plate is reported in refer- 
ence 202. Here, it was shown that the ms.xFmum total-pressure ratio 
attainable in the main duct decreased appreciably as the smount of boundary 
layer removed was decreased. As the psrsmeter h/6 was reduced from 1.0 
to 0 (h is the bomdary-layer-scoop height and 6 is the local mdis- 
turbed bou&Iary-layer thickness) the maximum total-pressure ratio decreased 
from 0.86 to 0.72. In this case, the mass-flow ratio of the removal scoop 
was the maximum possible; at any value of h/6 below 1.0, reductions in 
scoop mass-flow ratio caused additional totsl-pressure losses. Also, with _ 
this air-induction syetem the flow became'unstesdy when the engine mass- 
flow ratio was reduced below that for mskimm total-pressure ratio. 
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Tests at Mach nmbers from 1.3 to 1.8 of a suction-removal system 
for a normsl-shock inlet are described by ?Erazer and Anderson in refer-r 
ence 190. It was found that boundary-layer removal produced an improve- 
ment in toti-pressure ratio of from 0.06 to 0.08 through the Mach number 
range of the tests. The fact that this improvement was considerably less 
than that attained with the half-conical shock inlet of reference 2C2 is 
probably due to the difference in the methods of external cmression and 
of duct design. The air-induction system of reference 2C2 was more refined 
in regard to swerscmic ccmDression but less refined in the duct. Thus, 
with nesrly complete boundary-layer removal, higher total-pressure ratios 
were possible but with no boundary-layer removal greater duct losses would 
be expected. Frazer and Anderson show that pressure recovery could be 
fairly well predicted by integrating the local pressure recovery of a normal 
shock wave occurring at the local Mach number of each element of the flow 
approaching the inlet and adding an allowance for the skin-friction loss 
in the duct. This method of prediction is also recommended in refer- 
ence 241. The tests showed that, if h/S 2 1.0 and no additional method 
of boundsry-layer removal is used, the leading edge of the suction scoop 
must be upstresm of the main inlet and the normal shock wave must occur on 
the intervening surface - not ahead of the bound&-layer scoop - if flow 
unsteadiness is to be avoided. For mass-flow ratios greater than 0.9 at 
Mach numbers from1.3 to 1.8, it was found in this test that the suction 
scoop must be at least a distance of 0.4 of the inlet radius upstream 
of the main inlet. (The cross section of the main inlet was a semicircle.) 
The mass-flow ratio of the suction scoop was maintained at the maximum value 
in this investigation, snd by measuring the total pressure in boththe main 
and the boundary-layer ducts the net propulsive force possible with the 
system was evaluated. It was found that the maximum net propulsive force 
occurred when the suction-scoop height was 0.7 of the mdisturbed boundsry- 
layer thickness and that the system could produce net propulsive forces 
from 94 to 100 percent of those produced by a normal-shock inlet not in 
the presence of forebody boundary layer. 
In suction-removal systems, the performsnce penalty for raovingthe 
boundary layer appesrs as the pressure loss in the removsl duct. This, 
together with the mass flow in the scoop, allows calculation of an effec- 
tive drag of the boundary-layer removal system. A summary of available 
data for the pressure recovery of suction- 
removsl ducts shows a large decrease with Lo 
flight Mach number as indicated in 
sketch (32). (See also ref. 242.) 
Diversion.- To minir~ 'ze the 
drag of a boundary-layer alversion !!L Pt. 
system, the depth of the boundsry- 
layer passage should be no greater 
than that required to maintain satis- 
factory engine flow, and the speed 
and direction of the diverted flow 
should change as little as possible. 
0 4 .8 t2 20 24 28 32 
E 
Sketch (32) 
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Thus, the main inlet and duct should be designed to be insensitive to at 
least small amounts of retarded air from a forebcdy; wetted area and I 
deflection angles in the diverter must be smsll; and the passage height 
must diverge both longitudinally and laterally to minimize flow resistance. 
The boundary-layer suction scoop of reference 202, which was tested 
with a half-conical shock inlet on a flat plate, was converted to a 
diverter system by removing the scoop side walls to a point about one 
inlet radius aft of the cowl lip and taking no flow through the boundary- 
layer duct. It was found that maximum total-pressure ratios from 0.02 - L . .I 
to 0.03 less than those of the suction system could be attained by sweeping 
back the leading edge of the plate forming the upper surface of the 
diverter, that is, the boundary plate, as shown in sketch (33). This 
plate was swept back along a line 
Joining the apex of the cone with the 
main inlet lip rather than the leading 
edge of the plate being normal to the 
stream direction at the cone apex. 
It was concluded from these tests that 
sensitivity to removal-system mass- 
flow ratio can be reduced by sweeping 
the leading edges of the boundary 
plate so that the intensity of the 
Boundary plate disturbance created by the shock wave 
from the edges and the extent of the 
- 
Sketch (33) 
upstream influence through the boundary 
layer are reduced. Swept edges also b 
create a lateral pressure gradient 
which tends to divert the boundary layer. It was found that extending 
the boundary-layer passage downstrea3n beyond the plane of the main inlet 
reduced the sngle through which the boundary layer was diverted and pre- 
vented the boundary layer from being drawn into the engine streamtube. 
(See also ref. 243.) Tests of other inlets which utilize these design 
principles are described in references 182, 244, 245, and 246. 
The results of tests of a wedge diverter of about 60' included angle 
beneath a half-conical shock inlet mounted an a flat plate are presented 
in reference 243. As would be expected from the results of Goelzer and 
Cortright (ref. x12), this large a wedge -angle.turned the boundary layer 
so abruptly that it spilled over the swept leading edges of the boundary 
plate and flowed into the main.inlet. In order to attain the total- 
pressure ratios possible with a suction spoop, it was necessary to have 
a diverter passsge height 1.3 times the local undisturbed boundsry 
thickness; thus, a high drag would be expected. In reference 247, a 
series of wedges were-tested in an arrangement simulating a diverter pas- 
sage. It was found that the included wedge angle-must be less than 280 
if the pressure drag is to be small and that the apex of the wedge must 
be about one passage height downstream of the apex of the leading edges 
of a swept boundsry plate in order to eliminate the upstream influence of 
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the wedge on the engine flow. The photographs of the boundary-layer 
flow of Piercy and Johnson (ref. 247), which were obtained by use of a 
liqtid-film technique, emphasize the Frqeortance of minimizing the dis- 
turbances imposed upon the boundsry layer in the region of an air-induction- 
system inlet. The necessity of a sndll wedge angle, a swept and thin 
boundsry plate, and a wedge apex downstream of the splitter-plate apex 
are .sX graphically illustrated. 
The drag forces on wedge diverters in various types of installations 
have been measured and sre reported in references 21-8 and 248. With a 
16O included-angle diverter, the pressure drag was negligible, but the 
viscous component of the drsg ~8s large. In fact, even though the frontal 
srea of the diverter was only 3 percent of the total frontal srea of the 
model of reference 248,to a flight Mach nuanber of 2.0 and h/S = 1.0, the 
drag of the diverter was 23 percent of the total model drag, or, in other 
words, the diverter-plus-fnterference drag coefficient based on the diverter 
frontal. area was high, 0.95. Improvements can be expected through reduction 
of the viscous drag due to shock-boundary-layer interaction and turbulent 
mixing iu the vortex from shsrp side edges. Not only should wetted area 
and velocity changes be minimized, but also a high later&l velocity cm- 
ponent over nearly square side edges should be avoided because a vortex 
develops under such conditions and dissipates energy as drag. (A vortex 
frcan this cause is used to advantage with HACA submerged. TriLets at subsonic 
flight speeds.) 
The fact that a low-drag passage between an air-fnduction system end 
a body csn be attained is IILLustrated by the investigatfon of K&mzier 
and Dryer (ref. 249) in which a circular nacelle was tested In contact tith 
a circular fuselage. This configuration is showu together with a body 
scoop diverter in sketch (34). By compsring the drag coefficients of the 
configurations less the body drag on the basis of equal area, it was found 
that the drag coefficient.of the scoop-diverter co&nation was about tsdce 
that of the nacelle. Some of this difference is due to the fact that the 
Sketch (34) 
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models were not strictly comparable; however, the difference is so large 
that the superiority of the nacelle installation is apparent. Similar 
results were obtained by co~tlparing a rsmp-type scoop inlet and diverter 
(ref. 248) with the nacelle. These co%&riSons and @resent bowledge of 
diverter design indicate that a low-drag diverter should be designed 
according to the following principles: 
. 
--: 
1. To reduce the upstream influende of the diverter, the leading 
edges of the boundary plate should be swept back, when this is , 
consistent with the inlet-shock configuration, and the diverter 
apex should be at least one diverter height back of the boundary- 
plate apex. . 
2. To reduce pressure and friction drag and to minimize the lateral 
velocity component, the included angle of the diverter wedge 
should be about 200. 
3= To prevent the formation of a strong vortex, the boundary-layer 
passage side edges should-have :large-radius fairings rather than ^. _ .; 
sharp corners. 
As discussed previously, the distribution of boundary layer about a 
body at angle of attack irs not uniform and it accumulates on the leeward 
side (sketch (28)). If an inlet is located in this position, the design 
of the boundary-layer removal system must account for the locsl growth of 
the boundary layer in angle-of-attack operatipn. (See, e.g., refs. 220 
and 244.) If a large boundary-layer dFverter is necessary to maintain 
engine perfonaance at high angles of attack, a drag penalty results-at 
low angles. As shown by the data of reference-199, this difficulty is 
avoided at positive angles of attack by.& bottom location of a side inlet. 
. 
I 
Tests have been made of combined suction and diverter systems; that 
is, a portion of the-approaching boundary layer is drawn into a closed 
duct, usually for cooling purposes, and the remaining boundsry layer is 
diverted. (See refs. ~6 and -0.) Wfth the suctias scoop at the apex 
of the diverter wedge, the upstream influence of the diverter is reduced 
by increasing the local flow rate and reducing the local deflection angles; -- 
in other words, it allows lower diverter wedge angles. If the auxiliary 
system requires low-energy air, the best point at which to locate an 
auxili~y inlet in a diverter passage might not always be at the wedge 
leading edge. It is apparent that the lowest energy air can best be 
obtained at the exit of the diverter passage. It is possible that such 
an installation would have less drag than one with a forward auxiliary 
air titake because the dynamic pressure:of the local flow is smaller. 
Submerged inlets.- Inlets which are submerged in the surfaces of 
bodies and wings have all the boundsry-layer-removal problems of scoops. 
A number of variations of inlets of this type have been investigated and, 
as with scoops, high pressure recovery can be attained at subsonic speeds 
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when the adverse effects of the approaching boundery layer are removed. 
Investigations of submerged inlets hsv3ng curved or steep-angle approach 
r-s with parallel sides are reported in references 251, 252, and 253. 
In general, the total-pressure ratios attained were less than those of 
similarly placed scoops. A submerged inlet having 8 relatively smsU 
remp angle (about 7O) and diverging rsm-$ side walls has been found to be 
emarable to scoops in regard to pressure recovery. (See refs. 254, 255, 
and 256.) The experimental investigation of reference 257 and the theo- 
retical study of reference 258 provide sn explsnatfon of the relatively 
high pressure recovery of this arrengement. Flow over the square corner 
of the ramp side wells creates 8 vortex which thins the boundary layer on 
the rsmp and sweeps the retarded afr Vito the vortex core. When the 
vortex flows fnto the inlet at high mass-flow ratios, it represents a loss 
in to-&l-pressure ratio, but less of a loss than if the boundary layer 
were permitted to grow normally; at low mass-flow ratios, the vortex is 
dischsrged externally and represents an increase in dreg. Tests at low 
subsonic speeds, reference 28, have indicated that the drag of submerged 
inlets can be grester than ttit of scoops. However, flight tests comparing 
s submerged and a scoop tistslletion (ref. 256) have shown that the former 
has equal or slightlybetterperformance. Apparently, the merits of the 
two depend upon the instsllstion, and they csn be equal in subsonic flight. 
However, Fnvestigation at supersonic speeds, reference 259, h&s shown 
that the expansion of the flow over the rsmp leads to & high inlet Mach 
nuuiber snd lsrge pressure losses at flight Mach n-era greater than about 
1.2. Enas, the submerged inlet is limited in application to subsonic 
airplanes as either a m&n or an auxiliary air intake. (For the latter 
Mo>l.O 
sppiicstion, see refs. 251 and 
Combined Effects 
Scoop incremental drag.- As ; 
discussed previously, scoop incre- = 
mental drag represents the differ- g 
ence tithe totslflightmomentum 
of the air in the engine streara- 
tube and the momentum at the 
initial station of sn air-induction 
systenl. It is, therefore, en 
interference force resulting from Moss 
both the pressure snd skin-friction ! 
flow ratio- 
m2’m0 
drag forces on surfsees upstream of 
an induction system when no pro- 
visionismsdeforremoving 
sketa (351 
forebody boundsry layer from the engine streamtube. KLeti (ref. 7) has 
calculated scoop incremental drag coefficient CJ-J~ = Ds/qoAz as 8. function 
mass-flow ratio, flight Mach nu&er, and total-pressure ratio between free 
stream and inlet. An example of the veristion is sham in sketch (35). 
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Thus, when the average inlet Mach number is subsonic in supersonic flight,, 
the scoop incremental drag force is large at low mass-flow ratios, psr- 
ticulsrly if the forebody wave and akin-friction drag forces sre small, 
because then the local pressure rise ahead of the inlet is large. (The 
symbol pt2 is the average total pressure at the Met, and it includes 
the total-pressure loss of any entering boundary-layer air which eventually 
flow6 to the engine.) With supersonic flow into the inlet, the scoop 
incremental drag coefficient is negative.because the spillage drags2 is 
small (zero at maximum mass flow) and the forebody drag term Fg of equa- 
tion (7) is dominant. -. 
For air-induction systems having this interference force, the net drag 
consists of the sum of the external wave drag when the inlet operates with 
no Spillage, the scoop incremental wave drag, the change in external wave 
drag due to a reduction in ma68 flow from the rnsxirmrm, and skin friction. 
Thus, the scoop incremental drag replaces the additive drag of systems 
having no forebody interference. 
Wakes.- The pressure recovery of an'air-Uduction system that takes 
in air from the wake of an upstream b 
"3: 
As, of course, reduced. The tests 
at a Mach number of 2.0 of reference 22 in which a-nacelle was placed 
behind the tip of a canard control surface CUustrate the magnitude of 
this effect. With the control surface deflected loo, the maximum total- 
pressure ratio attainable wa6 0.10 less than when the nacelle was moved 
outboard away fram the influence of the tip vortex. 
The interference between an air-induction system and other aircraft 
coctrponen-ta can affect any of the forces and mcxnents which determine per- 
formance. For instance, drag can be increased If a nacelle is placed 60 
that a posftive pressure. gradient from it causes boundary-layer transition 
or separation on a neighboring surface; the Mf't ofa wing with a leading- 
edge inlet can be a function ofmass-flow ratio; tail loads can be effected 
by a change in circulation distribution resulting from changing the wing 
plan form to extend the duct of a wing-root inlet; side force and yawing 
moment can result from shock or expansion interference from an outboard 
nacelle with a vertical tail surface, and this interference could be 
changed by power setting. It is the purpose of this section to discuss 
these problems and principles regsrding .t&m which.have resulted from 
theoretical and experimental studies. 
'62Spillage drag 1~6 the pressure force on the external streamlines 
which are affected by the inlet mass-flow ratio. In this case, it is the 
local additive drag. 
. 
. 
.- 
. 
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Skin friction and separation.: In reference 207 a series of wing- 
nacelles were tested to dexans trate a method for maintai long runs of 
laminar flow over the conibinatians. By making the leading &es-coinci- 
dent and matching the pressure distributions so as to maintain a negative 
gradient to the position of maxFmLrm thickness of the w.Lng, the minimam 
drag coefficient was reduced to less than two-th3xds that of conventional 
wing-nacelle combinations when the inlet-velocity ratio was greater than 
0.5. 
The tuft studies of reference 185 show that an inlet-velocity ra.tio 
less than 0.6 tith a scoop in the presence of forebody boundary layer not 
only causes separation of the internal flow, but also causes the separated 
region to spread around the inlet end to effect the externti flow. 
Although interference dreg w&8 not mea.sured, -it is undoubtedly increased 
by the turbulent mixing. The flight tests reported Fn reference 256 show 
the possible effect of such separation. Drag measurements were mad.e with 
a boundary-layer bypass sealed, &nd with it discharging normal to the 
external flow, it was found that at a flight Mach nuniber of 0.8, discharge 
of the boundary-layer normal to the air stream increased the airplane dreg 
coefficient 0.0015, or 7 percent. 
At supersonic speeds the boundary layer on other aircraft components 
can be effected by shock-waves or the pressure field from propulsive 
systems, and, the local pressure gradients c&used by &&ping a surface so 
a.6 to minimize wave drag can be sufficient to sepexate a turbulent boundary 
layer. Therefore, thf6 form of interaction also requires careful attention. 
Shock-wave boundary-layer interaction ha6 been discussed previously, but 
the studies of Morokovin, Migotsu, Bailey, and Phinney (ref. 261) axe 
particularly pertinent here. This investigation of the interaction of a 
plane oblique shock wave intersecting a cfrcular cylinder across the axis 
shows that if the ticident shock wave is weak, the pressure rise across 
the reflection is that predicted for two-dimensional flow. However, if 
the shock wave is relatively strong (flow deflection angle of 11.2O ti 
this case) the over-all pressure rise is but half that predicted for a 
flat plate. This difference is presumably the result of three-dimensicaal 
relief and the resulting lateral pressure gradient. Because of the 
decreased surface pressure rise for a given shock wave, it appears that 
more intense shock waves can be withstood without encountering separation 
of turbulent boundary layers in three-dimensional rather than two- 
dImensional flow. 
Thnsonic drag rise.- In general, the addi'tion of en air-induction 
system to the pressure field of another body alters the pressure distribu- 
tion and thus the tr&nson-Lc drag rise: The investigations of refer- 
ences 225, 84, 85, 230, 231, and 262 show, however, that wing root or 
wing leading-edge inlets and nacelles operating at mass-flow ra.tios neml 
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can be designed so that they do not decrease appreciably the drag-rise 
Mach number of a wzIng-body combination. (Methods of pred.icting the drag- 
rise Mach number have been discussed pretiously and ere presented in 
references 149 and 208.) 
For supersonic aircraft, the drag-rfse Mach number is an important 
cruise consideration; the magnitude of the rise and metho% for.minimizing 
it are of essential importance in determining acceleration performance and 
fuel consumption. The "transonic area rule".presented in references 263 
and 264 states that for slender configurations, the transonic rise in wave 
drag is a function of the longitudinal distribution of cross-section area 
and is independent of crbss-section shape. Thus, an aircraft with the 
least drag rise has the same distiibutioq of cross-section area as a 
miniman-drag body of revolution. Conversely, the magnitude of the increase 
in wave drag at transonic speeds for ccmrplicsted configurations can be pre- 
dicted for flight at zero angle of attac$ from information on bodies of 
revolution with the same cross-sectional-mea distribution. It follows 
from this rule that for low drag rise the equivalent body of revolution 
must be fair and slender, and these design requirements also result in 
high'drag-rise Mach nmber. 
In regard to interference of the a?-induci+n system on the aircraft, 
the transonic mea. mle is a design criteria for placing and shaping 
induction systems. For instance, the data presented in reference 265 show 
tha,t the drag rise is the leasLand the drag-rise.Mach number is the great- 
est when the addition of an air-induciioti system to 8 wing-body ccmbinatim 
c&uses no abrupt or large changes in the.distribution of cross-section area. 
This result is illustrated by sketch (36) which was reproduced from refer- 
ence 265. References 170, 
m OF DCFERENT TYPES OF NACELLES ~66, and 267 present more 
experimental Fnfomtation 
concerning the interference 
of air-induction systems 
with aircraft at transonic 
flight speeds. 
Wave-drq.- The tran- 
sonic area rule has been 
extended for application at 
supersonic speeds by 
R. T. Jones in reference 268, 
and.the limitations of this 
extension have been examined 
by Lomax in reference 269, 
It 1s shown that, for slender 
aircraft, cross-section areas 
0 .6 I.0 12 I.4 16 I.6 2.0 canbetakeninplanestbrough 
M a point on the body axis 
Sketch (36) 
inclined at the flight Mach 
- 
angle to obtain an equivalent srea distribution. A sufficient number of 
planes must be chosen so that an accurate averege oblique sectfon area csn 
be computed. Then, from this equivalent sxea distribution, the wave drag 
can be calculated by slender-body theory. For configurations in which 
the srea distribution is chosen so 86 to minimize the drag, the design is 
nesr opt&mum 0-y for a smell range of flight Mach nmbers about the 
design point. The qeriments of reference 268 substantiate the use cd: 
this method as a design criterion. Analysis of drag data for a tide 
variety of configurations indicates that pre&Lctions of drag sre in error 
by a msxUum of about 20 percent ~5th a mean error of about 7 percent. 
As pointed out by Jones, these srea rules ere basically methods of wave 
cancellation - the pressure drag of one component is canceled by proper 
use of the pressure field from snother component. 
More detailed theoretical investigations of ting-body cc&in&ions 
in supersonic flow indicate how components can best be shaped and arranged 
to provide wave cancellation. Baldwin and Dickey in reference 270 demon- 
strate the importance of the moments of the area distribution at Mach 
numbers above 1. Both experiment and theory show that the Mach number for 
dreg rise is high and the subsequent drag rise is low ff the longitudinal 
dfstribution of the moments of area is smooth and gradual. (At low super- 
sonic speeds moments greater thsn the second sxe of negligible importance.) 
Nacelles ten be used to -rove the moment distribution of *g-body com- 
binations, and. the data of reference 270 show that the high-speed drsg 
chsracterfstics of a wing-body-nacelle ccmibination can be less than those 
of the corresponding wing-body combination. The studies of references 271 
and 272 indLc&te that rotational asymmetry of body cro6s sections in the 
region of a wing juncture provides greater wave cancellation than a symmet- 
ric indentation. Nielsen (ref. 272) employs linearized theory to deter- 
mine the change in shape of a circxilsr cylinder required to cancel the 
wave drag of Hngs. The method can be extended to the interference prob- 
lems of nacelle-fuselage or to nacelle-wing-fuselage ccmibinations 8s long 
as the flow is quasi-cylindrical. 
In reference 273, Friedman and Cohen consider the minimum wave drag 
of two- and three-body cmbtiations. It is shown by linearized theory 
that the least drag is produced in supersonic flight when the bodies sre 
close together and staggered so that the pressure fields interact to 
produce a buoyant force in the flight direction. The general trends of 
this anelysis have been substentiated by the experiments of reference 249. 
Here, the forces on both single and twin nacelles tith normal-shock inlets 
operating supercriticslly were measured in the presence of a body of revo- 
lution hav3ng a parabolic-arc radius distribution. The nacelles were 
moved both axially and radially, snd it w&s found that the theoretical 
predictions were fairly accurate for forward locations, but for reerward 
inbosrd locations there w&a considerable detiation from experiment. The 
favorable interference effects s.t the rear inboard locations were equal 
to or greater than those indicated by theory. In reference 274 a nacelle 
with a conical-shock inlet operating subcritically at a flight Mach number 
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of 2.0 w&8 located at two positions in the pressure field of a complete 
aircraft configuration. A lo-percent increase in drag coefficient resulted _ . . . 
at zero angle of attack when the nacelle .was moved from a. forwerd to a 
rearward location. ThTs large increase ti drag, which is opposite to the 
trend indicated in reference 249, was attributed to the strong shock wave 
from the inlet. 
Lift and Pitching Moment 
The lift force of &z1 air-induction system consists of the lift com- 
ponent of the pressure forces on the external surfaces and of the reaction 
from the force required to turn the en@;& streamtube from the flight 
direction to that of the induction-system axis. This force from tiuPrLng 
the internal flow is carried on the lips!‘ see reference 275; and, 66 shown 
in reference 152, in terms of the ticreme&al lift coefficient based on 
maximum body frontal area for a slender bbdjr, it is. 
AC& = &As (a: inradians) 
Abodyq (33) 
the corresponding incremental pitching-moment coefficient is, of course, 
the product of this lift coefficient and the distance from the Inlet to 
the moment reference point divided by the.momeat reference length. 
Pierpont and Braden tireference 234 compare this prediction with data 
taken at stisonic speeds on a b&y having an underslung scoop just behind 
the nose. The results for a flight Mach nlzrdber of 0.8 sze shown in 
sketch (37). The effect of mass-flow ratio on the lift of the body-scoop 
A 
.3 
c, 
.2 
.I 
1 A 
3 
cl 
.2 
Theoretical 
.- 
0 4 8 
a 
(a) Effect of mass-flow ratio 
Iii 0 
Sketch (37) 
4 8 
a 
(b) Effect of basic body 
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combination is closely predicted (sketch (37a)), but there is some error 
in predicting the lift resulting from addition of the scoop with a mass- 
flow ratio of 1.0 to the basic body (sketch (37b)). This difference is 
probably due to the fact that interference with the pressure field of the 
basic body resultS.ng from addition of the scoop was not taken into account. 
The Fncremental pitching nmment of this conf&uration was not well predicted 
apparently because the drag coqonent of the moment contributed by the 
asymmetric scoop chsnged with mass flow and angle of attack and counter- 
acted the mcrment due to the Incremental lift. A ccmrparison of experimental- 
and theoretical lift coefficients at supersonic speed for a slender, open- 
nosed b&y of revolution is presented in reference 152. Here it was found 
that up to &II angle of attack of ho the prediction agreed with experiment 
within 7 percent snd there was c-arable accuracy in the pitching-me& 
comparison. The contribution of these effects to the lift and pitching 
moment of a complete aJrplane is, ingeneral,relatively small; for 
Instance, the incremental lift-curve slope due to turning the engine flow 
at a mass-flow ratio of 1 is only about 1 percent of that of a normsl air- 
plane. -Thus, in most cases great accuracy in predicting mass-flow effects 
on lift and its m-t6 is not necesssry. 
In the following discussion, the interference of various air-induction 
systems on lift and pitching moment are presented. Forces and moments 
in other planes are not discussed because, in general, they result from 
the ssme phenomena. 
Wing leading-edge inlets.- Tests of wing lend-edge inlets In both 
straight and swept Mngs with RACA 63-012 airfoil sections sre described 
in references 225 and 226. For the straight wing, the effect of internal 
flow on both the lift- and pftching-moment-cue slopes was negligible. 
There was a large effect of inlet-velocFty ratio on maximum lift coeffi- 
cient at very low flow rates, but for the range of usual interest, inlet- 
velocity ratios above 0.8, the maximum lfft coefficient of the basic wing 
was maintained. With the swept wing, there was a large change in the 
flow at the downstream corner of the inlet at lift coefficients above 
0.6. The msx%mum section lift coefficient at 0.8 inlet-velocity ratio 
was 1.10 at the upstream corner but, at the other corner, it was 0.72. 
Reducing the inlet-velocity ratio to 0 or Increasing it to 1.6 changed 
these section lift coefficients by 0.10 at most. It is thus apparent that 
with a swept wing, flow through a leading-edge inlet can seriously inter- 
fere with the lifting force and its distribution. 
Wing -root inlets.- A a-root inlet of triangular frontal shape was 
tested on a 43O sweptback m-body combination'as described in refer-. 
ence 186. The inlet lips were parallel to the wing leading edge, and the 
lip profiles were refined by &anging inclination and stsgger so that for 
mass-flo-3 ratfos frm 0 to 1.5 internal flow had no effect on lift-curve 
slope or ma2samm lift. coefficient. Tests reported in reference 84 at 
higher speeds showed no effects at mass-flow ratios from 0.4 to 0.7 up 
to a flight Mach number of 1.2. In reference 6, the results of tests 
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of a similar configuration differing only in inlet frontal shape (semi- 
elliptical rather than triangular) are presented. The effects of internal 
flow on lift were again negligib.le, buthere pitcl&ng moment was measured. 
It was found that at Mach numbers above 0.9, the presence of the inlet 
with mass-flow ratios of 0.4 or 0.8 increased the static longitudinal 
stability of the wing-body ccMbina.tion tested by 25 percent. In this test, 
the inlet hadno effect on the lift coefficient at which the slope of the 
moment curve reversed. 
Tests of a wing-root inlet mounted on a swept wing with the Inlet 
plane normal to the flight direction are:described in reference 276. 
The inlet plane was ahead of the leading-edge of the root chord of the 
wing alone, and thus the installation of.the air-induction system modified 
the wing plan form. Flight tests revealed a strong pitch-up above an angle 
of attack of 80, and wind-tunnel tests showed this to be caused by an 
abrupt change in downwash at the tail, due to a change in circulation 
about the wing as the angle of attack was increased. The pitch-up was 
eliminated by chsnging the section contour of the outboard portion of the 
wing leading edge snd by adding fences both at the inlet and outboard on 
the wing. An inlet with the outboard radius about half the scoop depth, 
and an inlet width-to-height ratio nesr 1.0 also eliminated the pitch-up. 
It was concluded that the wing plan formand sharp side edge resulting 
from the addition of the extended wing-root Met WLS the cause of the 
unexpected downGash variation. Tests of:a somewhat similar configuration 
for a supersonic -lane are reported Jn reference 3.44. ..In this case 
there was no longitudinal instability for the condition of no flap deflec- 
tion, probably because of the low position of the horizontal-tail surfaces 
and the rounded side edges of the inlet. 
; : 
scoops.- The effects of scoops on the lift of a ccmplete airplane 
are generally not large, just as the body lift is not a large percentage 
of the total lift unless the body diameter snd wing span are nesrly equal. 
Thus, top and bottom acoop locations would be expected to have small 
effects on lift and moment, and the effedt of s%de scoops would depend on 
the width of the body-scoop combination relative to the body diameter or 
wing span. These trends are il$ustrated,for subsonic speeds by the data 
of references 234 and 277. The effect of body plan-form changes due to 
the addition of scoops on the lift increment due to viscous crossflow 
effects can be estimated by the method of reference ~6. 
. 
-. 
The lift and moment effects of scoo@s mounted on bodies in tests at 
Mach numbers of 1.5, 1.8, and 2.0 are described in references 220 and 239. 
In the former investigation, scoop locations on the top and bottom of a 
body were compared. The SCOOP had a r&-type- compresslon surface and -. 
was operated supercriticslly. At zero angle of attack, the bottom loca- 
tion included a small positive lift force, and the top location induced 
sn equal negative force; the shift in the angle for zero lift from that 
of the b&y alone was plus and minus 20,-respectively. This difference 
was maintatied to an angle of attack of 80; at greater angles, the bottom 
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location caused an increasing lift-curve slope, whereas the slope remafned 
nearly constant for the top location. Throughthe angle-of-attackrange 
of 100, the slope of the pitching-moment curve for the bottam location was 
constant whereas that for the top location Increased. This means that the 
center of pressure moved resrwar d for the bottom scoop and forward for 
the top scoop. The results of reference 239 for an underslung scoop con- 
firm these trends. A reduction in mass-flow ratio in these -latter tests 
from 1.0 to 0.7 had no apprecfable effect on lift or moment. 
Nacelles. - The investigation of references 207, 231, 278, and qg 
were of wing-nacelle combinations fn whLch the nacelle inlet was at the 
leading edge of both straight and swept wings and the nacelles extended 
behind the trailing edges. As would be expected from such plan forms, 
the lift-curve slope and the stability of the combinations (based on 
wing dimensions) were -eater than those of the wing alone. The effects 
of internal flow on lift-curve slope and m lift coefffcient were 
smdl in the tests in which lift was measured, (refs. 207 and 231). 
For nacelles that extend ahead of a King, the lift on the projecting 
body is destabilizing. L&e magnitude of this effect for some nacelles in 
subsonic flow is reported in reference 81. Some of the nacelles of this 
reference w&ce located just below the trin@;; this position resulted in an 
increase in the angle for zero lift above that for the wWg slone because 
of the high Fnduced velocities on the lower tig surface in the region of 
the wing-nacelle juncture. This effect also changed the span loading of 
the wing. The nacelles described In this reference did not change the 
maxbum lift coefficient attainable with the wing alone, but the Uft- 
curve slope was increased as much as 10 percent. This large Fncrease was 
due to the nacelles being tested only on a short wing panel; on a complete 
vlng the increase in lift-curve slope would be of the order cxP 4 percent. 
In reference 2'78 it is shown 
.9 v . . . 
. 
that the destabiJLz5ng effect of for- . 
wsxd nacelle locations can be counter-? 
balanced by mounting the nacelle frosp g 
avertical strutandmoving itdown- 7p 
ward. The results of reference279 E . 
show that the span-se position of E 
such a strut-mounted nacelle can be E 
selected so as to increase the lift z 
coefficient at wfiich the slope of the s 5 I I 
pitching-moment curve of a sweptback (I' #/ Ww plan farm 
wing reverses. Here, moving the P Nacelle:-0.5 -Y 
nacelle frcm 0.5 to 0.6 of the wing 
AR = 3.5 
rf semispan l/4 Chord sweep = 47” 
semispan changed the flow over the 
wing to such an extent that loss of 
Taper ratio 0.2 
.3 I 
lift at the tips was delay&. As 6 B Lo 1.2 
shown in sketch (38), at flight Mach 
nrrmbers below about 0.9 this effect Sketch $8) 
was large. 
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The nacelles tested at subsonic speeds as reported in reference 2'78 
and 279 were also tested at Mach numbers of 1.6 and 2.0 as described in 
references 280 and 281. These nacelles were mounted in several positions 
on and below the chord plane of the swepitback wing at various spsnwise 
locations. The aerodynamic characteristics were similar to those at sub- 
sonic speeds; that is, all the nacelles .?Lncreased the lift-curve slope, 
the nacelles Fn the wing root increased stability but those mounted out- 
board decreased it. The magnitudes of the effects depend upon the spc- 
cific configuration, but they seldom exceeded 10 percent of the lift or 
moment of the wing alone. 
A theoretical study of the lift of bodies and combinations of bodies 
is presented in reference 282. Slender-body theory was used to predict 
the interference ofa fuselage on an open-nose nacelle downstream of the 
intersection of the nacelle with the fuselage bow-shock wave. In the 
region of this intersection, slender-body theory is not applicable, but 
account was made of this by assuming that the reflection is that of two- 
dimensional flow, snd the results of reference 261 substantiate this 
assumption for weak shock waves. The predictions of this method were 
compared with experiment as described in'reference 249. Here, tests were 
performed at Mach numbers of 1.8 and 2.0 with a slender fuselage having 
open-nose nacelles mounted above and below in the pitch plane. Normsl 
force was measured with the nacelles in several axial and vertical posi- 
tions. With the nacelles almost in contact with the fuselage, the sum of 
the normal forces of the component bodies was as much as 25 percent greater 
than the total measured normal force at an angle of attack of 4'. At 
higher angle of attack, the normal forceldecreased to half the sum of the 
component forces. This lift interference is, of course, due to the bodies 
being in crossflow wakes.- The theory proposed does not include all of the 
factors involved in crossflow end, depending upon relative location, pre- 
dicted normal-force interference with errors from 0 to 25 percent of the 
measured values. With the nacelle axis over 2 fuselage diameters from the 
fuselage axis there was no normsl-force interference within the limits of 
angle of attack (80) and axial spacing investigated. 
The lift- and pitching-moment characteristics at Mach numbers of 1.5, 
1.8, and 2.0 of a canard configuration having one-of the nacelle srrange- 
ments of reference 249 are described by Obery and masnow (ref. 283). 
The nacelle axes were located one fuselsge diameter fram the fuselage 
axis and the nacelle inlets were at 70 percent of the fuselage length 
behind the nose. Since the nacelles were nearly half as long as the fuse- 
lage, they extended a considerable distance downstream and contributed a 
stsbiliz5ng moment to the fuselage. Because of lift interference due to 
crossflow, the lift of the combination could not be accurately predicted 
by the theory of reference 282. This model WE& also tested with the 
nacelles in the horizontal rather than the vertical plane (ref. 284). TJw 
were placed l-1/2 fuselage diameters fra$ the center ltie and the inlets 
were at about the mid-length station of the fuselage. The increase in 
lift-curve slope due to &ding the nacelles (15 percent) was about twice 
. 
4 
- 
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86 great as when they were added in the vertical plane, and the effect on 
stability was not as great. The addition of nacelles to the basic air- 
craft configuration of references 266 and 267, however, resulted in large 
percentage changes in pitching moment. 
The range performances of the various combinations investigated in 
references 239, 283, snd 284 are compsred in reference lg. It was found 
that the configuration with scoops which had the least min3mum drag had 
slightly greater range than the configuration with nacelles in the hori- 
zontal plane which had the least drag due to lift. This evaluation depends, 
of course, on the specific conditions assumed in the study. 
The interference of a nacelle having a conical-shock inlet operating 
subcritically at a flight Mach number of 2.0 with an aircrsft configuration 
is described in reference 274. A ccnnparison with the nacelle in a forward 
and en sft location shows a decrease fn Uft-curve slope from 0.026 to 
0.02l per degree and sn increase in angle for zero lift from 0.5' to 1.9' 
due to moving the nacelle from a location forward below the b&y to one 
resrwsrd and over the wing. There was a corresponding forwsrd shift of 
the aerodynamic center. 
Ames Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
Moffett Field, Calif., June 16, 1955 
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APPENDIXA 
SYMBOLS 
NACA HM A55F16 
A 
AC 
CD 
Cf 
CL 
CP 
D' 
hl 
d 
Fn 
FnP 
mn 
Q 
H 
h 
h 
2 
MI 
M 
m 
. . .i 
sxea 
capture area 
drag coefficient .- 
skin-friction coefficient based on-wetted ezea 
lift coefficient 
pressure.coefficient 
*ag 
net drag 
diameter 
engine net thrust 
net propulsive force 
difference between ideal and actual net thrust, Fni-Fna 
gravitational. constant 
ratio of boundary-layer-displacement thickness to momentum 
is* thiclmess, 8 
altitude 
height of boundary-layer diverter 
length 
total momentum of the engine stresmtube in the inlet plane 
Mach number 
mass flow 
msximum mass flow, wpovoAc 
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. 
n 
n 
P 
Q 
¶. 
R 
R 
r 
S 
. 
T 
U 
U,VYW 
engine rotational speed 
nmber of oblique shock waves 
pressure' 
fuel consurqtion 
dynsmic pressure 
Reynolds nmiber 
gas cmtant 
local radius 
wing axea or wetted axea 
temperature1 
local velocity of flow, U==(v+u)*+~+~ 
local velocity components in the x,y, and z directions, 
. 
v 
Wa 
. wac 
Wf 
XIYYZ 
respectively 
stream velocity 
weight flow af air 
corrected weight flow of air 
weight flow of fuel 
Cartesian coordinates with x positive in the stream 
direction 
a 
B 
Y 
6 
6 
5* 
angle of attack 
angle of sideslip 
ratio of specific heats 
Pt3 relative absolute pressure, - 
boundary-layer thickness 
boundary-layer displacement tbickaess 
%hen used without the subscript t, the symbols, p, p, and T denote 
static pressure. static density, and static temperature, respectively. 
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P 
u 
Qz 
O,f,2,2 t 99, 
4,... 00 1 
a 
B 
b 
c 
ex 
f 
h 
angle of flow deflection 
relative absolute temperature TtS 'E 
boundary-layer momentum thickness 
cowl angle, the angle between the free-stream direction 
and a line connecting the inlet and cowl maximum 
diameters 
functions defined by equations .(B5), (B7), and (B8), 
respectively 
mass density2 
cone semiapex angle 
cowl-position angle, the angle between the apex of a pre- 
compression surface and the cowl lip (see sketch (18)) 
local shear stress 
shock-wave angle 
A2t area ratio, - 
A2 
Subscripts 
denote stations in the flow as shown in sketch (1) 
actual or additive 
forebody 
bW 
cone surface 
external 
friction 
hydraulic diameter 
2See footnote 1, page 105. 
-jma!p- 
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* 
I 
Fn 
i 
iI 
2 
M 
n 
r 
8 
6 
t 
v 
W 
. cr 
- isen 
SL 
( I* 
7-i 
refers to the plane enclosed by the stagnation points on 
the inlet lips 
internal 
ideal 
jet 
lip 
maximum 
net 
ramp 
shock wave 
scoop 
total 
viscou3 
wave 
critical 
denotes isentropic flow 
denotes standard sea-level conditions 
Superscripts 
denotes conditions where M = 1.0 
average or effective value 
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-NTS AND INTERPBETATION 
NACA FM ~55~16 
In tests of air-induction systems accurate measurements must be made 
of effective total pressure, mass-flow rate, and drag. mot only must each 
measurement be made accurately, but also the method of data interpretation 
must be one which best suits design purposes. Some of the considerations 
involved sre discussed in this appendix, 
The accuracy of determinin g effective total pressure sts from 
measurements,with a r&e of total-pressure tubes depends upon the pre- 
cision of each measurement of pt.. Pitot tubes &lined with a subsonic 
stream indicate true total pressure at the tube center line only when 
the flow is uniform and steady. The information of reference 285 shows 
that there is little error in measurement if the tube is alined within 
loo of the flow direction if the bore of a tube with a hemispherical head 
is greater than about 0.3 the external diameter. The study of refer- 
ence 2% shows that when a tube is in a-transverse total-pressure gradient, 
the effective center of total pressure is displaced-towsrds the region of 
higher velocity by a small amount. This correction is negligible in the 
testing of well-designed air-induction systems because sizable transverse 
pressure gradients do not exist in large portions of the flow and the 
pitot tubes are normKL3.y small relative to the duct area. Since duct 
flow can often by unsteady, measurements under these conditions are not 
at all reliable. In reference 287 it is shown that in incompressible 
flow the readtig of a total-pressure tube alined tith the mean stream 
velocity V is I 
(Bl) 
where u, v, and w sre the components of the turbulent fluctuations. 
Thus, in unsteady flow the readings of pitottubes sre always greater 
than the true value, and calculations of effective total pressure, internal 
drag, or mass flow based on the indication can be considerably in error. 
(See also refs. 288 and 289.) The zimportance of this s(5tITce of error is 
indicated by the tests of reference w 'in whfch measurements were made 
in the turbulent flow behind orifice plates. It was found that the 
measurement of mean total pressure decreased with distance behind the 
plate, a trend to be expected from the decay of turbulence. Errors in 
the measurement of flow quantity of 10 to 15 percent resulted from readings 
.- 
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with pitot tubes in this turbulent flow. It is therefore necessary that 
some method of indicating unsteady flow be used with pitot-tube measure- 
ments in air-induction systems. 
In making measurements tith a rake af pitot tubes, the nmer of tubes 
which can be conveniently used is occasionaJly limited. Under such cir- 
cumstances the spacing of the tubes to give the most accurate average can 
be chosen according to the method of Gauss, references 291 and 292. 
Integration must be performed according to the Gaussian formula, which 
requires more computation than do the normal methods. 
A rake of pitot and static tubes is used in induction-system testing 
when area- or mass-flow-averaged total pressures and flow uniformity are 
to be measured. Because of the errors which can arise and because of the 
importance of the mass-flow measurement ti determining accurately net 
drag and optimum-performan ce conditions, it is advisable to calibrate 
rake tistellations with a standard orifice meter. As a result of these 
complications, total pressure end mass flow sre often determined. sktply 
from measurements of static Pressure at two statfons of different area 
in the duct. If steady, one-dimensional, isentropic flow of a perfect 
gas is assumed between the measurement stations 
P2 (P~/P.z?~'~(AL/A.zT)~ 
7/2 
- 1 -= 
Pt2 c (P~/P~~~'~(AI/A~)~ - 1  
where the subscript 2 refers to the throat or minimum section. Hence, 
the total pressure pt2 can be determined from measurements of static 
pressure and area at locsl stations 1 and 2. From knowledge of the total 
temperature and pressure, the static pressure, and the cross-section area 
at a station, mass flow can be calctikted from the formula 
Jw = Pt2a2 (o.op!1/2(&J-'7[1 - (."'I"' (B3) 
These formulas involve assumptions which &ten are not met in tests of 
air-induction systems, and again check calfbrations and careful consider- 
ation of sources of error are necessary. (See, e.g., refs. 285, 288, and 
293.) The uncertainty (see ref. 293) in mass-flow measurement is given 
by the relationship 
ll0 NACA RM A5PI.6 
and is a function of Mach number at th;e measurement station because 
035) 
Plotting e1 as a function of Mach number shows-that large errors In 
mass-flow determination result from e&or6 in measurement Ccp static and --- 
total pressure if the throat Mach number is less than about 0.7. Simi- 
larly, the uncertainty in total pressure is 
where . 
2 
. 
&2 = 
7(A~/A~)2(p&d10’7 [l - (Pl/P2)2/71 
c I (37) (AI/A~)~(PI/P~?"~ -.I (PI/P~?~'~(AI/A~)~ - 1] I[ 
and 
(AI-/A~)~(P~/P~)~"~ Es = C (AI/A~)~(PJP~)~~'~ - 6(~&2)~‘~ + 5 I 
I: (AI/A~)~(PI/P~)~"~ 0.1 IL- (AI/&)~(P~/P~)~~/~ - J I 
038) 
Thus, the error In total pressure is a function of the ratios AI/AZ, 
p1/p2, and the component uncertaInties in the srea and pressure measure- 
ments. Tkre variation of &t/pt andAm/m as a function of throat Mach -.. 
=‘F 
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number & is illustrated in sketch (39) for an assumed error In static- 
pressure and area-ratio measurements of l/2 percent. The uncertainties 
are directly proportionsl to the errors in these ratios, and uncertainties 
for other values of the assumed error can be determined by simply multi- 
ply3ng by the proper factor. It is evident that a contraction in area of 
about 0.7 with a near sonic value of 
& produces relatively peat accu- 
racy. In order to maintain accuracy 
through a wide range of mass flow, 
it is necessary to employ a vsri- 
able throat. 
EFFEcTITlETOI!ALPREssuEE 
Three methods of determining 
effective total pressure at diffuser 
exits are in common use. None are 
exact. They are described by the 
following equations for fncompres- 
sible, two-dimensional flow with 
uniform static pressure: 
Method of equation (B2) (the 
"Mass-Derived Method" of refer- 
ence 294) 
Pt=p+ 
or $ (iSud-q (Bg) 
Pt= p + f(a)2 I 
I I I I 
.4 6 .a I.0 
ThroatMachnumber,& 
Aresrweightingmethod 
or 
Sk&d (39) 
. 
Mass-flow weighting method' 
E-p+& u%A s 
or 
g = p + f(F) 
(=a 
(B=) 
. 
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Since none of these can be substantiated by rigorous proofs as giving the 
true effective total pressure, the question of accuracy must be settled 
by compsrison with a more exact estimate.; Such a comparison is presented 
by Wyatt in reference 295.where the more exact &&n&e is made by deter- 
mining an effective total pressure which satisfies the momentum and con- 
tinuity relationshi-ps which are involved .&I calculating engine thrust. 
For uniform flow, all methods wee, but for nonuniform flow, such as 
those which occur because of separation, the methods do not agree. The 
method of equation (B2) is, in general, the least accurate; but it requires 
the simplest instrumentation, for the other methods reqtie a pitot-tube 
survey. Data reduction by the mass-flow weighting method requires the 
most effort. The area-weighting method is usually as accurate as the mass- 
flow method, and it produces a conservative value of total-pressure ratio 
which the mass-flou.weighting method does not.. Eowever, -in the calculation 
of the internal thrust of a wind-tunnel model, a conservative value of 
total pressure produces too low an lndicatian of net drag. Under condi- 
tions which are normally encountered in well-designed air-induction systems, 
that is, relatively uniform steady flow, one method is as accurate as 
another, and selectian can be msde on the basis of convenience. However, 
for nonuniform flow such as exists in ducts with bends, cere must be 
exercised in evaluating data. 
. 
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with mass-flow ratio based on choked inlet properties. 
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Figure 8.- Total-pressure ratios for conical two-shock compression. 
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Figure IO.- Summary of d&a for the vsziation of total-pressure ratio with 
angle of attack. 
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